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it was in making education not only common
to all, but in some sense compulsory to all, that the destiny of the
free republic of america was practically settled.
james russell lowell

were i not a king, i would be a university man;
and if if were so that i must be made a prisoner,
i would have no other prison than this library.
james I of england

if i were founding a university, i would found first a smoking
room; then when i had a little more money in hand, i would found
a dorm itory; then, after that, or more probably with it, a decent
reading room and a library, after this, if i still had more money i
couldn't use, i would hire a professor and get some textbooks.
Stephen leacock
oxford as i see it

the soul takes nothing with her to the other world but her education
and culture; and these, it is said, are of the greatest service or of the greatest
injury to the dead man at the very beginning of his journey.
socrates

ti on • a d m i n i s t r a t i o n • a d m i n i s t r a t i o n

as the flower girl welcomes governor and mrs.

kennon, we, too, want to extend a welcome to him

as president of the board of supervisors.

his excellency the governor, robert f. kennon
18

It. gen. and mrs. t r oy h. mi ddl et on

gen. middleton has been president of louisiana
state university for two years, but is no newcomer
to the university, he has served l.s.u. for 22 years as
commandant of cadets, dean of administration,
and comptroller, we're also proud to present mrs.
middleton, who has shared the experiences of her
distinguished husband.

board

the board of supervisors in session, left to right: h. I. brinkley, ella v. schwing,
d.

james e. smitherman

a. borth, l.s.u. comptroller, t. m. mclemore, c. j. dugas, lewis gottlieb,

t. w. leigh, troy h. middleton, president, j. s. slack, t. f. cangelosi, t. w. dutton,
margaret dixon, horace wilkinson, jr., j. j. doles, j. e. smitherman.

mrs. ella v. schwing

thomas leigh

richard c. cadwallader

of s u p e r v i s o r s

Board Accepts Bid for Stadium;
Rejects Move for Athletic Probe
The Board of Supervisors ap
proved a $1.5 million enlarge
ment of the stadium by a vote o f
eight to five after a stormy ses
sion lasting six hours Saturday.
After heated arguments and
rejection of several substitute
motions asking the legislature if
the funds could be used for con
struction of a - new library, the
board accepted a proposal made
by James E. Smitherman to ac
cept a bid of $1,242,342 by Farns
worth and Chambers Company,
Inc., Houston, Tex.
A motion by Mrs. Margaret
Dixon to defer action on the sta
dium until after the board had
conducted a top to bottom inves
tigation of athletic director T. P.
Heard and his department was
ruled out of order on a 9-3 voto.
The first test of strength came
when Mrs. Ella V. Schwing of
Plaquemine and Homer L. Brinkley of Lake Charles introduced
the proposal that the board favor
a library and requested Gov. Ken
non, after being informed of the
board’s stand, to poll the Legisla
ture to determine if it approved
switching the funds to a library.
This proposal was defeated by
a vote of 6-7. Supporting the pro
posal were Mrs. Schwing, Brinkley, Thomas Leigh of Monroe,
Mrs. Margaret Dixon, J. M. McLemore of Alexandria and C. J.
Dugas of Donaldsonville.
Opposing the proposal were
Tom Dutton, New Orleans, Chair
man J. Stewart Slack of Shreve
port, Lewis Gottlieb of Baton
Rouge, J. E. Smitherman of

Shreveport, Horace Wilkinson Jr.
of Port Allen, Theo F. Cangelosi
of Baton Rouge and secretary of
the board, and John J. Doles of
Plain Dealing.
Mrs. Dixon, in making her pro
posal to defer action on the bids
until after an investigation of the
athletic d e p a r t m e n t , s a i d ,
“Charges have been brought out
this afternoon against the athle
tic department and I think we
should make a stem to stern in
vestigation before taking final
action on this.”

Heard’s name was first brought
into the discussion when Dr. M.
H. Gandy, while speaking for the
library, charged that inclusion
of the stadium in the list of LSU
projects approved by the legis
lature was engineered by a lobby
force engineered by the athletic
director.
Richard C. Cadwallader, also
supporting the library, said, “I
think it’s wrong for the athletic
director to- go into the halls of
the Legislature and lobby against
(See THREATS, Page 3)

stadium

library

john madison, attorney from shreveport

dr. m. h. gandy

senator Horace wilkinson, III, port alien

comptroller
dr. daniel borth

registrar
john a. hunter

dean of the university
charles e. smith

dean of men
arden o. french

dean of women
helen b. gordon

first row seated: blake blakewood, duncan burford, joellen goode hindman,
cecil james bergeron, roy st. pierre. second row: lenora armstrong, oscar kelly
hamm, fay moreland. standing: f. e. hawsey, stuart butler.

the h o n o r court
roy st. pierre has trouble with
his robe.

supreme judicial organ of student government, composed of student rep
resentatives appointed from each of the colleges of the university, the honor
court functions to maintain a high standard of student morality by foresighted
prevention and punishment only after trial.

kelly hamm, duncan burford, blake blakewood, cecil james
bergeron, fay moreland.

oscar kelly hamm, chief justice

student

council

kenneth osterberger
president

the student council is composed of the student body
president, vice-president, and co-ed vice-president, the
president of each college, and a representative from
the junior division, the speaker of the senate, and
the president of the latin american council.

sam

sp ataro,

ann

conerly,

pearce

bailey,

huey

p.

roberts, leland scoggins, r o b e r t parker, g o d o f r e d o h erz o g , b o b ball, e d d ie j. m artinez, franklin platt, william
senn, william g ra h a m , ralp h berni, cecil b e r g e r o n , lest e r hulett, h. b. Conner, jr., louis fuselier, m ack furlow,
g e o r g e platt, james revie re , cy nth ia gallent, jacquelin e
g eis m an, m arth a jane ivey, sally johnson, a. j. nesanovich, ed landry , jacques savoy , w. m . stevenson, d o n a ld
m aier, r o b e r t d ean , elizabeth claitor, william b r a d le y ,
jack g o r d o n , r o y lilly, rex ta tu m , arlin peltier, joan slay,
john

stracener ,

m ig n o n n e

yancey,

sissie ellis,

ro b e r t

lunn, ann williams, kenneth d ' a r m o n d , juan d a n g o n d .
24

marvin rushing
vice-president

fay moreland
co-ed vice-president

student council project— a campus wide spring
prom featuring ralph flanagan's orchestra.

every little vote counts
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student senate

the purpose of the student senate is to promote
the general welfare of the student body, to take
necessary legislative action on matters referred
to it by the university authorities, to legislate on
matters necessary to the supervision and co
ordination of student activities, and to propose
amendments to the student constitution.

graduate
council

the graduate council is composed of repre
sentatives from various departments doing ad
vanced work.

right: albert war'ren, president; harry brown,
vice-president; grace y. morgan, secretary.

members
back row:
jose macari
otavio cordeiro
juan echeverria
hector de la puente
godofredo herzog
jose prado
ariano aranjo, president
second row:
gustavo hernandez
jose gaviero
jose montes
juan dangond
osman farias
william Valencia
third row:
concha barnoya
vera canozio
sucilay aspina

latin american council
27

day girls
the day girls organization represents all women students
living off the campus.
officers
dee d a v i e s .................................................................... president
ernestine c r o u s e .................................
. . vice-president
Catherine boyd
.......................................................... secretary
maisie b i r d ....................................................................treasurer
Catherine deb e n e d e t t o ................................................reporter
members

a.w.s. advisory board: first row: barbara watkins, treas
urer; jane swan, president; dorothy dorr, vice-president;
marilyn me clintock, secretary, second row: adele vaught,
chairman of inter-dormitory council; cecilia roark, presi
dent, y.w.c.a.; jeannine abdalla, chairman of the judicial
board; shirley martin, president, w.r.a.; dee davies, presi
dent, day girls, not pictured: libbye ann landry, panhellenic president; jen lashley, mortar board president.

associated women studenls, an organization representing
all l.s.u. women students, works to promote the general
welfare of its members and to unify the work of all l.s.u.
women groups.

members
organization presidents
barbara mansell

dee davies

janice denson

[oen pincus

claire rudolph

doroihykyle

nancy reinhart

barbara turner

jeannine abdalla

evelyne Campbell

lenore sharp

ruth patrick

dianne miller

clare d'artois leeper

ann may

jen lashley

wanda menetre

june atkinson

jody harper

ann conerly

marilyn me clintock

trances gagliano

sally roane

carol underwood

bobby jean crawford

nancy collins

jerry d. prieto

betty kitchens

majorie atlas

libbye ann landry

mary ethel de generes

shirley martin

sarah latham

cecelia roark

jane swan

dormitory presidents
jackie hope

theresa dembiski

polly gemar

jean steib

helen saint

nancy patty

associated women
stu d e n ts council

first row: janice adams, maisie bird, dorothy bonnecaze,
Catherine boyd. second row: I. ernestine crouse, dee davies,
Catherine de benedetto, sadie ferguson. third row: mary
delle foil, pearl gravois, lynn elizabeth greig, janice helouin.
fourth row: shirley jarreau, evelyn johnson, margaret kuhnert, anna michelli. fifth row: mary eiizabeth potts, florence
pratt, floan stevens, janie Thompson.
not pictured: dot arceneaux, hilda basold, pat evans, flo
gardner, betty hawkins, georgianne landry, anna maurello, zellene moak, pat sanchez, may nell thomassie.

left to right: shirley martin, june day, rosemary taforo, june coincon, louise coco, marilyn duncan, pat hester, bea bradley, anti phillips, theresa landry.

women's
recreation
association

three bulls' eyes

in the swim
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(right to left)
jackie hope

. annie boyd hall

nancy patty . . . .

west hall

polly gemar

east hall

. . . .

helen saint . . evangeline hall
joan stacy . . . highland hall
theresa dembiski, french house

women's dorm itory presidents
men's residence hall proctors

30

officers
chief proctor: joe loupe— first
semester; huey p. duncan—
second semester,
men's residence hall proctors
were founded at l.s.u. in 1944
and serve as a council to men
in each section of the dormi
tories. proctor requirements
are an overall 1.5 average and
junior standing,
first row: c. j. moran, t. osborne, d. durham, j. loupe, m.
hamm, m. jeane, r. o'brien, I.
j. andermann.
second row: w. ellis, v. trawick,
w. adam, w. sigman, h. duncan,
d. pettepher, c. belleau, h.
sherman, r. michel.
third row: r. tettleton, j. kopfler, m. yang, m. wiley, v. jones,
j. dileo, h. thompson, w. jeter,
r. migues.
fourth row: t. doussan, w. caskey, e. laravia, r. allee, h. lauman, w. parker, j. ellinston, r.
uptmor, r. lee, s. gennuso.
not pictured: w. ainsworth, b.
beasley, r. boettner, j. coon, r.
curry, k. osterberger, p. pederson, j. savoy, p. sims, d. simmons, n. thompkins.

members:
first row: f. t. berg, jr.; edwin j. coons,
second row: ted dreyfus, tom young.

alpha
phi
omega
alpha phi omega, national service fraternity composed
of ex-boy scouts, has carried on many service projects
during the past year:
sponsoring homecoming decorations contest: pi beta
phi won the $1,000 james a. noe homecoming trophy
for the second straight year, phi delta Iheta won
first place in the fraternity division, Westminster
fellowship won first place in the student center division;
annie boyd, in dormitory division; day girls, other
organizations division, delta delta delta and kappa
kappa gamma were runners-up in the sorority division
and theta kappa phi and sigma chi took cups in
Ihe fraternity division.
putting up a christmas tree in the field house lounge
for the students reviving the song and skit night, an
old Isu tradition, chi omega, for the best overall
act, won the dr. e. m. west memorial trophy, named
for the recent faculty adviser of alpha phi omega.
securing donations for the american red cross blood
mobile unit, pi beta phi helped in the drive.
sponsoring a long telegram to the basketball team in
kansas city for the n.c.a.a. basketball championship
tournament, though this spur-of-the-moment project
lasted only six hours some 284 names were secured.
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honors

*honors

*honors

phi k a p p a phi
phi kappa phi is a national honorary society se

officers, 1952-53

lecting the ranking 7 percent of the seniors and

ira d. george

graduates of the 10 schools and colleges of the
university each year, election is based on schol

george h. d e e r ...................................vice-president
marelena w h i t e ............................................secretary

arship and other outstanding qualities.

yvonne jon es....................... journal correspondent

............................................ president

members elected in spring of 1953

bachelors
charles r. baskin

matthew w. gleber

irene s. bass

louise guthrie

gleb mamantov

louie e. singleton

charles belleau

judge d. harlan

marilyn me clintock

mack b. solomon

barbara blanchard

charles r. hibberts

fay a. moreland

vernon h. sonnier

eva mae bryan

charles w. howard

charles b. mullin

charles e. taylor

duncan d. burford

marjorie s. kemp

george b. parker

wesley a. travis

nancy c. collins

robert lincoln

william h. parker

imanuel wexler

ida kay davis

arnold m. lincove

robert roberts

frances c. wright

leo d'aubin

bobby 1. link

octavio g. romero

myron h. yang

mack v. furlow

basile liuzza

daniel d. sandefur

van be luong

curtis j. simmons

masters
gloria carroll

william h. huckabay

boyce o. miller

roy w. smith

alan h. cheetham

milford huff

ross s. north

mary tooke

william h. endy

leon 1. marx

georgia p. pinkston

pedro vasquez

john r. galloway

james w. midkiff

betty d. platt

lois elaine wales

clarice 1. rougeou

doctors of philosophy
samuel henderson

john w. jones

frank t. meriweather

lynn earl orr

the annual phi kappa phi freshman award ($50): dale edward bennett, scholastically
highest ranking freshman in 1951-1952.

past presidents
1930-

3 I ................................................................. c. t. dowell

1941- 42 ........................................................

1931- 32 ............................................................ c. w. edgerton

1942-

43

h. I. me cracken
irby c. nichols

1932- 33 ..................................................................... I. j. lasalle

1943-

44 ......................................................................c. m. wise

1933- 34 ......................................................................

1944-

45 .......................................................... waiter pritchard

1945-

46 ................................................... susanne thompson

1934-

f. c. frey

35 ................................................................. h. I. garrett

1935- 36 .................................................................r. I. menville

1946-

47 .......................................................... david v. guthrie

1936-

37 ................................................................. e. b.

doran

1947-

48 ...............................................................irving p. foote

1937-

38 ................................................................. w. h.

gates

1948-

49 ................................................................w. o. scroggs

1938-

39 ................................................................. w, h.

gates

1949- 50 ......................................................................ellen lenoir

1939-

40 .................................................................helen carter

1950-

1940-

4 1 ................................................................. f. a.

195 I - 5 2 ......................................................................... h. a. major

rickey
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5 1 ...............................................................julian c. miller

northeast: fred wayne rogers
college

of agriculture: blake blakewood,
maude flanagan
school of music: martha sue blain

honor award
agriculture:
blake blakewood
maude flanagan
carroll wright, not pictured
arts and science:
duncan burford, not piciured
edwin jenevein
james oertel
nancy collins
joe thomas
chemistry and physics:
mary sue hanlon
gleb mamantov
lamar thomas

school of law: winfred boriack, jack gordon

college of education: dorothy wooley, fay moreland, mary jane steed
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college of chemistry and physics: gleb ma
mantov, lamar thomas, mary sue hanlon

college of arts and science: edwin jenevein,
james oertel, nancy collins, joe thomas

school of medicine: rudolph bourgeois,
cherie chachere, roy cook

students
commerce:
phyllis d'abadie,
not pictured
albert dietz
helen jarrell
education:
dorothy wooley
fay moreland
mary jane steed
engineering:
cushman cambre
ronald hartman
roy runck
roy st. pierre,
not pictured

law school:
winfred boriack
jack gordon
music school:
martha sue blain
Isu medical school:
rudolph bourgeois
cherie chachere
roy cook
from former off-campus
centers
louise guthrie (northeast)
not pictured
fred wayne rogers (northeast)
louie singleton (me neese)
not pictured

co lle ge of e n g in e e rin g : ro nald hartm an, cushman c a m b r e , ro y runck.

honor court scholarship: I. e. hawsey.

college of commerce: helen jarrell, albert dieiz.

mortar board: marjorie alias, janice denson, jody harper,
joellen goode, barbara mansell, wanda menetre, cecilia

spring
convocation

ap ril 2 9 , 1953

ann roark, helen roberts, mary jane steed, jane swan,
o.d.k.: john brock, james upp, roy st. pierre, marvin rush
ing, tom self, o'neil barrett, jr., george bourgeois, jack
gordon, grover murray, waldo w. braden.
alpha chi sigma award: john maurin, larry gene pleimann.
alpha lambda delta alumni award: nancy collins.
alpha lambda delta member award: jeanon richardson.

chi omega social and civic service award: mary patricia

pi mu epsilon freshman award: william jeansonne.

neck.

pi mu epsilon senior award: van be luong, myron yang,

city panhellenic award: libbie ann landry.

sigma alpha iota award: bobbye jean crawford Stirling,

delta psi kappa award: theresa landry.

women s recreational association award: theresa landry.

delta phi alpha award: andre trawick.

william t. sherman award: june norman atkinson.

lambda award: kay davis.
delta delta delta award: katherine franklin, libbye ann

nora neill power award: jane swan,

landry.

purple jackets award: trances gagliano.
sigma xi award: charles belleau.

general electric engineering award: john winder,

lester j. williams sigma xi award: palwaldis bergins, wilbur

general education board scholarship: wesley ann travis,

b. payne.

duncan burford.
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lawrence andermann

john cecil duncan

lenora armstrong

rudolph forbing

george bourgeois

kelly hamm

john brock

joseph loupe

duncan burford

jennie lashley

richard braud

arnold lincove

nancy collins

fay moreland

bobbie jean crawford

gleb mamantov

who's

alvin victor marks

jacques savoy

lloyd d. me clatchey

jimmie d. sippel

marilyn ann me clintock

robert r. sistrunk

kenneth e. osterberter

albert d. warren

jeanon richardson

robert me gehee Wallace

marvin c. rushing

carroll wright

norman stevens

roy j. young

mack b. solomon

not pictured:
freeman I. morgan

who

omicron
delta
kappa
national honorary fraternity recog
nizing men who have demonstrated
the quality of leadership and con
solidating these men in one or
ganization.
first national chapter founded at
Washington & lee university,

de-

cember 3, 1914; the alpha nu cir
cle was founded at l.s.u., may 12,
1933.

officers
duncan burford . . . .
arnold lincove

president

. . vice-president

dallas draper . secretary-treasurer

members
first

row:

lawrence

andermann,

thomas arnold, blake blakewood,
richard braud.
second row: duncan burford, john
duncan, I. I. fielder, jr., rudolph
forbing.
third row: sammy gennuso, alvin
harper, horace harvey, III, george
jones, jr.
fourth row: charles lasseigne arnold
lincove, lawrence liter, a. v. marks.
fifth row: lloyd me clatchey, woody
miley, freeman morgan, david norsworthy.
sixth row: jacques savoy, jimmie
sippel, robert sistrunk, mack Solo
mon.
seven row: norman stevens, robert
Wallace, albert warren, albert wehe.
not pictured: dallas draper, warren
miliican.
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left to right:

jen lashley, fay

moreland, I e n o r a armstrong,
jeanon

richardson,

nancy Col

lins, carole wright, bobby jean
crawford.
election to membership in mor
tar board is the highest campus
honor available to the senior
woman, scholarship, service, ac
tivity, and leadership are the
bases for mortar board recog-

mortar board

nition.
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g r a d u
ninety-second
annual
commencement

main

campus

honors

louise guthrie
magna cum laude— b.s., college of education

mack busch solomon
magna cum laude— b.a.t college of arts and
science

duncan drake burford
cum laude— b.s., college of arts and science

nancy Carolyn collins
cum laude— b.a., college of arts and science

gleb mamantov
cum laude— b.s.,
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college of chemistry and
physics

a t i o n

monday

evening

june

1, 1 9 5 3

medical

school

honors

purnell w. choppin
george s. bel memorial award given to
e
student selected from the ten highest ran ing
students in the class who symbolizes the hig es
ideals of medicine, j. a. majors co. award or
the highest average in pathology during our
years of medical school, medical school alumni
award to the medical school senior with the
highest scholastic average for four years.
george h. jones, jr.
,
peter graffagniho award to the student who
has demonstrated outstanding excellence in o stetrics and gynecology during the junior an
senior year,
o'neill barrett, jr.
_
alpha kappa kappa award to the senior who by
unselfish activity and positive accomplishment
has done the most to elevate the professional
standards of his class,
howard I. martin
george w. mccoy memorial award to the senior
who has demonstrated outstanding interest, ap
titude, and meritorious achievement in preven
tive medicine, microbiology, and parisitology.
nuropsychiatry prize for outstanding interest
and aptitude in the general field of neuropsy
chiatry,
dorothy mack
alpha epsilon iota award to the outstanding
woman graduate
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r e l i g i o n *r e l i g i o n

b ' n a i b ' r i t h h i I lei f o u n d a t i o n
b'nai b'rith hillel foundation—
jewish student cultural organi
zation activated in 1951 when
the jewish student council dis
continued

its a c t i v i t y

and

merged into the hillel founda
tion.

officers
john s i m o n ..........................president
lynette london

. . vice-president

harry s a c h s e .....................secretary
mickey i s a a c .....................treasurer

members
(left to right)
mickey isaac
lynette london
marcus hirsch
naomie hershorin
john simon
ann breen
harry sachse
helen weinstein
louise helfman
gloria rosen

not pictured:
joseph dainow
louis rusoff
gunther eichorn
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first row: father tracy, father borders, jack creppel, robert leverette, connie alach, elizabeth franciol, anna montalbano, verna mae birckel, georgia blanchard, jean atteberry, peggy levert, carol lyn smith, brooks cronan, jr.,

newman

club

nellie maestri, lawrence thibaut.
second row: sue keller, cecile richinse, mickey long, ruih
manilia, june clement, laura broussard, mimi drouilhet,
vivian guidry, anna dora wall, pat coco, barbara blumer,
anne blanchard, evee marie dupuis, patsy sollberger, janice helouin, maisie bird, margie maise, janet andras.
third row: r. e. schluter, jeanie gordner, elmo r. cognevich, edward g. perrin, sal j. barcelona, clyde j. melancon,
john d. leroux, sam w. bergeron, jr., oscar arnal, zdendk
zahalka, john staub, ronald o'rourke, bert daigle, Stanley
glaeser.
fourth row: donald sperier, buddy guidry, buddy reynolds,
robert

braud,

al

adoue,

alcee

becnel,

Cecil

hebert,

charles cangelosi, clarence m. eidt, francis perrault, enrique r. gonzales, donald rollinger.
fifth row: frank jones, sam d'antoni, milton benoit, julius
laurent, roland simon, stuart goudeau, paul chatelain, edgar enochs, new adler.
founded at l.s.u. in 1924
the purpose of the newman club is to supplement work of
secular instruction with spiritual and religious instruction,
to give religious instruction, and to give catholic students
an opportunity to know other catholic students.
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officers
paul c h a te la in .............................................................. president
billy g r a h a m ............................................. boys' vice-president
anna m o n t a lb a n o ....................................girls' vice-president
verna mae birckel

..................................................... treasurer

betty f r a n c io l..........................................recording secretary
betsy f ra n k lin ................................ corresponding secretary
camille delaquis.............................................................. historian
ed e n o c h s ....................................................................... marshal
tommy m o o r e ...................................freshman representative

left fo right: first row, jo rhodes, barbara blanchard, dottie long, claire olsen, lionel millet, ralph miller, robert cambre,
peggy lee wilson, esther alexander, patsy harnan. second row, beverly braud, faye oldendorf, diana webre, blanche lasseigne, mildred templet, faye elder, myron tassin, cleona dunlap, patsy parrino, Virginia baudouin, carol ann cartier.
third row, ines augrain, anne Cummings, dawn caillouet, james c. poche, ray maumus, royce waguespack, cookie deas, al
berta adams, sarah tremmel, hubert waguespack. fourth row, jan de soto, jerry de soto, harold schexnayder, billy gra
ham, lester rome, thomas moore, forrest hooper, donald le blanc.

baptist
student union
e x e c u t i v e council
hop row, left- fo right: joe thomas, don langford,
freddie peterson, bill mcpherson, george feazell,
dr. leon dark,
middle row, left to right: rose lewis, gene johnson,
jane wehe, barbara swetman, dwight brown, harry
noble, bill santo, lyman magee, kennelh tipton.
bottom row, left to right: jo anne browne, mary
lynn sheppard, betty kitchens, geraldine sistrunk,
royce sistrunk, vicky ogle, georgia coleman, tissie
wascom.

you n g
women's a u x ilia r y
officers
left to right: charline mitchell, paula walden, betty
kitchens, kathleen hopkins, betty jean durham,
mary eleanor byrnes, betty perry, bobby jean
vining

baptist
m e n on c a m p u s
left to right: kenneth tipton, tim monroe, bill
mcpherson, leland scoggins, bobby bennett, edgar
bradley, bobby courtney, harold newman, bob
oxford.
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wesley
foundation
wesley foundation provides a Christian program
for the methodist students at l.s.u.

first row:
jay b a r t o n ........................................................ worshipcommittee
lois c a r t e r ..........................................wesley players
mary cole

. .

....................... wesleyan editor

second row:
ida kay d a v i s ......................... recording secretary
polly g e m a r ..................................................... records
bert h a l l ...................

recreation

third row:
henry johnson....................................... vice-president
elizabeth lecates

. . . corresponding secretary

nancy p a t t y .................................................recreation

fourth row:
franklin p l a t t ................................ worship chairman
mary jane r a m s e y ...........................................worshipcommittee
zoe r a m s e y ..................................................... publicity

fifth row:
helen s a i n t ..................................................... librarian
joan s la y ..........................................................president
john sumrall

. . . freshman class representative

sixth row:
barron t a b o r ..................................... social action
g. c. u n d e r w o o d .................................................music
barbara w a t k i n s ..................................................food

seventh row:
nancy w h i t e ..........................................world service
glynn w o o d ..................................................... treasurer
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officers
cynthia g a l l e n t ................................................. president
louis b o r n m a n ............................................ vice-president
eleanor b r i d g m a n ............................................ secretary
james b r o w n .......................................................treasurer

members
seated, left to right: louis bornman, eleanor bridg
man, cynthia gallent, james brown.
standing, left to right: parks wilson, jr.; jane steed,
rupert barber, jr., jane swan, bill power, mrs. huldah
howell, robert o'brien, jan dunlap, al o'brien, wilma
roundtree.

not pictured: david bridgman, bill schlandt.

a ministry to presbyterian students which receives
its impetus from corporate worship, its inspiration

Westminster
fellowship

from the scriptures, its stability from the locally re
lated church, its resourcefulness from a spirit guid
ed participation in all the affairs of society.
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y. m. — y. w. c. a.

the y.m.c.a. was founded at the university of virginia in 1856, at l.s.u. in 1892. the y.w.c.a. was
founded at Illinois normal university in 1873, at l.s.u.
in 1913. the y.m.-y.w.c.a. seeks to unify and supple
ment the activities of church groups in offering an
opportunity to students at l.s.u. for worship, study
and action designed to meet spiritual needs and
desires.

"

officers
d. ray n o r s w o r t h y ...........................................president
cecilia anne r o a r k ............................................ president
lamar eugene t h o m a s ......................... vice-president
gene claire v i c k ....................................... vice-president
joe w. l a n d r y ..................................................... secretary
jan d u n l a p ..........................................................treasurer
cabinet members
first row:
shirley rae brown
janet dunlap
h. p. johnson
j. h. junkin
second row:
j. landry
barbara mansell
david ray norsworthy
cecilia anne roark

third row:
r. s. roy
lamar e. thomas
carolyn tillery
g. I. wood
not pictured:
norman koonce
j. moore
thomas a. self
i. wexler
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colleges

c o l l e g e s •c o l l e g e s •c o l l e g e s

the dean

surgery clinic with dr. rives

dr. william w. frye, dean of medical school

dr. and mrs. archie e. robinsonas of june 20, 1953.

an impromptu rendition by the bourbon street four— upp,
guidry, brown, hargroder.

s c h o o l of
medicine

class presidents: voss, sophomore; barrett, senior; marshall, junior

student council: mosely, moore, forbing, president; bella,
martinez, brossard. not in panel: romero, brown, cook.

herbert, heitkamp and burroughs— probably 13 plus

clinical work-up

tiger rag staff— editor herbert in center

taking a case history

drs. swartzwelder and simmons

colored nursery
medicine— drs. hull and akenhead

library is a busy place— during seminar time

pediatrics— drs. fowler, gutelius, rosenbaum, ordway, obrinsky

dr. "chizz" talks it over with a friend
specialties block

anatomy faculty, dr. goss on right

biochemistry— drs. dessauer, hernandez, brazda, coulson, farmer

pathology— drs. thatcher, me gill, holman, nothacker

checking the mail

to be or not to be

it's noisy in pediatrics

close supervision by physiology staff— drs. harris, churney,
davis, russell, toth.

surgery

mr. adams— clinical pathology

art department

ob-gyn— dr. tatum

microbiology— dr. buddingh

hospital lab— jrs. hard at work
first row:

second row:

martin d. allain, jeanerette; alpha kappa kappa,
victor h. applewhite, bassfield, miss,
vernon t. baldwin, winnsboro.

o'neill barrett, jr., new Orleans; nu sigma nu; class presi
dent; president, nu sigma nu; interfraternity council,
george c. battaloro, jr., new Orleans; undergraduate med
ical society.

donald f. barraza, new Orleans; phi chi.

william p. beatrous, new Orleans; phi chi.
j. e. booth, farmerville.

first row:

second row:

9©orge s. bourgeois, new Orleans; alpha kappa kappa;
elpha omega alpha.

william burroughs, new Orleans; nu sigma nu; undergrad
uate medical society,
harvey lee carter, mansfield.

lynnwood j. brassett, baton rouge; nu sigma nu; mu sigma
rho; medical undergraduate society; alpha omega al
pha.
edward j. brown, monroe; nu sigma nu; student council;
student athletic director.
|emes r. brown, monroe; nu sigma nu; graduate medical
society.
morton brown, new Orleans; phi delta epsilon; medical
and surgical societies; alpha omega alpha.
louis burroughs, new Orleans; nu sigma nu.

gioria Constance chaudoir, baton rouge; alpha epsilon
iota.
perry I. chesney, new Orleans; phi chi.
purnell w. choppin, baton rouge; nu sigma nu; alpha
omega alpha; undergraduate medical society; under
graduate surgical society; history of medicine society,
john mcrae coats, iv, bastrop; nu sigma nu.
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.

seniors
school of
me d i c i n e

first row:

second row:

shelton irwin cole, gibsland.
roy a. cook, florien; alpha omega alpha,

c. b. erickson, jr., shreveport; phi chi.
rudolph r. forbing, forbing; phi chi; president, student
body; president, phi chi; omega delta kappa,
james j. fournet, alexandria; phi beta pi.
kenneth I. fournet, new iberia.
lawrence oley gahagan, ruston; nu sigma nu.

max a. curry, jena; alpha omega alpha; alpha kappa kap
pa.
grady a. dugas, sulphur; alpha kappa kappa,
brashear earle, winnsboro; alpha kappa kappa,
reuben eisenstein, new Orleans; phi delta epsilon; alpha
omega alpha.

thomas h. givens, lafayette; nu sigma nu.

first row:

second row:

john j. guidry, rayne; phi chi; alpha omega alpha,
leslie guidry, church point; phi chi; president, alpha ome
ga alpha; undergraduate medical society; undergrad
uate surgical society,
werner hagen, new Orleans.

harold a. heitkamp, new Orleans; alpha kappa kappa;

seniors
scho o l of
m e d ic in e
undergraduate medical society,
albert hendler, new Orleans; phi delta epsilon.
Stephen j. herbert, new Orleans; undergraduate medical
society; undergraduate surgical society; newman club,
robert d. hightower, shreveport; nu sigma nu.

martha julia haley, rayville; alpha epsilon iota, president.

oscar w. hilton, jr., alexandria.
william e. hogg, alexandria; phi beta pi.

john f. hall, jr., baton rouge.
robert e. hanley, lockport; nu sigma nu.
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first row:
slfred m. holden, baton rouge; nu sigma nu; undergrad
uate medical society; alpha omega alpha,
harold b. holden, baton rouge; phi chi.
monte c. holland, new Orleans; nu sigma nu; alpha omega
alpha.
Patrick r. hunter, shreveport; nu sigma nu, vice-president,
interfraternity council,
iulius e. isaacson, jr., new Orleans.
charles w. jeffries, lake charles; phi beta pi; alpha omega
alpha.

second row:
george h. jones, baton rouge; nu sigma nu; alpha omega
alpha; undergrad. med. soc.; president, nu sigma nu;
v.-p., freshman class; omicron delta kappa; gumbo medi
cal school editor; tiger rag; history of medicine society.
william kliesch, franklinton; alpha kappa kappa; under
graduate medical society; undergraduate surgical so
ciety; alpha omega alpha; history of medicine society.
ralph e. lambert, new Orleans.
james v. lamberth, new Orleans.
alton c. lawton, shreveport; phi chi.
dorothy mack, springhill; alpha epsilon iota; secretarytreasurer, soph, class; v.-p., alpha epsilon iota.

first row:

second row:

cherie e. major, jr., kilbourne; alpha kappa kappa, al
pha tau omega.
joseph raymond manson, new Orleans; nu sigma nu.

jerome b. peltier, donaldsonville; phi beta pi.
arthur penton, jr., baton rouge; alpha kappa kappa,
ronald e. pepitone, new Orleans; alpha kappa kappa,

charles Chester martin, lafayette.
howard I. martin, st. francisville; nu sigma nu.
c. j. meyers, jr., new Orleans; alpha kappa kappa,
joseph felix morel, jr., new roads; theta kappa phi; phi
chi.

george a. perry, new Orleans,
j. paul peters, dodson; alpha kappa kappa,
david planche, bogalusa.
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firs t row:

second row:

e.

anthony m. scardino, new Orleans; phi chi.

t. richey, jr., lake charles.

john steuart robinson, homer; alpha kappa kappa.
r. c. romero, welsh; nu sigma nu.
robert rounsaville, shreveport.

raymond franklin smith, ida; l.s.u. medical society,
william earle smith, colfax; nu sigma nu; undergraduate
medical society; undergraduate surgical society,
paul a. stagg, pineville.

fred j. ruiz, baton rouge; alpha kappa kappa.
don I. sandifer, logansport; phi chi.

charles j. stamper, shreveport; phi chi.
albin h. steiner, new Orleans; phi beta pi; interfraternity
council.

seniors
sch o o l of
m e d ic in e

firs t row:

second row:

nolan a. theridt, marrero; alpha kappa kappa,
raymond edward tipton, lucedale, miss,
william lee travis, II, kentwood; phi chi.

hubert j. villemarette, hessmer.
james w. wade, west monroe; phi chi.
hugh c. watson, jr., rayville; phi chi.
alien gregory williams, ruston; nu sigma nu.

cecil j. turner, baton rouge.
james robert upp, baton rouge; nu sigma nu, president;
undergraduate medical society, secretary-treasurer;
undergraduate surgical society; interfraternity council;
alpha omega alpha.
p. a. viglia, lake charles; alpha kappa kappa.
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joe b. williams, mer rouge; nu sigma nu; kappa alpha
order; undergraduate medical society; undergraduate
surgical society, president; alpha omega alpha,
harry hall winters, new Orleans; alpha kappa kappa; pi
kappa alpha; president, Christian medical society,
loree r. young, jr., lake charles; phi chi.

second row:

lester a ancelet, sulphur; junior.

quinn h. becker, monroe; freshman,

john h. andrews, kentwood; junior.

charles a. belisle, new Orleans; sophomore,

sam o. antony, pineville; sophomore.

vincent p. bella, jr., new Orleans; junior,

robert e. ball, alexandria; freshman.

willie z. bienvenu, st. martinville; sophomore,

joseph peter barreca, jr, new Orleans, freshman.

richard blanchard, napoleonville; sophomore,

roy hale barnes, taylor; sophomore.

david h. blount, coushatta; junior,

john s. basone, lake charles; freshman.

edward m. boagni, opelousas; sophomore,

charles h. baughman, baton rouge; freshman.

george m. bodron, new Orleans; sophomore,

charles r. bearden, shreveport; freshman.

m. a. bodron, jr., shreveport; sophomore.

third row:

fourth row:

francis j. bonin, loreauville; freshman,

lawrence o. broussard, jr., crowley; sophomore,

robert luke bordelon, ville platte; freshman,

william travis brown, baton rouge; junior,

julius w. bosch, new Orleans; sophomore,

joseph I. brumfield, pineville; sophomore,

rudolph john bourgeois, jr., new Orleans; junior,

bennie b. bundy, bastrop; freshman,

lawles bourque, jr., st. martinville; sophomore,

gilbert e. caillouet, welsh; sophomore,

charles w. boustany, lafayette; freshman,

raymond j. calecas, new Orleans; junior,

willard ward bowen, wisner; junior,

jim camerata, alexandria; junior,

robert e. braswell, shreveport; junior,

thomas neil carmena; baton rouge; freshman,

joseph r. brock, shreveport; junior.

pete carroll, lillie ; freshman.

school of medicine
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undergraduates

first row:

first row:

second row:

cherie marie chachere, baton rouge; sophomore.

victor d'arc, new Orleans; junior.

david childens, shreveport; sophomore.

eugene w. dauterive, new iberia; junior.

fred f. cook, jr., ringgold; junior.

philbert john demarie, jr., lake charles; freshman.

william p. cooksey, delhi; sophomore.

seldon joseph deshotels, mamou; freshman.

jerry w. crabtree, new Orleans; sophomore.

donald dore, lake charles; freshman.

eugene I. crisher, homer; freshman.

mary ellen dore, baton rouge; freshman.

donald crochet, thibodaux; freshman.

sally adell drane, forest; sophomore.

carl thomas curtis, rayne; freshman.

joseph elmo dugas, jr., franklin; freshman.

john c. curtis, negreet; sophomore.

louis john dugas, thibodaux; junior.

third row:

fourth row:

jerry edelstien, lake charles; junior,

john e. firestone, jennings; freshman.

edward edrington, new Orleans; freshman,

morris fisher, new Orleans; junior.

george d. edwards, jr, ethel; junior,

john claiborne floyd, jr., baton rouge; junior.

william e. eggerton, new Orleans; freshman,

j. dark ford, ruston; sophomore.

bruce facundus, monroe; junior,

robert c. fortenberry, new orleans; sophomore.

guy faget, new Orleans; junior,

johnny fruge, mamou; junior.

frank j. falgout, delcambre; freshman,

james h. gallent, baton rouge; freshman.

robert e. feldman, baton rouge; sophomore,

myles k. gaupp, new Orleans; junior.

wesley j. fernandez, new Orleans; freshman.
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second row:

mike geeker, new Orleans; freshman,

bobby p. hamil, homer; junior,

oliver e. gilliland, jr., new Orleans; freshman,

richard I. hanna, dubach; freshman.

raleigh rogerson gleason, jr., minden; freshman,

Iloyd m. higgins, alexandria; sophomore,

william e. godfrey, Columbia; freshman,

michael jacob hirsch, new Orleans; junior.

harold g. gonsoulin, jeanerette; junior,

Stanley e. hodges, monroe; freshman,

kenneth ernest gremillion, ferriday; sophomore,

andrew h. hoffmann, thibodaux; sophomore,

ethel elizabeth hass, madisonville; freshman,

calvin w. hoffpauir, lafayette; sophomore,

hilliard michael haik, reserve; freshman,

morris s. hoffpauir, indian bayou; sophomore,

gerald h. halphen, st. martinville; sophomore.

james alien horton, homer; junior.

third row:

fourth row:

james foster huff, shreveport; sophomore.

glen r. kent, de quincy; junior.

alton r. irwin, delhi; sophomore.

thomas wesley kenworthy, new Orleans; freshman.

robert guthrie jarrell, jr., epps; junior.

kenneth k. killen, pineville; junior.

emily lee jones, wisner; junior.

abner m. larrdry, baton rouge; sophomore.

harry e. jones, jr., baton rouge; freshman.

roy I. landry, delcambre; freshman.

jerry dugger jordan, alexandria; sophomore.

sherling lauricella, new orelans; junior.

david kahn, duson; sophomore.

joe hunter lee, gilbert; sophomore.

bernard kaplan, alexandria; freshman.

john I. leopard, III, shreveport; junior.

carl e. kemmerly, III, baton rouge; sophomore.

morris william levy, new Orleans; junior.
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first row:

first row:

second row:

millard lipscomb, oakdale; freshman,

levin freeland magruder, baton rouge; freshman,

r. I. little, jr., leesville; freshman,

ned george mahfouz, alexandria; freshman,

robert a. long, new Orleans;, freshman,

sylvan j. manuel, lawtell; freshman,

james c. lowry, baton rouge; sophomore,

robert joseph maraist, st. martinville; sophomore,

ellis r. lupin, new Orleans; freshman,

evaristo m. martinez, new Orleans; sophomore,

george d. lyons, jr., new Orleans; junior,

charles clarence matirne, bunkie, sophomore,

sam c. macaluso, independence; sophomore,

revill j. matthews, baton rouge; freshman,

donald mack, springhill; freshman,

curtis mccune, jr., stonewall; freshman,

theodore j. madere, thibodaux; sophomore.

archie neal mcintyre, oak grove; sophomore.

third row:

fourth row:

david mckowen, baton rouge; sophomore,

wanda moseley, new iberia; freshman,

waiter s. mclean, jr., baton rouge; freshman,

george b. mowad, oakdale; sophomore,

hugh f. meeks, baton rouge, junior,

donald j. muller, new Orleans; freshman,

j. ralph meier, shreveport; sophomore,

duffield musgrave, shreveport; sophomore,

a. c. miller, eunice; sophomore,

j. c. musso, thibodaux; junior,

frank e. minyard, new Orleans; sophomore,

henry d. olinde, new roads; junior,

richard mercer moon, quitman; sophomore,

ernest e. padgett, jr., opelousas; sophomore,

arthur a. morel, new roads; sophomore,

joseph paul palermo, new Orleans; freshman,

joe a. moreland, baton rouge; junior.

john carl passman, jr., sicily island; sophomore.
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ro w :

second

row :

clairde n. patin, lafayette; sophomore.

albert lane rayburn, jr., doyline, junior,

joseph bennett pecot, jr., labadieville, freshman.

george eugene rees, cecilia; freshman,

willard pevey, bogalusa, freshman,

roy a. regan, crowley; sophomore,

thomas david peyton, de quincy; sophomore.

charles reinninger, denham springs; freshman,

donald c. phillips, baton rouge; sophomore.

russell t. ribando, hammond; freshman,

dennis I. porch, tallulah; junior.

n. brannon riddle, st. francisville; freshman,

frederick I. price, winnsboro; sophomore.

archie e. robinson, jr., baton rouge; sophomore,

richard m. pullig, ruston; junior.

nan e. robinson, new Orleans; junior,

wilhelmena wise quiros, lena; sophomore.

william m. roeling, new Orleans; junior.

third row:

fourth row:

|ames a. rogers, new Orleans; freshman.

eddie sawyer, springhill; junior,

ferd rosenzweig, tallulah; junior.

paul frederick shorts, fenton; freshman,

joseph c. rouen, thibodaux, freshman.

bobby glenn smith, baton rouge; sophomore,

harry luther rounsaville, shreveport; freshman.

charles m. smith, bogalusa; sophomore.

i- h. saltz, amite; junior.

I. w. snider, cholmette; sophomore.

james w. sanders, III, lafayette; freshman.

samuel j. stagg, basile; freshman.

quita w. sanders, de quincy; freshman.

perry sudduth, abbeville; junior.

richard j. sanders, kenner; sophomore.

mary allie swetman, franklinton; sophomore.

daniel w. sartor, alto; sophomore.

daniel a. talbot, schriever; freshman.

school of medicine
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first

first row:

second row:

dennis j. talley, st. martinville; freshman,

sallye jean toniette, sulphur; sophomore,

david c. thibodeaux, denham springs; junior,

robert j. turner, baton rouge; junior,

john roland thompson, lake charles; freshman.

helen key van fossen, new Orleans; sophomore.

joe c. tilley, greenwood; sophomore.

paul j. vega, new Orleans; freshman.

ronald k. tischler, alexandria; freshman.

richard van vines, west lake; junior.

what is it?

third row:

fourth row:

harold m. voss, baton rouge; sophomore,

carlos ora welch, jr., monroe; sophomore,

edwin walker, delhi; sophomore,

joshua c. werner, III, baton rouge; freshman,

harmon john ward, jr., new Orleans; junior,

wilmer furman west, lillie; sophomore,

swan ward, new Orleans; freshman,

john w. wideman, shreveport; sophomore,

j. m. weisler, new Orleans; junior,

jacqueline karst winter, new Orleans; sophomore,

burford k. welch, monroe; junior.

shirley woodford, baton rouge; junior.
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members

honorary medical society founded in 1940 at l.s.u. school of medicine.
officers
george b o u r g e o is ...................president
james upp . . . .

roy c o o k .............................. vice president
secretary-treasurer

undergraduate medical society

first row: robert turner, morris fish
er, rudolph bourgeois, william bur
roughs, david j. mitchell.
second row: cercy francis, darrell t.
tate, joseph musso, h. a. heitkamp,
harvey carter, john guidry.
third row: george jones, joe wil
liams, george batallora, roy a.
cook, o'neill barrett, perry sudduth,
john claiborn floyd.
fourth row: leslie guidry, henry olivier, Chester martin, bruce facundus, harold gonsoulin, curtis bonin,
steve j. herbert.
fifth row: hymen cooper, arthur
penton, h u g h m e e k s , william
kliesch, alfred holden, hugh watson,
ruben eisenstein.
not pictured: e d w a r d askew,
george daniel edward, earl m. eggers, kenneth killen, james h. mcgee, joe m o r e I a n d, raymond
schwarz, warren j. stassi, richard
vines, maurice weilboecher, jacob
weisler, jones e. booth, lynnwood
brassett, edward b r o w n , james
brown, morton brown, purnell choppin, max curry, monte holland,
charles jeffries, james lamberth, anthony scardino, william smith, wilton summers, james upp, h. ville
in arette.

undergraduate surgical society
honorary surgical society founded in 1935 at l.s.u. school of medicine.
officers
joe boyd w illia m s ...................president
roy a. c o o k ...........................vice-president
william f. kliesch . . secretary-treasurer

members
first row: paul a. stagg, joe boyd
williams, Constance chaudoir, wil
liam smith, george bourgeois, wil
liam burroughs, david mitchell.
second row: george jones, cercy
francis, r. j. bourgeois, harold heit
kamp, harvey lee carter, john guid■7third row: robert j. turner, charles
Chester martin, george c. battalora, jr., roy a. cook, o'neill barrett,
reuben eisenstein.
fourth row: william hogg, henry
olivier, bruce e. facundus, curtis
bonin, Stephen herbert.
fifth row: leslie guidry, william f.
kliesch, a. m. holden, h. c. watson.
not pictured: j. e. booth, lynwood
brassett, edward brown, j. r. brown,
morton brown, purnell w. choppin,
max a. curry, albert hendler, m. g.
holland, william hurder, c. m. jef
fries, james v. lamberth, e. t. richey, a. m. scardino, raymond smith,
f. w. summers, j. r. upp, h. j. villemarette, edward askew, james h.
mcgee, raymond a. schwarz, perry
g. sudduth.
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ichi
h
p

professional fraternity organized in 1889 at the univer
sity of Vermont, lambda sigma chapter was founded in
1932 at the l.s.u. medical school, social activities consist of
bougalie ball, banquet in September, mardi gras party,
urban maes lectureship, senior banquet, spring formal.

officers
r. r. f o r b in g .................................................................. president
john m a rsha ll......................................................... vice-president
hugh w a t s o n ............................
charles s t a m p e r ...................

secretary
...

. . .

treasurer

members
firs t row: tester ancelet, william beatrous, vincent bella,
edward boagni.
second row: f. j. bonin, david blount, m. a. bodron, rob
ert braswell.
third row: joseph brock, lawrence broussard, perry chesney, fred cook.
fourth row: guy faget, rudolph forbing, bobby hamil, gerald halphen.
fifth row: m orris hoffpauir, harold holden, james huff, john
guidry.
sixth row: robert jarrell, carl kemmerly, abner landry, alton
lawton.
seventh row: john leopard, robert mararst, hugh meeks,
j. ralph meier.
eighth row: richard moon, arthur morel, henry olinde, ernest padgett.
ninth row: claude patin, thomas peyton, william roeling,
don sandifer.
tenth row: anthony scardino, charles stamper, joe tilley,
william travis.
eleventh row: james wade, hugh watson, burford welch,
loree young.
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officers
marfha j. haley . . .
president
dorothy mack . . vice-president
mary a. swetman . . • secretary
emily I. jo n e s .................. treasurer

members
firs t row : gloria Constance chaudoir, martha julia haley, emily lee
jones,

sherling

theresa

lauricello,

dorothy mack.

second row: wilhelmena wise quiros,
nan e. robinson, sallye jean toniette,
jacqueline

karst

winter,

shirley

woodford.
not pictured: mary a. swetman,
mary lou applewhite, adrienne aitkens, cherie chachere, mary ellen
dore, jouita falgout, mary trances
giordano, ethel haas, doris harrell,
Constance major, wanda mosely,
rosamonde peltz, ouita sanders,
helen van fossen.

alpha epsilon iota

medical inter-fraternity council
officers
c. w. jeffries

. . . .

president

hubert owens . . . vice-president
Patrick hunter

. . . .

treasurer

members
firs t row: george bourgeois, martha
haley, james horton, patrick hunter,
c.

w. jeffries.

second row: irvin

reiner william

roeling, isaac saltz, albin steiner,
james upp, shirley woodford.
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professional fraternity organized at dartmouth medical school, hanover, n. h. in 1888
fo r social intercourse, mental development,
scholarship and mutual assistance.

phi
delta
epsilon

officers
george b o u rg e o is........................... president
joe c. m u s s o ..............................vice-president
james la s h le y .................................... secretary
dave m itc h e ll.................................... treasurer
members
firs t row: martin d. allain, john h. andrews,
george s. bourgeois, jim camerata, max a.
curry.
second row: grady a. dugas, louis j. dugas,
earle brashear, johnny fruge, harold a. heitkamp.
third row: iames alien hoston, david kahn,
william f. kliesch, eugene major, clarence j.
meyers.
fourth row: joseph musso, arthur penton,
ronald pepitone, paul peters, john s. robin
son.
fifth row: perry sudduth, nolan theriot, peter
a. viglia, harry hall winters,
not pictured: vernon anderson, roy cook,
john bordon, steve herbert, raymond landreneau, james lorio, james mcgee, fred ruiz.

alph a
ka pp a kappa

professional fraternity organized at Cornell
university medical school in 1904.

officers
harry s a l t z ......................................... president
morris f i s h e r .................................... secretary
morris l e v y .........................................treasurer

members
firs t row: charles belisle, morton brown,
jerry edelstien, reuben eisenstein, robert
feldman.
second row: morris fisher, morris levy, isaac
saltz, j. m. weisler.

phi

beta

phi

professional fraternity organized at the university of pittsburg in 1891 to promote by fraternal unity the highest
standards of scholarship, conduct and service as medical
men, and the advancement of medical science.
officers
albin s te in e r ................................................................... president
john c. c u r t i s .......................................................vice-president
jerry w. c r a b t r e e ..........................................................secretary
harmon j. w a r d .............................................................. treasurer
members
first row: sam anthony, jerry crabtree, richard blanchard,
david childens, john curtis.
second row: james fournet, lloyd higgins, Calvin hoffpauir,
william hogg, charles jeffries.
third row: jerry jordon, george lyons, evaristo martinez,
archie me intyre, george mowad.
fourth row: I. w. snider, albin steiner, harmon j. ward,
wilmer west.
not pictured: john basone, charles baughman, quinn becker,
edmund crane, james daigle, clotaire delery, joseph dugas,
wesley dyer, earl eggers, frank falgout, wesley fernandez,
gerald forrest, robert fortenberry, robert frey, armand
jacques, leo la bourdette, leroy little, robert long, freeland
magruder, ned mahfouz, clarence matirne, alford musgrave, horace nabers, robert north, theodore overman,
joseph pecot, jerome peltier, george pettit, felix rabito,
george rees, charles reinninger, james rogers, armand
rodehorst, lewis ryder, ray stromain, anthony scalco, donald
sekinger, william simpson, marvin soileau, fern spruill, evariste trahan, vincent tumminello, paul vega, fred webre,
carlos welch, austin wingerter, jack winters.

alpha
omega
alpha
a professional and honorary fraternity
founded at the university of illinois in 1902
to promote and recognize scholarship and
high attainment in the medical field.
officers
leslie g u i d r y ....................................... president
purnell c h o p p i n .......................vice-president
william k lie s c h ...................................secretary
monte h o lla n d .................................. treasurer
members
first row: george bourgeois, lynnwood bras
sett, morton brown, purnell choppin, roy a.
cook.
second row: max a. curry, reuben eisenstein,
john guidry, leslie guidry.
■jhird row: alfred holden, monte holland,
charles jeffries, george jones.
fourth row: william kliesch, raymond smith,
james upp, joe williams.

nu s i g m a nu
professional and social fraternity organized at the university of michigan in 1882 and
founded at the l.s.u. medical school in new Orleans in 1951. annual events consist of
costume parties, picnics, formals, a christmas party and an annual lecture.
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officers
james r. u p p ..................................................... president
Patrick h u n te r...........................................vice-president
edward a s k e w ................................................. secretary
robert turner

. .

treasurer

members
firs t row: edward askew, robert edwin ball, roy hale
barnes, o'neill barrett, charles robert bearden, robert
luke bordelon, william ward bowen.
second row: lynnwood james brassett, edward j.
brown, james russell brown, travis william brown, louis
burroughs, william burroughs, gilbert e. caillouet.
third row: neil carmena, steve carter, purnell choppin,
john coats, william cooksey, george dameron, donald
dore.
fourth row: bruce edrington, george edwards, victor
feske, j. dark ford, lawrence oley gahagan, mike
geeker, thomas givens.
fifth row: raleigh gleason, william godfrey, kenneth
gremillion, robert hanley, robert hightower, alfred
m. holden, monte holland.
sixth row: patrick hunter, alton irwin, george jones,
ken killen, ioe lee, alfred lipscomb, james lowry.
seventh row: joseph manson, howard martin, reville
matthews, david me kowen, waiter s. me lean, joe
moreland, donald muller.
eighth
porch.

row: carl passman, willard

pevey, dennis

ninth row: frederick price, richard pullig, roy regan.
tenth row: brannon riddle, archie robinson, r. c.
romero.
eleventh row: eddie sawyer, bobby glen smith, charles
m. smith.
twelfth row: william earle smith, robert j. turner,
james r. upp.
thirteenth row: richard van vines, harold m. voss, ed
win walker.
fourteenth row: j. c. werner, alien williams, joe wil
liams.
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the dean

w. jackson emmons, president; betsy blagg,
secretary-treasurer; robert dean, vice-pres
ident.

school
of l a w
paul m. hebert, dean of the law school

tense defense

front row, left to right: henry g. mcmahon, paul m. hebert, dean;
harriet s. dogget. second row: j. denson smith, joseph dainow,
charles a. reynard. third row: george w. pugh, kate wallach, melvin dakin. fourth row: dale e. bennett, robert a pascal.

first row:
william w. bell, jr., lake charles; law review, gamma eta
gamma.
w. ray bradford, alexandria; delta kappa epsilon, gamma
eta gamma, canterbury club, student bar association,
ossie brown, baton rouge; sigma chi, student bar assoc.,
b.s.u.
elizabeth jane claitor, baton rouge; chi omega, student
bar association, board of governors, student senate,
phi delta delta, moot court finalist; sec.-treas. jr. class,
philo coco, marksville; kappa alpha, phi delta phi.
lonnie austin davis, cameron.

second row:
robert deane, new Orleans; delta sigma phi, phi delta phi,
moot court finalist, vice-president of law school, moot
court board.
carr t. dowell, baton rouge.
william conrad durden, ruston; gamma eta gamma, stu
dent bar association.
w. jackson emmons, dodson; president school of law,
chairman moot court board, gamma eta gamma, kap
pa sigma.
jesse I. funderburk, jr., hutton.
robert u. goodman, shreveport; sigma nu, pres., gamma
eta gamma, interfraternity council.

first row:
pike hall, jr., shreveport; kappa alpha order, phi delta
phi, junior and senior moot court boards,
oscar kelly hamm, alexandria.
I. e. hawsey, jr., baton rouge; lambda chi alpha, phi delta
phi, chief proscentol of honor court, secretary of
senior moot court board.
james a. hobbs, monroe; law review, phi delta phi.
john henry lebleu, lake charles; student bar association,
jennings bryan miller, lake charles.
donovan w. parker, baton rouge; moot court board,
board of governors, phi delta phi, vice-president of
freshman and junior law class.

second row:
william harvey parker, shreveport; president freshman law
class, speaker of student senate, member of student
council, student editorial board of louisiana law re
view, kappa sigma, gamma eta gamma,
thomas j. poche, gonzales; phi delta phi, la. law review,
huett reynolds, metairie.
duncan m. smith, jr., monroe; kappa sigma, phi delta
phi, phi theta kappa, vice-president of senior class,
american institute of mining and metallurgical engi
neers.
arthur e. sparling, mound,
ruth gentry talley, bogalusa; phi delta delta,
john c. wagnon, farmerville; phi delta phi, editor-in-chief
of la. law review, omicron delta kappa, phi kappa
phi, pi kappa delta, delta sigma pi.

seniors
school
of law

undergraduates

first

second row:

ro w :

teddy w. airhart, jr., baton rouge; junior,

david h. garrett, jonesboro; freshman,

william d. brown, lake providence; freshman,

jack m. gordon, lake charles; junior,

geraldine bullock, franklinton; freshman,

robert k. guillory, eunice; junior,

m orris s. burns, shreveport; freshman,

william grady kelly, jr., choudrant; junior,

greene stuart butler, homer; junior,

waiter r. krousel, ruston; freshman,

john s. Covington, baton rouge; junior,

charles alan lasseigne, shreveport; junior,

maynard cush, shreveport; freshman,

gerald lofaso, houma; junior,

darrell d. des ormeaux, lafayette; junior,

ronald c. martin, natchitoches; freshman,

thomas m. frisby, baton rouge; junior,

luther w. moore, minden; freshman,

louis a. fuselier, new Orleans; freshman.

cas moss, winnfield; freshman.

third row:

fourth row:

boris navratil, Czechoslovakia; freshman.

dane simon, kaplan; freshman,

john prewitt nelson, jr., baton rouge; freshman.

m. roy talley, ruston; freshman,

charles b. w. palmer, amite; junior.

rosamond t. vidrine, baton rouge; junior,

robert ellis palmer, amite; freshman.
a.

glen wardlaw, minden; freshman,

e. pate, slidell; junior.
richard talbot, houma; freshman,

william c. pegues, III, baton rouge; junior.
donald r. thornton, sikes; sophomore,

frank john peragine, shreveport; junior.

carl walker, baton rouge; freshman,

alfred r. ryder, oberlin; junior.
felix h. savoie, jr., belle rose; junior.

charles a. wolford, jeanerette; freshman.

charles e. schwing, plaquemine; freshman.

h. I. dufour woolfley, new Orleans; freshman.

school of law
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professional legal fraternity, mem
bers must maintain a "c

average

in law school.

officers
john d. caruthers, jr. .
ronald davis

president

.................vice-president

robert goodman

............... secretary

ray bradford, jr................... treasurer

members
firs t row: william bell, w. r. bradford, john caruthers, d. e. coker.
second row: w. c. durden, thomas
frisby, john le bleu, gerald lofaso.
third row: holmes mouser, william
parker, frank peregine, felix savoie.
not pictured: john blogg, harold
brouliette, james coxe, ronald davis,
robert goodman, garner miller, ro
bert rester, david Sheffield, arthur
spaling, ossie brown.

professional legal fraternity to en
courage and stimulate scholastic
endeavor in the field of law.
officers
stuart b u t le r .................... magister
bob c u r r v .......................exchequer
bill kelly ’ .................................... clerk
bob g u illo r y ...................... historian
members
firs t row: ab atkins, winfred boriack,
william bradley, greene stuart but
ler, philo coco, jr., john covington.
second row: william crowe, robert
curry, robert deane, darrell des
ormeaux, jack gordon, charles gray,
third row: robert guillory, pike hall,
jr., oscar hamm, I. e. hawsey, jr.,
james hobbs, william kelly, jr.
fourth row: antoine kling, charles
lasseigne, donovan parker, thomas
poche, robert roberts, III, duncan
smith, john wagnon.
not pictured: charles howard, john
knight, roy lilly, prewitt nelson,
donald smiley, joe vidrine, jim womack.

g a m m a eta g a m m a

phi d e l t a phi

the dean

dr. richard j. russell, dean of the graduate school

elizabeth wilkin
documents

social welfare— left to right standing: harrison a. dobbs, earl e. klein, director,
school of social welfare, left to right sitting: genevieve miner, hilda c. arndt,
kathryne e. mullinnix, harriet o. dresser, frances upham, fanny m. loupe, moss tyler.

graduate school

left to right: norris mcclellan, library school faculty;
shirley k. stephenson, library school faculty.

left to right: margaret m. herdman, library school faculty; florrinell
f. morton, director of library school.

left to right: norris mcclellan, library school faculty; shirley
k. stephenson, library school faculty.

right to left: miss s. metella williams, library school faculty;
miss mary ann eidson, librarian, library school library.

and school of social welfare
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first

ro w :

second

leborah m. alfonso, gulfport, miss.; theta alpha phi, sec.treas. 1950-51, 1951-52; alpha epsilon rho, vice-presi
dent 1950-51; tau delta tau; masquers; la. players
guild; best actress award 1949-50; best supporting ac
tress award 1950-51.
preston b. allison, hosston; graduate student council,

seniors
graduate

ro w :

harvey mcrae arnold, searcy, arkansas.
leo I. bailey, kingsville, texas; alpha tau alpha; future
farmers of america, horticulture society.
mary eugenia baldwin, west palm beach, fla.; sigma al
pha iota; mu alpha omega.
concha barnoya, guatemala, guatemala; latin american
council; who's who 1951-52.

karim abdul amir, hillah, iraq.
abdolreza arasteh, tehran, Iran.

school and
school
of social
welfare

first row:

second row:

anibal mario batista, buenos aires, argentina.

robert e. bittner, middleton, wis.; phi mu alpha sympho
nic, alumnus.

billy joe beasley, johnson city, tenn.; who's who 1950-51,
1951-52; tiger band; baptist student union.
james w. bennett, loraine, texas; alpha zeta; phi kappa
phi.

richard n. boneno, garyville.
edward bousson, memphis, tenn.; who's who 1952; kap
pa sigma.
jack preston branch, natchitoches.

talivaldis berzins, baton rouge; y.m.c.a.
Constance bezant, panama city, fla.

james robert branning, meridian, miss.; school of social
welfare student association; kappa sigma.

mohamed ali bishr, alexandria, egypt.

trances I. britt, snellville, ga.
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first row:

second row:

helen brookshire, atlanta, ga.; chi omega; pres, of a.w.s.
1949-50.
Vernon j. broussard, baton rouge; vice-pres. school of so
cial welfare; newman club; alpha omega key.

frank j. cannatella, melville; alpha chi sigma,
david ross carley, zimmerman.
leroy I. carney, amite.

’dwight m. brown, jr., shreveport.
edison campanella, baton rouge; school of social welfare
student association.
ord lawrence Campbell, breaux bridge; phi kappa phi;
phi delta kappa; alpha tau alpha; f.f.a.

john d. caruthers, jr., shreveport; gamma eta gamma,
pres., senior moot court board, chairman.
william y. caskey, arcadia; baptist student union; hatcher
hall proctor.
mary patricia cavell, baton rouge; sigma alpha iota;
newman club.

Peter j. cangelosi, new Orleans.

first row:

second row:

odell f. chandler, cotton valley; american society for hor
ticulture science.
chaiyong chuchart, bangkok, thailand; agricultural eco
nomics.
kavi-phuket chutikul, thailand; phi kappa phi, 1952; alpha
zeta, treasurer 1951-52, block and bridle club, alpha
zeta freshman award, 1950.

carlos e. contreras, arequipa, peru; american association
of petroleum geologists.
james a. covington, baton rouge.

Iloyd e. clyburn, uvalde, texas.
james f. cochran, norfork, nebraska; school for social
welfare.
mary eleanor cole, shreveport.

christina coxe, baton rouge; past president of phi lambda
Pijames p. craig, jr., baton rouge; sigma chi, phi lambda
epsilon, sigma pi sigma, alpha chi sigma.
william h. crow, temple, Oklahoma; phi delta kappa; al
pha tau alpha, advisor; f.f.a.; vice-pres. graduate coun
cil.
harriet crowder, ruston; university chorus,
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1952.

first row:

second row:

william logan crowe, mon’roe; phi delta phi, sigma nu, la.
law review; member of election board.

e.

dorothy marie Cunningham, baton rouge; n.a.c.a. award,
june a. daigle, church point.

james joachim davis, new Orleans.

william e. dance, oneida, kentucky; who's who, 1951-52.

laverne davis, lake providence; delta zeta, sigma al
pha iota, acapella choir, 1952-53.

william m. davis, denham springs; alpha zeta, poultry sci
ence club.
roger digiulian, west palm beach, fla.; orchestra.

seniors
graduate
school and
school
of social
welfare

firs t row:

second row:

marvin c. dobbs, reform, ala; vice-pres., alpha tau alpha,

sammy a. dyson, bossier city.

nelie ann dobson, hammond; who's who.

isaac d. easterly, denham springs; g. & m. society,

fritz-egbert dohse, natchitoches; delta phi alpha, south
ern modern language assn.

samuel f. eccles, reno, nevada; who's who.

esmond drott, hammond.

henry I. ehrlich, mansfield; tau kappa epsilon, sec.
beatrice enloe, mansfield.

james hubert dumesnil, lafayette.

luther I. farrar, bernice; lambda chi alpha; m/sgt. r.o.t.c.

harmon m. dykes, kokomo, miss.
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first row:

second row:

jack c. fuller, palestine, texas.

jane gordon, shreveport; senior advisor, vice-president,
senior class, college of ed., dorm, council,

gottlieb Charles gaeke, jr., houston, texas; who's who.

charles e. griffin, baton rouge,

dawson gasquet, baton rouge,

mrs. eddie f. guarisco, morgan city,
william owen gunstanson, murchison, texas.

helen lee gayle, tallulah.
albert donald george, bogalusa; tau delta tau, alpha
epsilon rho, theta alpha phi. masquers, philological club,
southwest modern language association,

khalid haj hassan, amman, jordan; a.s.a.e.
Virginia hallam, chicago, ill.; alpha xi delta.

deniston i. gilbert, pineville; students of the nation.

firs t row:
mazharul haque, munshiganj dacca, Pakistan
austin t. harrel, dunn.
alvin c. harper, winnsboro; omicron delta kappa,p
i
h
kappa phi, alpha zeta, graduate cum laude.
harry e. hathaway, baton rouge,
beverly colleen haynes, crowley; phi mu.
clarence v. head, ruleville, miss.

second row:
john m. head, west monroe.
richard g. hewitt, marion, ohio.
c rill higgins, Cleveland, tenn.; band,
huey p. hinckley, montgomery.

james e. howell, rome, georgia; kappa alpha, pres, of
school of social welfare student assoc,
irma amacker hyde, amite.
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first row:

second row:

les+er jeffries, lake charles.
emmett j. johnson, new Orleans,

george joubert, lawtell; alpha zeta, kappa phi kappa,
alpha tau alpha.

robert j. johnson, dallas, texas.
walfrid j. jokinen, duluth, minn.; alpha kappa delta, psi
chi, grad, assistant in dept, of sociology.

fenton lee kenna, summit, miss.; american society of agri
cultural eng.
irma marie kenney, bay st. louis, miss.; alpha omicron
pi, sigma alpha iota, newman club.
edward I. kibbe, abbeville.

seniors
graduate
school and
school
of social
welfare

firs t row:

second row:

bobby louis kilpatrick, w. monroe; dairy club,
james william kiriazis, warren, ohio; school of social wel
fare student association pres,
waiter scott knierieman, union city, n. j.
john d. kopfler, hammond; delta chi, a.s.m.e., pi tau sigma,

george david lee, vicksburg, miss.; lambda chi alpha,
john v. lee, bossier city,
camille lehmann, fayette, miss.
clyde charlie lester, shreveport; kappa sigma, a.i.c.e., tau
beta pi, alpha sigma chi, alpha sigma pi.
prentiss d. lewis, shreveport.
rose lewis, okmulgee, okla.

jerry d. kopsmeyer, lake charles; sigma alpha epsilon,
charles m. lanier, napoleonville; lambda chi alpha.
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firs t row:

second row:

john e. liebert, ponchatoula.

gerald mccullough, west monroe; psi chi, pi gamma mu.
letitia mcdaniel, monroe.

ralph n. lindsley, new Orleans,
vernon m. long, new Orleans.

john edward mcpherson, epps.

edward g. luck, baton rouge; phi gamma delta, samurai,
theta alpha phi, tau delta tau, alpha epsilon rho.

thomas o'dell mcpherson, epps; f.f.a., a.t.a., a.z.

james d. may, pittsburgh, pa.
herbert a. mccright, haynesville; delta chi.

claire elaine michaels, west palm beach, fla.; I.s.u. sym
phony, baton rouge symphony, mu alpha omega, grad
uate assistant,
woody n. miley, oak grove.

firs t row:

second row:

john c. m iller; woodworth.
richard t moravek, davenport, iowa; phi lambda upsilon, pres. 1951-52, vice-pres. 1950-51; sigma xi; delta

jack norman, supreme; phi sigma iota,

epsilon sigma.
grace e. morgan, miami, florida; alpha kappa delta; psi
chi.
carlos g. moscoso, puerto rico; phi eta mu, phi kappa
phi sigma xi, horticulture society, latin american coun
cil; samarai, vice-pres. 1943; interfraternity council
|943_44; interfraternity athletic council; international
relations club, newman club, y.m.c.a.

leonel m. paixao, rio de janeiro; kappa sigma,
theodore luke pappas, tampa, fla.; island
greece; who's who, 1950-51.
mark k. parent, livingston.

of rhodes,

doyle r. parker, monroe.
jules charles j. perilloux, lafayette; phi kappa delta, kappa
delta pi.

loraine neal, conway, ark.; who s who, 1950.
sidney d. nicklas, ruston.
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seniors
graduate
school and
school
r of social
lfa
e
w

first row:

second row:

edson clifton perry, uncasville, conn.; I.s.u. orchestra.
ronald pryer, shreveport; psi chi.
max pugh, logansport.
william j. quick, new iberia; psi chi.
jaser nicola rafidi, bireh ramaillah, jordan; phi eta sigma,
pi mu epsilon, tau beta pi, phi kappa phi, g.&m., a.i.m.e.
paula sue richardson, sunny hill; soph advisor, phi upsilon
omicron, pres, of iota sigma pi, mortar board, home
ec club, ag fair assoc., sect, of college of agriculture,
interdormitory council, danforth award for outstanding
junior girl in agrciulture, outstanding senior girl in
agriculture, who's who, ag jamboree court, delta chi
interfrat swimming meet sponsor.

george p. rodrigue, jr., napoleonville; sigma alpha epsi
lon.

first row:
joyce sidorfsky, bartlesville, Oklahoma; band, orchestra,
charles Isaac smith, hearne, texas.
john allan speyrer, leonville.
jose gaudencio spinoso, emilio carranza, mexico.
ray v. stiles, gastonia, n. c., president of psi chi; treas
urer of psi chi; member of louisiana psychological
association; baptist student union; international rela
tions club; y.m.c.a
william h. stroube, oak grove, kentucky; sigma xi.
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viriginia roundtree, newellton; phi mu.
leslie g. rude, sacred heart, minnesota.
hilda sanchez, tampa, fla.; phi beta kappa,p
a
ik
h
phi, phi alpha theta, sigma delta pi.
betty sue scott, monroe.
joan selenqut, daytona beach, fla.

second row:
allene sugg, bellefontaine, mississippi.
sara ann swint, greenville, mississippi; school of social
welfare student association.
ezz eldin mohamed taher, cairo, egypt; united nation
fellowship.
shirley mae taylor, springfield, missouri.
thomas lee tedford, north little rock, arkansas.
minnie teronde, grand rapids, michigan; student associa
tion of the school of social welfare; student member,
association of social workers.

members
firs t row, reading front to back—
beginning left corner: william f.
blackmon, helen gayle, lucibelle w.
markham, john anders, leah paint
ers, helen harper.
second row: agnes schenkman,
mittie gruber, faculty advisor;
cherry myers, mary way, betty
myer.
third row: george helen koepp, leila
cutshaw, juanita chauvin, beatrice
enloe, vernon broussard.
fourth row: Catherine reid, sara ann
swint, irma hyde, james cochran,
jack carroll, albert harrison.
fifth row: robinette iackman, richard wine, richard hewitt, peter
nichols, pat sands, willard harlan.
sixth row: william gunstanson, thelma bryant, byron miller, Constance
bezant, william tarver, irvin f. jones,
james wise.
not pictured: willie alexander, jules
ashlock, william augustine, james
branning, shirley byars, william
callaway, jean chittenden, colon
coaker, christina coxe, michael
cousins, june daigle, beverly haynes, james howell, james kiriazis,
ernestine mcdonald, norman mckinnon, betty scott, ezz taher, minnie
te ronde, olney white, h. j. waiters.

officers
james k i r i a z i s ..................... president
william augustine .
. vice-president

ernestine mcdonald . . secretary-treasurer
shirley lee b y a r s ................................ reporter

student association of social welfare
first row:
robert I. tettleton, farmerville.
grady tice, sulphur springs, tex.; alpha tau alpha, phi

second row:
ora v. watson, shreveport.
charles b. welch, monroe; lambda chi alpha.

delta kappa.
,
,.
, ,
lewis james trahan, lafayette; delta sigma phi, alpha psi
omega, philology club, newman club, louisiana play

joyce collins werner, baton rouge.

ers guild.
robert c. treadwell, houston, texas.
wm. e. turner, dallas, texas.
robert e. verret, lake arthur; sigma pi, alpha tau chap-

gladys leigh williams, montgomery, ala.
donald e. wolfe, shreveport.
evie fountain young, jr., holden.

nancy white, belle chase; phi mu, kappa delta pi, wesley
foundation.

albert d. warren, new Orleans; siqma alpha epsilon, samu
rai, g.&m., mu sigma rho, phi kappa phi, pres, of grad
uate school, '52-'53, outstanding artillery cadet award
'51.
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the dean

o

f

f

president lawrence andermann

school of forestry

dean jordan g. lee, jr., after crowning the ag queen, fran farrell

future farmers of america barbecue

c o l l e g e of a g r i c u l t u r e

i

c

sam spataro, vice-president

e

r

s

ann conerly, secretary

home economics department

home economics— seated: ray loree, laureame me brydle,
ora smith, beth andrews, alma beth dark, maude ryder,
ruth patrick martin, clara tucker, sarah lee, hazel baker,
standing: susanne thompson, kathryn mackenson, evelyn
stout, kathryn causey beamer.

horticulture department— richard h. hanchey, b. h. single
tary, department head; william d, kimbrough, robert s.
reich.

animal industry— paul b. brown, c. b. singletary, raymond m. crown, richard a. damon, jr., thomas m. derouen,
joseph e. bertrand, swayze e. mccraine, john b. francioni,
jr

dairying— g. d. miller, cecil branton, j. b. frye, depart
ment head; a. j. gelpi, I. I. rusoff, t. e. patrick, b. j. burch.

department of agricultural economics: first row, left to
right: bill bolton; alvin c. harper; j. p. montgomery; b. m.
gile, department head; m. d. woodin. second row: henry
j. casso, j. n. efferson, troy mullins. third row: lonnie fielder,
r. m. grigsby, arthur gerlow, george joubert.

first row: department of agronomy: m. t. henderson; c. e.
scarsbrook; m. b. sturgis, department head, second row:
w. j. peevy; j. e. jones; r. I. miller.

winners of livestock judging honored at ag convocation

department of veterinary science: w. t. oglesby, depart
ment head; robert b. lank.
left: department of poultry industry: a. b. watts; k. n may;
b. a. tower; c. w. upp, department head; w. a. |ohnson.

department of animal industry

school of vocational education: front row: roy davenport,
director; p. v. rougon; kathryn machenson; c. y. mainous;
e. g. smith, back row: francis st. blanc; h. i. braud; n. a.
hauer; alvin doyle; j. c. floyd.

school of forestry: m. b. applequist; r. w. hayes, director;
a. b. crow; c. o. minor; b. a. bateman; r. w. mcdermid.

first row:
marvin alien, winnfield.
lawrence joseph andermann, union; delta chi, omicron
delta kappa, alpha zeta, alpha tau alpha, ag fair asso
ciation, future farmers of america, president of college
of agriculture, student council, pershing rifles, scabbard
and blade, cadet major in r.o.t.c., distinguished military
student, student body morale commissioner,

seniors

marshall pearce bailey, tallulah; sigma nu, block and
bridle club, president of ag. fair assoc., president of ag.
council, president and vice-president of junior class of
ag., president of senior class of ag.

alci-de j. barrios, thibodaux; alpha zeta, kappa delta pi,
epsilon pi tau, industrial education club.
second row:
robert I. bryant, lake charles; society of foresters, xi
sigma pi, alpha zeta.
byron burrage, new Orleans; industrial arts club.
hugh cart, eunice.
shirley ruth cobb, hammond; pi beta phi, ag jamboree
court.

college of
agriculture
first row:

second row:

ann m. conerly, tylertown, mississippi; phi mu.
lois jean conly, east point; poultry science club,
wayne craft, leesville; society of american foresters,

allan bruce ensminger, de ridder; society of foresters;
ag. fair association.

eugene r. darbonne, opelousas.
betty jean duncan, sondheimer; home economics club;
y.w.c.a.
durean ellis, monroe; home economics club; baptist stu
dent union.

john w. fontenot, baton rouge; artillery association; hor
ticulture club; fine arts club.
matthew w. gleber, new Orleans; epsilon pi tau treas
urer; industrial education club,
mary kathryn haas, opelousas.
mary hadyiyannaki, thessaloniki, greece.
eugene f. hastings, boyce; xi sigma pi; alpha zeta; so
ciety of foresters.
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firs t row:
frank h. hawthorn, jr., lecompte; agronomy club.
lemoyne hogan, choudrant; alpha zeta, horticulture club
ar n o ld a ir s o c ie t y , It . c o l. in r . o . t . c . , d is t in g u is h e d m ilit a r y
stu d e n t.

flora imahara, baton rouge.
herman j. istre, jennings; president of industrial e d uc a te

club.
willie f. jeter, simpson.
marjorie Stephens hemp, baton rouge; ph, ups.lon o m cron.

second row:
marilyn e. kennedy, monroe; delta delta delta, lambda.
john duke kilgore, baton rouge.
malcolm lee, natchez, miss.; society of foresters, captain
in r.o.t.c.
lou ann leighton, silver spring, maryland; phi mu, lambda.
marrin e. lilley, baton rouge; kappa delta, home eco
nomics club.
edward hugh lindsay, lima, peru; phi delta theta, agron
omy club, alpha zeta.

second row:
first row:
tommy g. lindsey, chestnut; agronomy club, 2nd It. in

arthur j. mclaughlin, jr., shreveport; alpha zeta, agronomy
club, ag fair assoc., ag presidents council.

r.o.t.c.
jose

arturo

lopez,

guatemala,

guatemala;

agricultural

economics club.
peter I. lorio, jr., new Orleans; society of foresters, xi

robert cleatus merchant, anacoco; b.m.o.c., f.f.a.
levoy mizell, bogalusa; society of foresters.
robert s. moreland, baton rouge.

sigma pi.
georgine I. mcgovern, new Orleans; kappa delta.
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•first row:
henry j. nebe, new Orleans; industrial education club;
artillery association.
bernell e. newman, gillsburg, mississippi; american society
of agronomy; alpha zeta; block and bridle club.
harry noble, jr., fountain hill, arkansas; vice-president bap
tist student union; senior representative student coun
cil.
leon a. nugent, sarenta; arnold air society.

second row:
humberto omena, maceio-alagoas, brazil; southern cross,
agronomy club.
jed o'neal, wiggins, mississippi; society of foresters; xi
sigma pi; alpha zeta; ag. council.
john watkins osborn, III, st. joseph; theta xi; agronomy
club.
kenneth e. osterberger, natchitoches; lambda chi alpha;
student body president; vice-president college of agri
culture; junior class presidenf, college of agriculture;
treasurer, samurai; president, samurai; chairman of
campus chest drive; who's who in american colleges
and universities.

first row:
guy a. parsons, brookhaven, mississippi; society of amer
ican foresters.
judith ann porch, baton rouge; pi beta phi.
raymond f. potter, peabody, mass,
lewis peter roy, marksville; kappa sigma,
james e. sanford, Covington; horticulture club, football,
I club, y.m.c.a., ag fair assoc,
curtis jay simmons, waiters, Oklahoma; alpha tau alpha,
future farmers of america.

second row:
clinton a. smith, bastrop; 2nd It. in r.o.t.c.
james w. smith, oak grove.
john I. spring, bogalusa; alpha zeta, poultry science club,
poultry judging team.
lawrence j. tylock, baton rouge; president of alpha zeta,
agronomy club, tau kappa epsilon,
gemina kleber vargas, panama, panama,
carroll wright, jacksonville, fla.; secretary of mortar board,
soph advisor, senior advisor, vice-president of alpha
lambda delta, treasurer of phi upsilon omicron, vicepresident of home economics club, danforth founda
tion award, honor award scholarship, a.w.s. governing
council, vice-president of soph class, university chorus,
welch club, r.o.t.c. sponsor.
ann g. young, new Orleans; beta sigma omicron, y.w.c.a.,
fencing club, delta gamma delta, interdormitory council,
home ec club, east hall house council.

seniors
college of
agriculture
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second row:

pat argence, new Orleans; junior,

john c. brister, jr., Philadelphia, miss.; junior,

ellis c. bailey, ruston; sophomore,

laura broussard, abbeville; sophomore,

perry nolan barrilleaux, jeanerette; junior,

daniel h. buller, ville platte; sophomore,

annabelle basanez, new Orleans; sophomore,

alfred j. burns, prairieville; junior,

robert e. bennett, simpson; junior,

darrell n. caraway, sugartown; junior,

arthur j. bergeron, paulina; junior,

harry I. chambers, monticello, ark.; junior,

maisie bird, baton rouge; sophomore,

patsy clayton, shreveport; sophomore,

robert j. bodet, new Orleans; junior,

pete cloutier, natchitoches; junior,

joseph It. brignac, grand prairie; junior.

joel barbara cohen, bogalusa; sophomore.

third row:

fourth row:

georgia ann coleman, meridian, miss.; junior,

chapman e. dunham, crowville; junior.

jane houston craddock, new Orleans; junior,

Wallace r. ellender, bourg; junior.

thomas earl davis, amite; sophomore,

betty june finch, spring creek; sophomore.

jack g. diliberto, metairie; junior,

cary grant fontenot, lawtell; sophomore.

jimmy d. dillon, jones; junior.

dudley b. frickie, mt. hermon; junior.

fred edward douciere, jr., mangham; sophomore,

marcel gadea, Caracas, Venezuela; sophomore.

muriel m. drouilhet, harahan; junior,

trances marie gagliano, new Orleans; sophomore.

john paul duke, colfax; sophomore,

bonnie galjour, larose; junior.

dan r. durham, hammond; junior.

betty gaude, port alien, sophomore.

college of agriculture
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undergraduates

■first row:

first row:

second row:

j. b. gibson, franklinton; sophomore,

douglas c. johnson, natchitoches; undergraduate senior.

mary gunn, derry; sophomore,

hubert I. joyner, shreveport; junior.

ann guthridge, little rock, ark.; junior,

john I. kaiser, baton rouge; sophomore.

jorge gutierrez, colon, Cuba; sophomore,

edgar david kendrick, baton rouge; junior.

barbara trances harrell, biloxi, miss.; junior,

ralph w. killian, crowville; sophomore.

rudolph j. hartmangruber, new Orleans; junior,

leonard d. kirst, baton rouge; junior.

faye holliday, baton rouge; junior,

amelia klock, cheneyville; junior.

john lee hutchins, mcdade; junior,

john w. knox, shongulou; sophomore.

shirley mae jarreau, baton rouge; sophomore.

william m. kornman, biloxi, miss.; junior.

third row:

fourth row:

robert k. laird, tallulah; junior.

Carolyn mccarty, west monroe; sophomore.

leroy f. le blanc, norco; junior.

odon mcdaniel, jr., bogalusa; sophomore.

lucien j. lipari, opelousas; junior.

gloria mcdermott, new roads; junior.

rueus daniel logan, jr., carthage, miss.; junior.

garland melville, st. joseph; sophomore.

john love, monroe; sophomore.

lois rose michaelis, new Orleans; junior.

janey lozes, new Orleans, sophomore.

billy h. miller, amite; junior.

sylvere j. luquette, lutcher; sophomore.

norris j. millet, mt. airy; sophomore.

jackie magee, sunny hill; junior.

clarence waiter newman, lake providence; junior.

barbara mansell, hull, texas; junior.

daniel wayne norton, rda; sophomore.
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second row:

roger g. page, castor; sophomore,

huey p. roberts, delhi; junior,

norma jean price, longville; sophomore,

r. max ross, mangham; sophomore,

nancy reinhart, new Orleans; junior,

tommy rowell, new Orleans; sophomore,

ruby hooge reviere, clinton; sophomore,

alice ann rozas, cottonport; junior,

charles g. richardson, baton rouge; sophomore,

w. billy russell, jena; junior,

amelia weiss riess, new Orleans; sophomore,

leland scoggins, anacoco; sophomore,

marie van rivet, new Orleans; sophomore,

joseph b. singletary, lake charles; junior,

sarah roane, jeanerette; junior.

kenneth slade, angie; junior.

third row:

fourth row:

robert a. stinson, gilliam; sophomore.

davis b. walker, shreveport; junior.

Virginia terry, new Orleans; junior.

barbara watkins, delhi; sophomore.

alberta thomas, varnado; sophomore.

joe steve webb, Philadelphia, miss.; junior.

kenneth warren tipton, terry, miss.; sophomore.

kendall a. west, lillie; junior.

sarah tremmel, biloxi, miss.; sophomore.

luella jean west, new Orleans; sophomore.

lucie r. vitrano, convent; junior.

john e. white, castor; sophomore.

charles vivien, slid ell; sophomore.

maliza wilson, readland, ark.; sophomore.

alien Chester wager, madisonville; sophomore.

college of agriculture
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undergraduates

first row:

professional organization to create and en
courage work in the field of animal hus
bandry.

officers
jimmie th o m a s o n ............................ president
lawrence feduccia

. . . .

vice-president

m. pearce b a il e y ............................ secretary
joe s in g le t a r y ................................. treasurer

members
first row: marshall bailey, john barry, blake
blakewood, owen broud.
second row: charles calcote, henry cloud,
fred douciere, dan durham.
third row: lawrence feduccia, carlton
gunter, irwin hopkins, bush joffrion.
fourth row: ben johnston, fred jones, robert
judge, henry lacobee.
fifth row: robert laird, carl lind, david me
craine clarence newman.
sixth row: fred phillips, charles richardson,
huey roberts, james rougeou.
seventh row: joseph singletary, herman
taylor, jr., jimmie thomason, frank vought.
not pictured: jimmy de bose, joe millican,
bernell newman, covert soule, s. m. spataro.

block and
br i dl e club
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dairy
sci ence c l u b

professional organization to promote dairy
industry, members must have a major or
minor in dairying.

officers

daniel fontenof, jr...............................president

j. w. s m i t h ................................ vice-president

s. j. lu q u e tte ....................................... treasurer

m. d ro u lit te ........................................ secretary

members
james abadie
perry barrilleaux
john barry
arthur bergeron
thomas davis
jared evans
betty finch
daniel fontenot
bobby gene fulmer
sylvere luquette
quinlon me elveen
robert me gill
billy miller
tommy rowell
mimi soileau
rex tullos
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h o m e ec c l u b

alpha zeta
officers
lawrence j. t y l o c k ......................................... president
blake b la k e w o o d ..........................................secretary
darrell c a r a w a y ............................................. treasurer
manuel m. u t z u r r u m .....................................reporter
members
lawrence andermann
nolan barrilleaux
a. j. barrios
kenneth blade
blake blakewood
alfred burns
darrell caraway
fred douciere, jr.
harley harvey
eugene hastings

le moyne hogan
hubert joyner
john kaiser
william kornman
robert laird
odom me daniel
berwell newman
clarence newman
jed o'neal
manuel utzurrum

not pictured
robert bryant
daniel buller
joje castillo
ronnie chenevert
peter cloutier
alvin doyle, jr.
chapman dunham
maurice hamm
gerald hotard
roy landry
marvin lindsey
edward lindsey
arthur me laughlin
otes mizell, jr.

honorary agriculture fraternity to promote high
character and leadership, members must be in
the upper two-fifths of the class.

officers

evelyn ca m p b e ll....................................... president
carol w r i g h t ......................................... vice-president
adele v a u g h t ................................................. secretary
jackie m a g e e .................................................. treasurer

members
martha Calloway
evelyn Campbell
jane craddock
amelia klock
kay krause
libbye landry
jackie magee
lois michaelis
marjorie moise
lucie vitrano
sally wheeler
carol wright

william norris
george parker
freddie peterson
william richard, jr.
john sprinq
john serralles
curtis simmons
fred slade
winton slade
lawrence tylock
charles vivien
davis walker
john white
leon wright, jr.

phi
upsilon
omicron

horticulture
club
profession! organization to promote the science
of horticulture.

officers
o. f. c h a n d le r.................................................president
lemoyne h o g a n ...................................vice-president
darrell c a r a w a y ......................... secretary-treasurer
jim s a n f o r d ..................................................... reporter

members
edgar bradley
darrell caraway

travis hernandez

odell chandler

garland melville

betty june finch

james sanford
franklin schales

james fontenot
h. b. harrey

lemoyne hogan

leland scoggins

not pictured

honorary professional home economics fraternity,
members must maintain a "2.0" in home eco
nomics.

officers
ann c o n e r ly ...........................

president

diane m i l l e r ......................................... vice-president

evelyn C a m p b e ll.......................................secretary
carol wrightwelch

.

.. ............................... treasurer

members
first row: georgia coleman, ann conerly, jane craddock, jackie eubank, m. flanagen.
second row: bonnie galjour, betty gaude, mary
hadjijahuaki, jody harper, faye holliday.
third row: barbara mansell, gloria me dermott, lois
michaelis, dianne miller, doris parker.
fourth row: paula sue richardson, betty jean rives,
sally roane, jo ann wood, caroll wright.
not pictured: mary jane calloway, evelyn campbell, patricia hodson, amelia klock, libbye ann
landry, margie moise, lucy vitrano.

alain adams

claude dance

keith andrews
troy burnett

herbert thompson
yu-chen ting

professional agronomy organization to further
agronomic ideals, members must be interested in
agronomy and enrolled in some related field.
officers
john w. o s b o r n ........................................... president

ag
economics
association

willie f. j e t e r .......................................vice-president
s. I. w r i g h t .................................................... secretary
kenneth n. c lo w e r.......................................treasurer
members
firs t row: charles calcote, kenneth clower, frank
hathorn, gerald hotard, lee hutchins.
second row: willie jeter, kay johnston, tommy
lindsey, kersh me intyre, arthur me laughlin.
third row: houshang moaven, bernell newman, leon
nugent, john osborn, III.
fourth row: jack scariano, kenneth tipton, manuel
utzurrum, s. I. wright.
not pictured
roberto callejas, jose diaz-granados, silva franciseo, chris friedrichs, antonio lavdizabal, james r.
le gros, echeverri mario, wendell me cleskey, russel miller (advisor), juan molina, guillermo pabon,
julio rivas, dr. c. e. scarsbrook (advisor), john
serrales, lawrence tylock, william Valencia.

agronomy
club

professional organization for students with a "c "
average majoring in agricultural economics.

officers
robert j. b o d e t.............................................president
alfred j. b u r n s .................................... vice-president
c. e. d u n h a m ..............................secretary-treasurer

members
robert bodet

soin kayo

alfred burns

arturo lopes

chaiyong chuchart
c. e. dunham

leopold pacheco

marvin lindsey

george joubert

not pictured
clay barry

harry hathaway

james bennett

james hudson,

robert fain
lonnie fielder
alvin harper

faculty advisor
arturo mantilla
erdal ozbilen
richard sherburne

professional organization to foster and create
interest in poultry among students in the college
of agriculture.
officers
a.

k. g e rm a n y .............................................president

john s p r in g ...........................................vice-president

s t u d e n t s ag
fair association

jean c o n ly ..................................secretary-treasurer
franklin c a r r .................................................... reporter

members
firs t row: william franklin carr, lois jean conly, wil
liam davis, james faiszt.
second row: albert germany, jimmie ann gessner,
roy landry, kenneth may.
third row: athlyn mciver, jack parker, jimmy ray
sledge, john spring.

not pictured
william auburn, a. j. abshire, edmund boudreau,
roy ingraffia, charles pope, ernest williams.

poultry
sci ence c l u b

agricultural organization to represent as one unit
the student enrolled in the college of agriculture.

officers
marshall b a ile y ...........................................president
sam s p a t e r o ...................................... vice-president
jim s a n f o r d ................................................. treasurer

members
william a. johnson

alva b. watts
kenneth n. may
benjamin a. tower
charles w. upp,
dept, head

a. m. conerly

marshall bailey
jed o'neal
james sanford
sam spataro

not pictured
m. soileau

honorary fraternity to promote
agriculture education founded at
the university of Illinois in 1921.
officers
edward a l i e n ................... president
elliott letlow

. . . vice-president

lawrence andermann . . secretary
morgan davies . . . . treasurer
members
first row, left to right: lawrence an
dermann, grady tice, ben adams,
harmon dykes, douglas johnson.
second row: curtis simmons, e. e.
letlow, e. h. alien, ord Campbell,
leo bailey, isaac robertson.
not pictured: robert bennett, pro
fessor harry braud, william crow, dr.
roy

davenport,

morgan

davies,

maurice dobbs, dr. j. c. floyd, dean
j. g. lee, jr., odell me pherson,
woody milley, Stanley peek.

alpha tau alpha
future farmers of america
officers
a. v. g u i l l o r y ................... president
jesse scoggins . . . .
alva roy lary . . . vice-president
leland scoggins . . . .
joe p o w e l l ........................reporter

professional organization to train
secretary
treasurer

advisers

for

high

school

future

farmer chapters.
members
front row, left to right: jimmie dillon, lee roy hoover, joe powell, a.
d. guillory, alva roy lary, william
crow, wilber cummins.
second row: grady tice, adviser;
charles calcote, kenneth tipton,
ame sue hebert, (sweetheart);
monroe lutrick, woodrow milen, h.
a. kilby.
third row: leo bailey, ord Campbell,
e. c. letlow, j. c. floyd, (faculty ad
viser); odell me pherson, bobby
merchant, e. h. alien.
not pictured: marvin alien, bobby
bennett, lloyd clyburn, e. r. darbonne, morgan davies, marvin
dobbs, h. m. dykes, I. I. farrax,
homer fendleson, jan low, d. c.
johnson, kenneth roberts, i. a. rob
ertson, max ross, billy russell, jesse
scoggins, leland scoggins, curtis
simmons, kenneth slade, fenwich
swan, edmund toups, ewin vaughn,
robert verret.
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d e p a rtm e n t

home economics sewing class

of suga r e n g in e e rin g

growing votes

the dean

o

f

f

john duncan, president

dr. Cecil g. taylor, dean of college of arts and science

college of
arts and sciences

history department, standing: w. c. richardson,
c. e. smith, w. prichard, e. a. davis, j. p. moore,
lucile caffery, jane de grummond. seated: p.
d. uzee, t. h. williams.

i

c

°bert parker, vice-president

e

r

s

godofredo herzog, sec.-treas,

english department — otis wheeler, henry b,
woolf, cresap s. watson, john h. wildman, leo b,
selden.

math department— first row: luther wade, department head;
ray authement, ralph o'quinn, eugene schenkman. second row:
b. b. townsend, daniel scholz, lynden b. howell, paul rees,
frank rickey. third row: b. e. mitchell, jr., j. g. wenaell, perry
cole, houston karnes.

english department— w. f. mcneir, thomas a. kirby, depart
ment head; w. j. olive, phoebe beal, marguerite hays, joan
c. miller, alma meeks, j. p. blumenfeld.

geography and anthropology— robert west, fred b. kniffen, department head; benjamin tator, william haag.

school of geology— james p. morgan, grover murray, chair
man, department of geology; h. v. howe, director of the
school of geology; a. e. sandburg, harold v. anderson, e. g.
wermund.

fine arts— marie erickson, Caroline wogan durieux,
david le doux, corinne me neir, vincent guaccero,
louis guglielmi, nowell daste, armin scheller, act
ing department head; peter kahn.

zoology— first row: blanche e. jackson, ellinor h. behre, terry
pullig, d. h. b. boudreaux. second row: george c. kent, jr., harry
j. bennett, o. w. rosewall, department chairman, third row: ira
d. george, george h. lowery, henry james werner, j. harvey
roberts.

government department— eric voegelin, robert j. harris, depart
ment head; peter j. fliess, william c. havard.

psychology— left to right: g. b. bell, frank m. du mas, t.
w. richards, bernard m. bass, m. ray loree, henry d. shanklin,
paul c. young.

books and libraries— mary alice hebert, department head;
katherine thomas.
school of journalism— seated: edythe gelpi. standing: r. h.
wiggins, a. o. goldsmith, f. j. price, marvin g. osborn, direc
tor, bruce r. me coy, ernest gueymard, mrs. gelpi of the
morning advocate and mr. gueymard of the state-times
are assistants.

germanic languages— john t. krumpelmann, fritz dohse, mrs.
baldner, carl hammer.

romance language— front row: martin e. erickson, alice b.
capderville, h. a. major, agatha la croix, wyatt a. pickens,
elliott d. healy. back row: henri b. janin, john j. guilbeaun,
c. g. taylor, alfredo berumen.

sociology— homer I. hitt, department head; paul h. price,
roland j. pellegrin, marion b. smith, verino j. parenton, fred
c. frey, dean emeritus of university; alvin I. bertrand,
rudolf heberle, I. b. lucky, not pictured: frank w. girlinghouse.

botany department— first row: bernard lowy, c. s. me cleskey, s. p. chilton, department head, second row: c. f. moreland, a. r. colmer, h. e. wheeler, third row: c. a. brown, a.
g. plakidas, w. s. cook.

classical language— william t. avery, paul g. moorhead,
department head; john j. gearin, betty caldwell, secretary.

speech department— w. w. braden, g. w. gray, Cordelia
brong, c. b. shauer, edith dabney, c. w. bradford, j. van
riper, not pictured: w. a. wiksell, don blakely, francis merritt, c. m. wise, harriett idol.

english department— I. p. simpson, n. m. caffee, g. c.
branam, estelle williams, c. a. holaday, e. I. marilla, Cathe
rine heald, r. c. humphrey, john e. uhler.

first row:
suzanna alford, Columbia, miss.; chi omega, darling court,
robert p. j. ball, baton rouge,

seniors

betty ann burrow, new Orleans.

college of

second row:

arts and

louise t. burrow, tallulah.
robert e. burrow, birmingham, ala.

sciences

louise courtney cate, baton rouge.

first row:
nancy c. collins, shreveport; chi omega, mortar board,
theta sigma phi, alpha lambda delta, daily reveille edi
tor { 1953), news editor ( 1952), gumbo belle, rote sponsor
and regiment little colonel,
kenneth j. crain, new Orleans; phi gamma delta,
galen g. crawford, jr., baton rouge; pershing rifles, scab
bard and blade,
delia dell davis, baton rouge,
howard d. devillier, bunkie.

second row:
ruth e. dorgan, baton rouge.
Wallace j. dorion, new Orleans; theta xi, l.s.u. radio work
shop, la. players guild,
george e. dozier, west monroe; g&m, aime.
john c. duncan, stuttgart, ark.; sigma chi, ife, arnold air
society, scabbard and blade, g&m, president of arts and
sciences, phi eta sigma, canterbury club,
elizabeth laura fitzsimons, covington; newman club,
donald james folse, white castle; president of arnold air
society, scabbard and blade, dms.
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seniors

first row:

second row:

elizabeth franklin, new Orleans; alpha chi sigma, phi gamma
mu, lambda, newman club.

godofredo m. herzog, lapaz, bolivia; alpha epsilon pi, beta
tau mu, student senate, hillel.

paul w. galmiche, new Orleans; pi kappa alpha, football,
american legion award.

mauree m. hickerson, baton rouge; kappa delta, newman
club, pi alpha mu.

polly ann gemar, kerrville, texas.

ruth ann hyneman, evanston, ill.; delta gamma, delta gam
ma delta, alpha lambda delta, canterbury club.
marilyn jenkins, jackson, miss.; kappa delta.

enrique r. gonzales, Sebastian, texas; newman club,
james randal goodwin, baton rouge; kappa alpha order,
eta sigma phi, I club, track letterman, ywca, circle k
club, student senate,

Virginia johnson, memphis, tenn.; alpha omicron pi, lamb
da, ywca.

kenneth b. heflin, bossier city; theta xi.

conrad kaplan, kaplan; artillery association.

first row:

second row:

marvin e. kendrick, shreveport; phi gamma delta,
joseph lamendoia, lutcher; theta xi, artillery association,
newman club.

eugene j. loyacano, new Orleans; beta tau mu.

college of
arts and
sciences

keith loshusan, kinston jamaica; beta tau mu.
marie teresa martine, burnside.

alice yost lawson, jackson; kappa delta,
clare margaret leeper, baton rouge; zeta tau alpha, lamb
da.

ray maumus, new Orleans; theta xi, sigma delta chi, pi alpha
mu, newman club, news editor on summer reveille, sports

herman levin, pensacola, fla.

earlean m. me carrick, new Orleans,

lucia ann lewis, monroe; psi chi.

dick me caughan, lake charles.
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editor of 1953 gumbo, sports editor of daily reveille,

first row:
william a. me donnell, new Orleans; alpha tau omega,
gloria me kenzie, pascagoula, miss.; kappa delta,
richard michel, marksville.
robert g. morgan, new Orleans; theta xi, arnold air society.
arthur s. morse, new Orleans.

betty peer, new Orleans; beta sigma omicron.

second row:
wanda perkins, houston, texas; alpha delta pi, lambda,
gumbo belle, soph advisor, cheerleader,
jacqueline poet, new Orleans; beta sigma omicron.
william a. power, sardis, miss.; alpha tau omega,
baer irwin rambach, new Orleans; phi epsilon pi, arnold air
society, samurai, hillel.
joseph john ross, Philadelphia, pa.
mary patricia sanchez, baton rouge; alpha xi delta, lambda.

first row:
helen gordon singletary, baton rouge; delta phi alpha, bsu,
ywca.
martha ann smith, houma; soph advisor, purple jackets,
mack b. solomon, pensacola, fla.; phi eta sigma, sigma
delta chi, mu sigma rho, editor of reveille,
lehrue steven, lake charles; sigma alpha epsilon, ife, beta
tau mu, phi eta sigma, ymca.
william o. thomas, collins, miss,
wesley ann travis, jackson, miss.

second row:
robert p. waldron, new Orleans; pi kappa alpha, g&m so
ciety.
robert me gehee Wallace; kappa sigma, president of presbyterian youth fellowship, It. col. in rote, scabbard and
blade, omicron delta kappa, pershing rifles, ife, society
for advancement of management, asme, dms.
roy c. walther, gibson; g&m.
laura elizabeth watson, meridian, miss,
immanuel wexler, tel-aviv, israel; alpha epsilon pi, student
senate, pi gamma mu, hillel, ymca.
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first row:

second row:

byron I. aucoin, ville platte; sophomore,

martin bonacorse, baton rouge; sophomore.

elva bardin, oak grove; junior,

bruce j. borello, new Orleans; junior.

roy I. beard, bogalusa; sophomore,

albert I. bossier, gramercy; junior.

bette beauclair, new Orleans; junior,

bobby gene bowers, high point, north Carolina; junior.

james I. bacnel, kenner; sophomore,

jared w. bradley, covington; junior.

dale bennnett, baton rouge; sophomore,

rosalyne brown, little rock, ark.; junior.

juanedd berry, baton rouge; sophomore,

dolores bullock; baton rouge; junior.

wanda blackburn, franklin; sophomore,

james m. burch, osyka, miss.; junior.

joseph bianca, ferriday; sophomore.

mary eleanor byrnes, ethel; sophomore.

third row:

fourth row:

raymond cadaro, new Orleans; sophomore,

carolyn crawford, gretna; sophomore,

dawn caillouet, lockport; sophomore,

ernestine crouse, baton rouge; junior,

vera canazio, brazil; sophomore,

john d'angelo, new Orleans; junior,

sue carter, new Orleans; sophomore,

dee davies, baton rouge; junior,

frederick p. chalin, new Orleans; sophomore,

barbara a. dawson, new Orleans; junior,

verline chapman, oak grove; sophomore.

edward h. demouy, new Orleans; junior,

I. glen cobb, shreveport; junior.

joseph dileo, new Orleans; junior,

james cole, shreveport; sophomore.

albert donald, west monroe; sophomore,

kathryn I. cooper, crenshaw, miss.; sophomore.

ruby douglas, coushatta; sophomore.
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first row:

second row:

j. I. eumer, sulphur; junior.

toys I. huckabay, mer rouge, la.; sophomore.

alice garth, new Orleans; sophomore.

lois colette jackson, new Orleans, la.; sophomore.

calvin gauley, slidell; junior.

anne jennings, sardis, miss.; sophomore.

william richard harnan, new Orleans; junior.

w. g. jones jr., mansfield, la.; junior.

horace harvey, covington; junior.

edward c. keller, new Orleans, la.; junior.

dusseldorf,

germany;

und.

grad.;

john f. kirn jr., orlando, fla.; junior.
carl koreen, flushing, new york.

patricia holliday, new Orleans; sophomore,

thomas a. lacour, moreauville, la.; sophomore.

forrest hooper, baton rouge; junior,

Stanley j. lamendola, lutcher, la.; sophomore.

jackie hope, shreveport; junior.

third row:

fourth row:

joan landry, plaquemine; junior,

alanzo meadows, merryville, la.

hugh lewing, mansfield; sophomore,

cora meginnis, new Orleans, la.; sophomore.

joe lipsey, baton rouge; sophomore,

janis a. meyers, thibodaux, la.; sophomore.

argiro louchis, new Orleans; sophomore,

donald j. millet, reserve, la.; sophomore.

james allison, gonzales; sophomore,

jennie elizabeth modinger, new Orleans, la.; sophomore.

ruth manilia, kenner; sophomore,

ronald anthony monica, lutcher, la.; sophomore.

billie mason, natchitoches; sophomore,

clyde h. moore, new Orleans, la.; junior.

sylvia mayeux, alexandria; sophomore,

jay moore, shreveport, la.; junior.

nancy mcginnies, baton rouge; sophomore.

Iloyd alien murdock, zwolle, la.; sophomore.

college of arts and sciences
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undergraduates

gunther hellmonts,
senior.

undergraduates

first row:

second row:

betty trances nichols, shreveport; junior,

warren c. plauche, houma; junior,

william m. nolen, de ridder; junior,

carolie robertson, new Orleans; sophomore,

david ray norsworthy, florien; junior,

gloria ellen rosen, wichita, kansas; junior

james e. oertel, baton rouge; sophomore,

robert h. russell, olla; junior,

alfred olinde, new roads; junior,

mary jane seal, new Orleans; sophomore,

carol ann olsen, new Orleans; sophomore,

wade h. sigmon, jr., welcome; junior.

valentine palmira, peru; junior,

Stanley I. sizeler, new Orleans; junior,

george b. petrie, crowley; sophomore,

wayne smith, van, texas; junior.

franklin dewitt platt, marion; sophomore.

Stanislaus j. st. martin, laplace; sophomore.

third row:

fourth row:

helen v. steer, baton rouge; junior.

frank w. villenwerder, new Orleans; und. senior.

donald r. stoker, haynesville; sophomore.

sue wafer, grand isle; junior.

jesse e. strother, oakdale; junior.

margaret jane wakefield, colfax; sophomore.

manuel j. talluto, new Orleans; junior.

paula walden, converse; sophomore.

william o. templet, plaquemine; junior.

robert w. weldon, pitkin; junior.

tommiann thigpen, bay springs, miss.; sophomore.

betty june white, bossier city; sophomore.

waiter tisdale, bogalusa; sophomore.

patsy white, baton rouge; sophomore.

norman tompkins, mary; junior.

robert Stanley white, georgetown; sophomore.

patricia triche, napoleonville; sophomore.

glynn I. wood, dequincy; sophomore.

bobbie jean vining, sandheimer; sophomore.

mary stella woolfolk, zachary; junior.
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honorary pre-med fraternity, members must be
in their college with a "1.5" overall average and
maintain a
initiation.

'2.0" average the semester before

officers
charles d. b e l l e a u ....................................... president
joel b. s m a s o n .................................... vice-president
leonard w. b u n c h ...................recording secretary
louis h. s t e r n ...................corresponding secretary
wade s i g m o n .................................................treasurer
jo ann me l e n n o n ....................................... historian
lawrence I. me a l p i n .....................sergeant-at-arms
richara m i c h e l ......................

pledgemaster

standing, left to right: robert pavy, warren jacobs,
godofredo harzog, jada hirscnman, Stanley white,
paul young, harry seese, james oertel. sitting,
left to right: sylvia lee, bobette carney, frankie
slay, dale bennett.

beta
t a u mu

left to right: barney fuselier, hubert waguespack,
william wetta, bernard hirsch, james marchand,
james friedberg, e. j. taul, bobby jean vining,
patsy robinson, burt bujard.

standing, left to right: louis h. stern, guy guarino,
wade sigmon, leonard bunch, lawrence me alpin,
charles belleau, jo ann me lennon. sitting: jackie
merrill, joel smason.

not pictured
thomas austin

john landry

juanedd berry
ann breen

charles langford
keith loshusan

james brown
william brown

eugene loyacano
ruth manilia

waiter cockerham

richard michel

barbara dawson
joseph dileo

jennie modinger
warren plauche

albert donald
james freeman

john puglise
reuben roy

thomas graves

camille scatterly

edward jenevein

Stanley sizeler

thomas lacour

lehrue Stephens

paula alien walden

geological and
mining society
professional and honorary society to main
tain a high degree of integrity and provide
a meeting place for friendship among stu
dents.

officers

jim m o n c rie f........................................president

bobby j o n e s ............................vice-president

jim p a r k s ............................................ secretary

gerry d o z i e r ........................................treasurer

members
first row: w. j. ainsworth, jim Cleveland,
george colongne.

second row: j. a. coons, john herbert davis,
george dozier.

third row: john cecil duncan, wilford ellis,
charles hibberts.

fourth row: charles hill, albert johnson, bob
by jones.

fifth row: john jungschleser, george koenig,
john langford.

sixth row: charles lipari, ralph melancon,
charles moseley.

seventh row: marvin rushing, fred muncy,
jo grady slone.

eighth row: turner veith, bob waldon, albert
warren.

mu
s i g ma rho
members must maintain an overall 2.33 for
five consecutive semesters.
officers

duncan b u r f o r d .............................. president
kenneth w. t u l l o s .....................vice-president
betty blackard

. . .

recording secretary

elaine Washington . corresponding secretary
louise g u t h r i e .................................... treasurer
ray s o m m e r ............................................advisor

members
first row: marjorie atlas, beverly bateman,
barbara blanchard, cleo. borden.
second row: leonard bunch, duncan burford,
betty caldwell, kenneth crain.
third row: ida davis, Virginia easterly, jo ann
fussed, louise guthrie.
fourth row: horace harvey, Virginia johnson,
theresa landry, maurine linquist.
fifth row: marilyn mcclintock, wanda menetre, fay moreland, suianne mouton.
sixth row: david norsworthy, nancy jo olive,
arlen peltier, robert powell.
seventh row: anita prieto, jeanon richardson, helen robert, peyton robert.
eighth row: james rogers, mack solomon,
vernon sonnier, mary jane steed.
ninth row: helen steer, louis stern, fabia
thomas, joe thomas.
tenth row: mary barbara vick, donald vidrine, albert warren, kenneth tullos.
not pictured
june atkinson, winthrop baker, robert ballina, charles belleau, joyce berteron, marvin
gahagan, huldah lieberman, marjorie mullin,
warren plauche, william power, joel smason,
ethelyn stott, r. e. Washington, leonard wil
liam, imanuel wexler, betty blackard.

professional and honorary fraternity to advance
knowledge and research in psychology.

officers
warren j. me g o v e r n ................................... president

Pi
a l p h a mu

otto g i l b e r t ..........................................vice-president
harry e. h a l l ................................................. secretary
gerald e. me c u ll o u g h ................................... treasurer

members
otto e. gilbert

gerald e. me cullough

harry e. hall

warren j. me govern

Virginia m. johnson
herman i. levin

ronald pryer

ben k. patton, jr.

ray stiles

not pictured
martha e. bernal
perry I. davis

milton i. rosenzueig

robert p. mahood

rhoda stolper

grace y. morgan

j. w. wetherford

ment fraternity for majors in journalism.

officers
don d i d i e r ......................................................president
ray m a u m u s ........................................vice-president
jesse s t r o t h e r .............................. secretary-treasurer

members
ray maumus

don didier

jesse strother

melvin p. reid

barbara a. karstendiek

professional publishing, advertising and manage

dee davis

william j. quick

psi chi

honorary social science fraternity
requiring a "2.0" average for 21
hours of social science.

officers

john f. montagne

. . . president

elizabeth I. franklin . vice-president

gerald e. me cullough

. secretarytreasurer

members
left to right: gerald e. mc-cullough,
john

f.

montagne,

sam

joseph

d'antoni, elizabeth logan franklin,
imanuel wexler, dr. j. leon dark.

not pictured: robert ball, jr, sarah
boteler, leo d'aubin, george dillmaun, jr., don folse, joseph keogh,
sherrel me ilveene, william me laws,
jr., thaddeus pruyn, charles taylor.

pi g a m m a mu
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gleb mamantov, president

the college of

a. r. choppin, dean of chemistry & physics

the dean

left to right, first row: dr. Virginia williams, dr. olen
nance, mrs. maud purdy, dr. e. a. fieger. second row:
dr. helen williams, dr. gunther eichhorn, dr. w. r.
edwards, jr., dr. maurice vick. third row: dr. c. r. melellan, dr. j. I. e. erickson, dr. f. j. robichaux, dr. jordan
g. lee. fourth row: dr. john f. Christian, dr. paul delahay, dr. a. r. choppin, dr. phillip w. west, dr. eugene
w. berg, dr. william w. tison.

i

c

e

william senn, vice-president

chem istry

r

s

william graham
secretary-treasurer

and

physics

first row:
august v. bailey, new Orleans.
e d w a rd a . b a rc e n a new Orleans.
ralph j. berni, new Orleans; president of senior class.
florine blouin, new Orleans.
eonard n. conley, jr., melville; pershing rifles, major, air
r.o.t.c
second row:
eugenia godoy, guatemala.
william h. graham, jackson, tenn., vice-president newman

physics— first row: d. v. guthrie, vincent parker, department
e ad; max goodrich, joseph levinger. second row: joseph reyh
nolds, dorr c. ralph, lloyd w. morris, Stanley bashkin.

club, secretary-treasurer college, phi lambda upsilon.
gleb, mamantov, new york, lambda chi alpha, president,
college chem. and physics, honor court, omicron delta
kappa, alpha chi sigma, phi lambda upsilon, pi mu ep
silon, phi eta sigma, amer. chem. soc. award, college
chem. and physics honor award, alpha chi sigma fresh
man chem. award.
ricardo m. pytkowicz, rio de janeiro, brazil, alpha chi
sigma.
frank evans shields, baton rouge; delta sigma phi.

seniors
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undergraduates

first row:

second row:

lloyd aguillard, jr., new roads; junior,

james harold junkin, baton rouge; junior,
carlyle luke le bas, ville platte; junior,
truett j. lemoine, markville; sophomore,
hettye gene loch, mccomb, miss.; junior,
fernando ortega, havana, cuba; sophomore,
james h. phillips, lismore; sophomore,
john d. prejean, sulphur, la.; sophomore,
hugh j. young, monroe; sophomore.

rodney I. berthelot, maurepas; junior,
bobby g. blaylock; baton rouge, sophomore,
weaver t. brian, shreveport; sophomore,
george robert burleson, baton rouge; sophomore,
willard r. de fouvest, pascagoula, miss.; junior,
ann devall, baton rouge; sophomore.

making "whiskey" aint so risky

if you can't cram— study

maybe its out of gasoline

\K

hold that line

alpha
chi s i g m a
professional chemistry and physics fraternity for
male students with a high scholastic average.

honorary chemistry fraternity requiring
average in chemistry.

a 2.5

officers
isaac trachtenburg....................................... president
calvin m a t t a x ....................................... vice-president
j. e. strassner.............................. secretary-treasurer
members
talivaldis berzins
william hardin graham
james h. junkin
calvin mattax
richard moravek
eugene bemy

octavio romero
roy st pierre
jacques savoy
j. e. strassner
carlton strickland
isaac trachtenberg

phi
l ambda upsilon

officers
calis+e c e n a c .................................................president
lee r e m y .................................................vice-president
ricardo p y t k o w i c z ....................................... secretary
jacob s t r a s s n e r ............................................treasurer
members
milton bailey
jan barlow
george burleson
caliste cenac
charles colvin
william cooper
harold dupuy
joseph frantz
ray herd
lester hullet
james junkin
amiss kean

carlyle lebas
cecil lemoine
gleb mamantov
robert owens
joseph regan
lee remy
octavio romero
jacques savoy
william senn
jimmie sippel
jacob strassner
c. strickland
joseph wheeler

not pictured
phil brubacker
arthur da silva
raymond garett

roy gerard
ricardo pytkowicz
john van deren

the dean
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norman stevens, president

j. b. trant, dean, college of commerce

c o l l e g e of
commerce

secretarial science— leon megginson, margaret
newberry, howard norton, f. d. ferguson, w. m.
young.

i

c

h. b. Conner, ir.
vice-president

e

r

s

louis fuselier
secretary-treasurer

business administration— first row: k. d. reyer, j. b. johnson,
milton goldberg, p. f. boyer. second row: leon megginson, j.
w. reddoch, w. h. baughn, c. s. overmiller, third row: j. w. par
sons, r. a. blackwood, j. b. trant, department head; w. m.
young, s. w. preston.

economics department— s. a. caldwell, h. I. me cracken, de
partment head; w. d. ross. second row: I. j. melton, j. w. chisholm, k. m. thompson, j. p. payne, david townsend.

department of accounting— first row: g. m. jones,
george fair, w. h. endy. second row: c. I. dunn,
robert ovam, marvin tummins. third row: lloyd
morrison, department head; j. m. owen.

firs t row:
kirby k. awagain, berwick.
francis josette braud, thibodaux.
glendon a. bryan, bryceland; delta sigma pi, propellor
club.

seniors

second row:

college of

fred edmond bulliard, st. martinville; theta xi,
football.

commerce

robert c. case, new Orleans.
robert lee crosby, jr., crosby, miss.; pi kappa alpha.

firs t row:
leo grant d'aubin, new Orleans.
Clifford beebe davis, diamond.
mary ethel de generes, baton rouge; alpha delta pi,
delta gamma delta, newman club, propellor club, al
pha beta chi pres., student council,
william j. doran, jr., baton rouge; theta kappa phi.
patricia joan dupre, texarkana, texas; chi omega, new
man club, alpha beta chi.
robert m. fetzer, jackson; I club, baseball.

I club,

second row:
harvey fitzgerald, covington.
mack v. furlow, jr., new Orleans; captain in rote, vicepresident of beta alpha psi, pi tau pi, president of
senior class.
joseph tex gilbert, jr., birmingham, alabama; president of
sigma alpha epsilon, phi eta sigma, pi gamma mu,
pi tau pi, tiger band, concert band, student senate,
president of soph class, president of junior class, ife,
commerce council.
Iloyd joseph gravois, port alien; propellor club,
harry t. house, montgomery, alabama; I club, artillery
assoc., marketing club, boxing team,
edward f. hurlston, la ceiba, honduras; kappa alpha or
der, alpha kappa psi, propeller club, arnold air society.
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first row:
dorothy jacks, shreveport; delta zeta.
donald m. johnson, baton rouge; delta sigma pi, pro
pellor club, dance committee, students of the nation,
ymca cabinet.
mayer levy, jr., new Orleans; president of phi epsilon pi,
arnold air society.
arnold m. lincove, shreveport; phi epsilon pi, honor court,
omicron delta kappa, scabbard and blade, tau kappa
alpha, debate team, pi tau pi.
_
basile roy liuzza, baton rouge; beta alpha psi, phi eta sig
ma, propellor club.
edward r. matlock, calumet, michigan; president of scab
bard and blade, president of society for advancemeni

of management, delta sigma pi, arnold air society,
distinguished military student, chairman of university
dance committee.
second row:
anthony milazzo, lake charles; pi tau pi, arnold air society,
david prentice milligan, gary, indiana; I club, society for
the advancement of management, propeller club, sigma
chi, 1st It. rote, boxing team,
john f. montagne, abbeville; It. rote,
eugene a. nolan, baton rouge; theta xi, artillery association.
henry charles nicolay, jr., new Orleans, pi tau pi, scabbard
and blade, captain of pershing rifles, propeller club,
robert normann, new Orleans; sigma nu.

first row:

seniors

gladden I. norris, west monroe; delta chi, newman club,
vice-president of alpha epsilon rho, assistant moral com. missioner of student body,
jerry c. ordeneaux, lutcher; theta xi.
morris j. parrino, cheneyville; pi tau pi, beta alpha psi.
second rowi
gurvis j. post, marion; theta xi, 'delta sigma pi, ife, sa
murai.
joan ellen price, port sulphur; phi mu, secretary-treasurer
of senior class, propellor club, society for the advance. ment of management, newman club,
john I. quirk, eunice; alpha tau omega.

college off
commerce
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firs t row:
thomas b. riley, baton rouge; sigma chi, alpha kappa
psi, artillery assoc.
I. clyde rushworth, jr., baton rouge; delta sigma pi, ar
tille ry assoc., society for advancement of management.
gene h. sandifer, bunkie; delta sigma pi, beta alpha psi.

seniors

second row:

college of

Stephen sandor, baton rouge; vice-president of newman
club.

commerce

alvaro humberto sardi, Caracas, Venezuela; venezulean
center, propellor club.
patrick e. shay, lake providence

firs t row:
garland e. shepherd, haynesville, delta chi.
norman g. stevens, jr., picayune, miss.; sigma alpha epsi
lon, pi tau pi, I club, football team, president of college
of commerce.
g. julia stravch, istmina choco, Colombia; alpha beta chi.
charles e. taylor, lillie ; beta gamma sigma, delta sigma
pi, pi gamma mu, beta alpha psi.
john t. thibodeaux, baton rouge.

second row:
joseph m. titone, shreveport; pi tau pi, beta alpha psi,
artillery association, It. in rote,
ulrich john torrence, new Orleans; society fo r the ad
vancement of management, newman club, proctors
organization.
philip a. tweedy, new Orleans.
mary carol weimar, vicksburg, miss.; kappa kappa gam
ma, alpha beta chi, newman club,
daniel p. whitty, dutchtown; pi tau pi, beta alpha psi,
president of propeller club, society fo r the advance
ment of management, ymca, vice-president of senior
class.
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second row:

ro y r. Alberts, new Orleans; sophomore,

thomas c. bryce, buffalo, new york; junior.

lames I. badin, zachary; sophomore,

martha ann caillouet, greenville, miss.; sophomore.

john r. bailey, lake charles; junior,

anthony caldarera, new Orleans; junior.

larry |. barron, minden; sophomore.

mary anne colbert, shreveport; junior.

jay a. barton, shreveport; sophomore,

norman comeaux, new iberia; sophomore.

rona.’d e. boyington, bogalusa; junior,

edwin coons, houma; junior.

robert d. bradford, natchez, miss.; sophomore,

j. hardy cooper, baton rouge; sophomore.

william f. broussard, Oakland city, ind.; sophomore,

janie I. cross, goshen springs, miss.; junior.

shirley r. brown, baton rouge; junior.

russell j. culotta, baton rouge; sophomore.

fourth row:

third row:

charles gerrets, algiers; junior,

charlotte a. daigle, baton rouge; junior,

william m. gore, ferriday; junior,

dix ie r. daniels, shreveport; sophomore.

harold griggs, Chatham; junior,

Marilyn daubs, leesville; junior,

dan b. grissett, lake charles; junior,

cl ifton a. dejean, plaquemine; junior.

homer hardin, ponchatoula; sophomore,

ryan douzot, hessmer; sophomore.

harold hatchett, texarkana, texas; sophomore,

Kenneth w. dupree, bunkie; sophomore.

denver hollabaugh, baton rouge; sophomore,

juan r. encinosa, new Orleans; sophomore.

franklin jackson, simpson; sophomore,

miguel gasteazoro, laceiba, honduras; sophomore.

helen c. jarrell, lisbon; junior.

r ichard gauthier, arabi; junior.

college of commerce
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undergraduates

first row:

undergraduates

firs t row:

second row:

edward m. jolly, memphis, tenn.; junior,

Constance may kitto, baton rouge; junior,

jerry jones, grand chenier; junior,

mary I. ledbetter, ruston; sophomore,

buck kearns, thibodaux; junior,

beverly levert, bogalusa; sophomore,

robert kearns, thibodaux; junior,

jacomine p. markey, new Orleans; junior,

joann keller, bastrop; sophomore,

erice mccarty, cheneyville; junior,

robert d. keller, baton rouge; junior,

h. k. mcfatter, dequincy; junior,

horace d. kendrick, vivian; sophomore,

george I. mcguffee, harrisonburg; sophomore,

lester I. lacour, georgetown; sophomore,

anna louise mcinnis, lake charles; sophomore,

charles j. larue, new Orleans; junior.

mary jo mitchell, bogalusa; sophomore.

third row:

fourth row:

normal nell nash, new Orleans; junior,

harold rabalais, baton rouge; junior,

marjorie nobles, star city, ark.; sophomore,

natalie reulet, rosedale; junior,

jeannette oustalet, new Orleans; junior,

hamilton rial, mcgehee, ark.; sophomore,

beverly b. patton, new Orleans; sophomore,

isma roy, mansura; junior,

charles j. pellissier, new Orleans; junior,

william d. sword, baton rouge; sophomore,

barbara penton, baton rouge; sophomore,

w. Wallace thomas iii, alexandria; junior,

francis d. perrault, natchez, miss.; sophomore,

william werner, baton rouge; junior,

jimmy pigford, meridian, miss.; sophomore,

ronnie white, plainview, tex.; sophomore,

pat pruyn, baton rouge; junior.

thomas c. young, denver; junior.

college of commerce
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delta
sigma

pi
officers

frank piper

howard belcher

homer me bride

president

1st. vice-president

2nd. vice-president

edward coons, jr.

secretary

anthony caldarera

treasurer

first row: howard belcher, richard bradford, paul brown.

second row: william d. brown, glendon bryan, anthony cal
darera.

third row: harvey b. Conner, jr., edwin coons, jr., william j.
doran.

fourth row: louis a. fuselier, charles gerrets, billie jo hodge.

fifth row: r. r. izor, dohald johnson, ed jolly.

sixth row: pierre le mieux, homer me bride, jack markey.

seventh row: ed matlock, charles pellissier, frank piper.

eighth row: gurvis j. post, jr., I. c. rushworth, h. h. sackett.

ninth row: frank w. truitt, jr., carl walker, leonard werner, tom
young.
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beta
a l p h a psi
honorary and professional accounting fraternity
to promote interest in accounting and to promote
the study of accounting, members must be ac
counting majors with at least a junior status with
a "2 .5 " average in accounting courses.

to promote friendly relations between students
and faculty; to foster scientific study and research
in the field of marketing; to develop sound think
ing in marketing theory and more exact knowl
edge and definition of marketing principles; to
improve the methods and technique of marketing
research; to contribute to the improvement of the
teaching of marketing; to develop better public
understanding and appreciation of marketing
problems; to study and discuss legislation and
judicial decisions regarding marketing; to improve
marketing personnel and study personnel prob
lems; to record progress in marketing through the
publication of outstanding paper; to encourage
and uphold sound, honest practices, and to keep
marketing work on a high ethical plane.
officers
frank p ip e r .....................................................president
janice d e n so n .......................................vice-president
barbara r o l f s ..............................secretary-treasurer
edwin b a lla rd ............................publicity chairman
donald jo h n s o n .................. membership chairman
edwin ballard, h. b. Conner, janice denson, frank
dvorak, harold griggs, harry house, donald john
son, richard kidd. homer me bride, george me
guffee, david milligan, jeanette oustalet, frank
piper, hyman sackett, carol weimer, dan whitty.
not pictured: r. m. hill, barbara rolfs, beverly
skillinqberg.

marketing
club
officers
fall semester
jesse m o r r is .................................................. president
mack f u r lo w .......................................vice-president
dorothy Cunningham.................................. secretary
roy lli u zza ......................................................... treasurer

officers
spring semester
mack f u r lo w ................................................ president
arnold linco ve .......................................vice-president
mary b e e le r..................................................secretary
dan w h it t y .................................................. treasurer

members
firs t row: nestor arceneaux, mary beeler, sally
gatzke, william gore.
second row: paul hebert, robert me rae, morris
parrino, arthur roberts.
third row: charles taylor, joseph titone, leonard
werner, daniel whitty.
not pictured
st. clair bienvenu, dorothy Cunningham, mack fu r
low, andrew howell, arnold lincove, basile liuzza,
william malcolm, gene sandifer.

professional organization dedicated to the study,
furtherance, and support of the american mer
chant marine.
officers
daniel w h iff y ............................................. president
steve s a n d o r .....................................vice-president
connie k i t t o ............................ secretary-treasurer

members
first row: john allemand, james alien, edwin ballard, larry barron, glendon bryan.
second row: mary de generas, micky gasteazaro,
jimmy harrison, dark hersey, ed hurleston.
third row: donald johnson, Constance kitto, beverly ann leet, henry nicolay, robert normann.
fourth row: frank piper, jr., george platt, jo ellen
price, hamilton rial, gilbert rogers.
fifth row: barbara rolfs, herman sackett, steve
sandor, william werner, daniel whiffy.
not pictured
lloyd gravois, louis griffith, tom heath, pierre le
mieux, john liebert, roy liuzza, clara machin (mrs.),
alvaro sardi.

professional organization to stimulate interest,
activity, and cooperation among woman students
in the college of commerce in their chosen fields.

officers
mary ethel de g e n e r a s ............................ president
carol

weimar

................................ vice-president

patsy d u p r e ..............................................secretary
clarece ja r r e ll............................................. treasurer

members
first row: jeanette oustatel, beverly leet, marilyn
daubs, patsy dupre, carol weimar, norma nash,
clarece jarrell.
second row: julea strouch, sally gatzke, connie
Idtto, mrs. margaret newberry, faculty advisor,
charlotte daigle, natalie reulet, janice denson,
Barbara rolfs.
not pictured
mary ethel de generas, dorothy wascom.

a l p h a b e t a chi
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the dean
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president sam leake

dean e. b. robert

demonstration school student

student teachers

c o l l e g e of
education

i

c

vice-president james reviere

e
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secretary cynthia gallent

advanced professional programs— b. f. mitchell, margare+e
teer, john a. hunter, j. w. ristler.

committee head— m. s. robertson, i. o. pettiss, russell e.
helmick, substituting for grace hughes; george . e ■
may w. deblieux, w. a. lawrence, louise ward b. g. mitchell,
e. b. robert, substituting for w. r. cline.

teaching load of faculty— marietta picot, rodnev cline,
Carolyn liles, louise h. beard, watt black.

student personnel services— w. r. eglin, lynden b. sherrill,
c. I. madden, dorothy lancaster, russell e. helmick, w. g.
higginbotham.

curriculum, instructional patterns— george h. deer, w. t.
robinson, henry o. dresser, marie alien, john I. garrett, jr.,
edna m. hockaday, 1.1. kilgore, jr., e. b. robert.

preparation of faculty— may w. deblieux, I. m. harrison, evelyn
g. dark, charles w. diel, joan b. spanier, howard m. norton.

professional lab experiences— w. a. lawrence, rose bailey,
margaret smifh, j. q. long, et hel hanchey, a. e. swanson,
doris h. kay.

new lab school

library committee— louise ward, margaret varner, |ohn r.
shoptaugh, will c. daniels, m. s. robertson, grace bailey,
h. I. garrett, elizabeth moore.

definition, objectives, and organization of a college for
teacher— education— j. o. pettiss, marion e. huxley, lillian
I. oleson, mara me bee, mary b. hilzim, francis a. drury.

first row:

second row:

milton p. arabie, mathews.
june norman atkinson, supreme,

whitney j. boudreaux, houma; kappa
teachers of america.

dorothy joan barry, new Orleans; pi beta phi.
onda bishop, baton rouge.

griffon j. bourgeois, plaquemine; kappa phi kappa; kappa
kappa psi; phi mu alpha-sinfornia.

barbara jean blanchard, baton rouge; delta zeta, kappa
delta pi.

yvonne leach boyington, bogalusa; alpha chi omega.
eleanor bridgman, houma; Westminster fellowship; future
teachers of america.

caldon j. boudreaux, plaquemine.

delta pi; future

sue vignes brown, elizabeth; kappa delta; lambda;
y.w.c.a.; freshman dorm, council; soph, and senior ad
visor.
jo anne browne, baton rouge; phi mu; panhellenic,
y.w.c.a.; f.t.a.; a.c.e.; b.s.u; freshman queen.

seniors
college of
education

first row:
helen brupbacher, new Orleans.
mae dee calhoun, zachary; delta delta delta, panhel
lenic, military sponsor.
dorothy dean cannon, norco; alpha chi omega, future
teachers of america, Westminster fellowship.
roberta c. cothran, jonesboro; delta delta delta, kappa
delta pi.
bobbye jean craig, griffin, ark.
bobbie jean crawford, mccomb, miss.; president of phi
mu, 1952; vice-president, 1951; music chairman, '49;
vice-president, mortar board; sophomore advisor, 1950;
kappa delta pi, sigma alpha iota, chaplain; lambda,
baptist student center, student senate, 1950-1952; pres
ident of sophomore class, president of junior class;
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outstanding pledge of phi mu, 1949; gumbo favorite,
1950.
second row:
fulton e. curtis, baywood.
ronney boyd daigre, baton rouge; kappa phi kappa, f.t.a.
ida kay davis, tylertown, miss.; phi mu; kappa delta pi,
pi mu epsilon; wesley foundation, executive council,
f.t.a.

Catherine ann debenedetto, cinclair; f.t.a., a.c.e., day
girls.
joseph b. dornier, III, baton rouge; sigma chi, kappa phi
kappa, ffa, interfraternity athletic council, interfrater
nity council, f.t.a

Virginia ann easterly, denham springs; delta zeta, delta
gamma delta; alpha lambda delta; kappa delta pi.

first row:
evelyn m. ellis, new Orleans; modern dance club president,
robert j. falterman, new Orleans; phi delta theta, Icappa
phi kappa, rote.
patsy jean farr, baton rouge; ywca, tta, ace, methodist
student center.
emma gene fleming, mccomb; phi mu, secretary-treas
urer of jr. class of ed.
jo ann fussell, baton rouge; kappa delta pi.
cynthia gallent, centerville, miss.; alpha delta pi, secre
tary-treasurer of college of education future teachers
of america, Westminster fellowship, delta gamma delta,
student Christian council,
second row:
lois metayer garrett, alexandria; delta delta delta, delta
gamma delta, sophomore adviser, best supporting ac

tress, theta alpha phi, newman club, la players guild,
radio workshop.
jacqueling geismar, new Orleans; alpha epsilon phi, pres,
of senior class in college of education, alpha epsilon
phi, lambda, future teachers of america, association
of childhood education.
thomas marshall germany, baton rouge; artillery associa
tion.
ernest a. gibson, baton rouge.
louise guthrie, monroe; delta zeta, kappa delta pi, lamb
da, wesley foundation, honor award scholarship, t. h.
harris scholarship, ywca, vice-president of the junior
class in the college of education, valedictorian of senior
class at l.s.u.
ann harris, caster; gumbo belle, rote, newman club, var
sity debate team, tau kappa alpha.

first row:
englander carmen heflin, new Orleans; beta sigma omicron.
shirley a. hernon, livingston, ala.
b. fae hill, oak grove; baptist student union, future teach
ers association, association childhood education,

second row:

lillie horn, new Orleans,
emile d. hotard, jr., reserve.
patsy lyanne hennington, mccomb, miss.; delta gamma.

alice mccormick jennings, baton rouge; phi lambda pi,
future teachers of america, association of childhood
education, phi lambda pi.

james w. humphreys, baton rouge; kappa phi kappa.
burt h. hunley, donaldsonville.
faye hunt, baton rouge; purple jackets, secretary of col
lege of education.
mrs. lou ellen s. Ingalls, zachary.

myrtlee katz, new Orleans; hillel, future teachers of amer
ica, association of childhood education.
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first row:

second row:

jo ann kennedy, delhi; future teachers of america; associa
tion childhood education, baptist student union,
joycelyn kennedy, new Orleans,
c. eulalie laurent, alexandria; alpha 'delta pi; dining hall
representative, french house.

sam o. leake, jr., woodville, mississippi; kappa phi kappa
president, president college of education, future teach
ers association president.
sarah elmore lowe, baton rouge; delta zeta, sigma alpha
iota, tau beta sigma, kappa delta pi, Canterbury Club,
ellen r. martin, pensacola, florida, kappa delta; kappa
delta pi, Westminster fellowship, y.w.c.a.
shirley a. martin, Washington, Pennsylvania; delta psi kap
pa; women's recreation association president; asso
ciated women students.

first row:

second row:

ann w. may, meridian, mississippi; delta delta delta;
president, president west hall, vice-president of future
teachers of america.
benjamin t. meadows, merryville.

anita c. norman, supreme.

peggy messick, marksville, kappa delta pi, gumbo favo
rite, calendar girl, engineers ball court, homecoming
court 1950-51.

vivian ogle, new Orleans; alpha delta pi, b.s.u. council,
senior advisor, alpha sigma rho, candidate for darling
of Isu, radio workshop, student Christian council, com
mittee of 100.
james j. o'quinn, colfax.
wynona e. peters, baton rouge.

barbara laporte, new Orleans; kappa delta,

seniors
college of
education

john w. munson, addis; kappa phi kappa; american ordi
nance association; distinguished military graduate.
kathryn gaye nash, logansport; alpha chi omega; wesley
foundation; and lambda.
kathryn y. nichols, baton rouge; phi mu; delta gamma
delta; associated childhood education.
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norma jean o'brien, new Orleans; alpha xi delta; delta
gamma delta; a.c.e, f.t.a
billie jean odom, baton rouge.

first row:
Virginia phillips, glenmora; kappa delta pi, f.t.a
florence pippin, kenner; phi mu.
vernie a. pitre, houma; f.t.a., arnold air society; newman
club; sports editor, reveille.
betty ratcliff, pineville; alpha delta pi; vice-president of
west hall; interdormitory council; secretary-treasurer
college of education, Westminster fellowship,
irwin rhodes, jr., houma
edgar j. robichaux, jr., thibodaux.

first row:
vernon h. sonnier, ferriday.
donald r. sperier, new Orleans; kappa phi kappa, pi ep
silon tau; geology and mining; newman club,
rosemary tafaro, new Orleans; alpha xi delta, womens
recreation association; newman club,
joel i. tatar, plaquemine, kappa phi kappa; hillel.
luther w. taylor, columbus, georgia; wesley foundation;
y.m.c.a, kappa phi kappa,
e. j. thigpen, jr., bogalusa.

second row:
norma e. roy, marksville.
claire rudolph, chattanooga, tennessee; alpha epsilon phi,
president; lambda; future teachers of america; asso
ciation childhood education, hillel.
beverly h. schycker, chicago, Illinois; delta gamma; kappa
delta pi; senior advisor,
ralph siverio, new Orleans,
mary effie smith, baton rouge; alpha xi delta,
sarah anne smith, angola; delta gamma vice-president;
east hall president, b.s.u., y.w.c.a., f.t.a, a.c.e., senior
adivsor.

second row:
fabia elliott thomas, glenmora.
mary alice thompson, denham springs; delta gamma, in
ternational relations club; baptist student center; fu
ture teachers of america; art club; association for
childhood education; y.w.c.a., pan-hellenic council,
sylvia torbet, homer; alpha chi omega; y.w.c.a, wesley
foundation, f.t.a.
thais k. trinchard, new Orleans; alpha xi delta; east hall
house council; newman club, a.w.s
Virginia tucker, baton rouge; f.t.a., a.c.e.
gloria watts, baton rouge.
evon wittekopp, new Orleans; delta gamma, senior ad
visor.
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first

ro w :

second

ro w :

donald p. adam, grand isle; junior.

james p. batchelor, el dorado, ark.; junior.

alberta adams, lockport; sophomore.

rose mary billodeau, jeanerette; sophomore.

mrs. anna new b. airhart, baton rouge; junior.

kenneth bridges, lawton; junior.

connie alach, biloxi, miss.; sophomore.

jean martha brouillette, baton rouge; sophomore.

myra altman, lafayette; junior.

betlye sue bryant, new Orleans; sophomore.

j. charlene anderson, cheneyville; sophomore.

jean bullock, ferriday; sophomore.

janet severin andras, baton rouge; sophomore.

h. m. butler, monroe; junior.

mary beth avrill, reserve; sophomore.

mrs. anne chaudoir calsote, alexandria; sophomore,

barbara ball, baton rouge; junior.

annie lou carlin, baton rouge; sophomore,

irene s. bass, baton rouge; junior.

victor j. carlino, baton rouge; sophomore.

third row:

fourth row:

jane carraway, baton rouge; sophomore.

joy donaldson, reserve; sophomore,

vashti c. carter, many; sophomore.

jan dunlap, new Orleans; sophomore,

james e. castle, chattanooga, tenn.; junior.

barbara j. dupont, plaquemine; junior,

june clement, thibodaux; junior.

ramsey a. falconer, baton rouge; junior,

zilla ann conerly, leesville; sophomore.

sadie y. ferguson, baton rouge; sophomore,

judith h. cooper, denham springs; sophomore.

pat ford, franklin; sophomore,

emily daughtrey, new Orleans; junior.

elizabeth ann franciol, abbeville; sophomore,

marion t. davenport, baton rouge; sophomore.

marjory beth freeman, belle chasse; junior,

josie ann day, baker; sophomore.

dora frost, maysville, kentucky; junior,

elwood de bessonet, 'donaldsville; sophomore.

billy ray gay, shreveport; sophomore.
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second row:

ro w :

gail gibbens, cinclare; sophomore,

mickey isaac, asheville, north Carolina; junior.

esther anne gillespie, natchitoches; sophomore.

bobbye jackson, gary, indiana; junior.

ben I. green, ferriday; junior,

ted r. jambon, golden meadow; sophomore.

eleanor harris, ruston; junior.

dorothy j. kelly, coushatta; junior.

Barbara ann herwig, alberta, Canada; sophomore,

betty kitchens, minden; junior.

dorothy jean hicks, baton rouge; junior,

elizabeth koch, plaquemine; sophomore.

rnarilyn c. hill, woodville, miss.; junior,

jewel kornegay, plaquemine; junior.

joan houck, greenwood, miss.; sophomore,

mary ann krebs, pasagoula, mississippi; junior.

martha lou hyde, baton rouge; junior,

theresa landry, plaquemine; junior.

jane imahara, baton rouge; sophomore.

blanche lasseigne, thibodaux; junior.

third row:

fourth row:

yvette laudumiey, new Orleans; junior,

pat nicholson, baton rouge; junior.

henry j. legendre, lockport; junior,

m. patricia olinde, belle chasse; sophomore.

sarah leister, lawton, Oklahoma; junior,

harold m. parker, hammond; junior.

nina carol loveless, norwood; sophomore,

nancy c. patty, meridian, mississippi; junior.

marion mancil, new Orleans; junior,

joen pincus, alexandria; junior.

carita martin, rayne; sophomore,

ann platt, baton rouge; sophomore.

roy I. maynard, nacogdoches, texas; junior,

laura lee planche, covington; sophomore.

anne mchugh, jennings; junior,

jackie polizzi, new Orleans; junior.

anna montalbano, new Orleans; sophomore,

frankie m. porter, north little rock, arkansas; junior.

letitia ann murrell, amite; sophomore.

beverly pourciau, baton rouge; sophomore.
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undergraduates

first

undergraduates

first

ro w :

second

row :

anita c. prieto, new Orleans; junior,

cecilia ann roark, deridder; junior,

jerry deane prieto, mandeville; junior,

barbara robinette, shreveport; sophomore,

elizabeth queyrouze, shreveport; junior,

myrtle rogillio, baker; junior,

mary jane ramsey, bossier city; sophomore,

pat rosato, new Orleans; sophomore,

zoe ramsey, shreveport; sophomore,

william santo, baton rouge; junior,

dot raxsdale, alexandria; sophomore,

diana I. savario, brittany; sophomore,

helen reagan, bogalusa; junior,

gladys Schwab, baton rouge; junior,

diane kay reeder, baton rouge; junior,

june shelton, winnsboro; sophomore,

roland d. rivet, plaquemine; sophomore.

wildon john shinn, jr., franklin; sophomore.

third row:

fourth row:

bernice spencer, new Orleans; junior,

gene claire vick, baton rouge; junior.

jane steed, monroe; junior,

margaret vick; baton rouge, sophomore.

george steltz, new Orleans; sophomore,

molly vidos, morgan city; junior.

gayle c. stumpf, new Orleans; junior,

tom wafer, monroe; junior.

rachell tankel, lake charles; sophomore,

diana webre, baton rouge; junior.

v irg il g. tanner, jr., evergreen; junior,

carolyn wells, wilmot, arkansas; junior.

mildred templet, bell rose; junior,

m. mae westh, baton rouge; junior.

janie thompson, baton rouge; sophomore,

alvis ann wilson, gretna; sophomore.

carolyn tille ry, baton rouge; junior,

angeline k. wilson, baton rouge; sophomore.

gloria turner, baton rouge; sophomore.

dorothy mcinnis woolley, baton rouge; sophomore.
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kappa
d e l t a pi
professional and honorary fraternity to en
courage high professional, intellectual, and
personal standards and to recognize out
standing contributions to education.
officers
roberta c o f h r a n ............................president
whitney bourdeaux

. . . .

vice-president

cleo b o r d e n ....................................secretary
dr. I. m. h a rrison ........................... treasurer
kay d a v i s ........................................ reporter
members
first row: anna airhart, c. j. alien, barbara
ball, a. j. barrios.
second row: Irene bass, r. I. bergeron, jr.,
barbara blanchard, cleo borden.
third row: whitney boudreaux, yvonne boyington, jo ann brown, roberta cothran.
fourth row: bobbie crawford, ida davis, Vir
ginia easterly, marjory freeman.

fifth row: dora frost, mrs. eddie guarisco,
louise guthrie, mrs. lou ellen ingalls.
sixth row: douglas johnson, e. blanche lasseigne, maurine linquist, sarah lowe.
seventh row: barbara mansell, alien martin,
fay moreland, martha nash.
eighth row: patsy nicholson, cecilia roark,
helen robert, myrtle rogillio.
ninth row: beverly schycker, ruth sessions,
mary jane steed, jane swan.
tenth row: mildred templet, fabia thomas,
diana wehe, nancy white.
not pictured: leona anderson, june atkinson,
rupert barber, helena bueche, mary castleman, mattye Campbell, ouiella duet, pat
hargis, ida mae heard, morris johnson, carrie
junot, laura mae mccullen, mrs. marjorie
mullin, major howard peterson, barbara richter, viola templet.
faculty membership roll: dr. george deer,
william r. eglin, dr. lemos I. fulmer, dr. h. I.
garrett, dr. I. m. harrison, margaret healey,
I. I. kilgore, jr., dr. w. a. lawrence, dr. b. f.
mitchell, dr. j. o. pettiss, dean e. b. robert,
dr. j. r. shoptaugh, mrs. shirley stephenson.

the dean

o

f

freeman I. morgan,
president

dr. leo joseph lassalle, dean of engineering
civil engineering— bottom row: s. e. lawrence.
second row: w. a. wintz, jr., f. f. pillet, depart
ment head, third row: j. e. mehrhoff, d. c. p h i
lips, a. e. lowman, m. c. williamson. fourth row:
r. w. me kenzie, g. r. ferguson, j. m. lowe, j. h.
bateman, h. j. turner.

c o l l e g e of
engineering

f

i

c

e

a' i- nesanouich, vice-president

r

s

ed landry, secretary-treasurer

engineering experimental station— w. a. moggio, p. c.
koons, acting director; louis freeman, |. b. todd, nai-yuen
chen.

agricultural engineering— a. e. blackman, r. b. lillard, w.
h. carter, e. b. doran.

chemical engineering— left to right: jesse coates, arthur
g. keller, p. m. horton, department head; b. s. pressburg,
w. s+ewart.
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■mm
engineering drawing— I. c. cooper, j. d. shockley, j.
s. Conner, d. p. dixon.

electrical engineering— first row, left to right: floyd m.
crum, willis d. morris, ambrose k. ramsey. second row:
marion b. reed, lee v. me lean, michel b. voorhies, depart
ment head.

electrical engineering— front row: f. m. crum, w. d. morris, a. k. ramsey.
oack row: m. b. reed, I. v. me lean, m. b. voorhies, department head.

petroleum engineering— r. g. loper, m. f. hawkins, b. c. craft

engineering mechanics— w. j. brignac, c. r. best, g.
j. trammell, f. h. fenn.

architectural engineering— e. papavas, o. j. baker,
department head; h. I. thompson.

first row:

second row:

remus e. acosta, ensenada, puerto rico.
jorge j. allwood, san Salvador, el Salvador; american in
stitute of electrical engineers.

luis c. arosemena, panama city, panama; asae.
george v. bailey, forest hill; president of asce,
arotc.

santiago j. aragories, Caracas, Venezuela; asme, newman
club, venez cent.

charles merlin barnes, new Orleans; pi kappa alpha, inter
fraternity council, samurai, asme, band,
amir abbas behbehani, teheran, iran.
robert p. braud, new Orleans,
theron cosselman, jeanerette.

ariane araujo, recife, brazil; asme, asche, l.s.u. engineer,
latin american student council,
thomas j. arceneaux, gramercy; aiche, scabbard & blade,
arnold air society,

seniors
college of
engineering

1st It.

don j. arnold, stewart, miss.

first row:

second row:

daniel bo yen chen, hong kong, phi eta sigma, pi mu
epsilon, sigma tau sigma, american society of civil
engineers, tau beta pi.
william e. cloutet, new Orleans; asce.
kenneth j. daspit, baton rouge; asme, newman club,

john h. engel, montgomery; aiche, american chemical so
ciety, alpha chi sigma, pershing rifles,
carl john fandal, slidell; asme.
o. I. farias, maceio alagoas, brazil; pi tau sigma, asme.
wayne a. franks, fairbanks; tau kappa epsilon, la clef,
illuminating engr. soc., wesley foundation, dist. military
student.

juan m. dangond, barranquilla, Colombia; phi iota alpha,
latin american council, pi tau sigma,
jimmy fowler dell, baton rouge; airee, radio club, bsu.

whitney I. girouard, jr., lake charles; president of asae.

buddy b. dickerson, trout.

ivan gomez, bogota, Colombia; asae, phi iota alpha.
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first row:

second row:

edward c. gremillion, new Orleans; asce.

john f. hoffman, thibodaux; tau beta pi, asce.
joseph a. jeane, bastrop; 2nd It. in rote,
gordon I. jennings, shreveport; sigma nu.

robert g. griffin, bastrop.
waiter m. hart, jr., new Orleans; aiee, arnold air society,
dist. military student, cadet captain in rote,
carabano g. a. hernandez, Caracas, Venezuela; sigma tau
sigma, asce, centro venezolano.
thomas horacio hernandez, Caracas, Venezuela; asce, el
centro venezolano.
charles reginald hibberts, mooringsport; phi eta sigma,
pi mu epsilon, pi epsilon tau, aime, tau beta pi.

first row:
j. don kelley, new Orleans; aiee, ire, asst, editor of l.s.u.
engineer, newman club, radio club, student senate,
riyad khalaf, bireh, palestine.
william kidd, baton rouge; alpha tau omega, american
society of mechanical eng., pi mu epsilon, pi tau sig
ma, tau beta pi, cadet major in rote,
edward e. landry, new Orleans; kappa sigma, asce, scab
bard & blade, arnold air society,
john c. langford, baton rouge; pi kappa alpha,
oscar f. larrieu, varadero, cuba; president of latin amer
ican council, student council, student senate, asme, new
man club.

john mooney jenny, jr., new Orleans; asme, newman club,
john g. jungschleger, jackson, miss.; phi delta theta, pi
epsilon tau, aime, samurai.
w. amiss kean, baton rouge; kappa sigma, pershing rifles,
alpha chi sigma, aice, asme.

henry v. laumann, new Orleans; pi kappa alpha, aiee,
radio club, catholic student center.
bernice a. life, jr., laurel, miss.; aime, g&m.
second row:
charles a. lipari, opelousas; lambda chi alpha, president of
pi epsilon tau, g&m, aimme, american ordnance so
ciety.
joseph a. loupe, jr., Whitehall; president of illuminating
eng. society, chief proctor of men's dorm.
pardo luis, Caracas, Venezuela; asce.
van be luong, hanoi, vietman; tau beta pi, pi mu epsilon,
aiee, ire, l.s.u. engineer.
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first row:

second row:

thomas e. mcgraw, woodville, miss.; american society of
mechanical engineers,
alvaro manrique, neiva, Colombia; asae.
bruce a. martin, paulina; american institute of chem.
engr., scabbard and blade, outstanding cadet at rote
camp, distinguished military student, american society
of military engineers, newman club.
I. f. matta, rio piedras, p.r.

merlin j. naquin, montegut; asme.
fernando navarro, recife, brazil; theta kappa phi, newman
club, brazilian club, asme.
anthony j. nesanovich, new Orleans; asme, pi tau sigma,
robert w. o'brien, clinton.
thomas I. osborne, new Orleans; newman club, la clef,
richard j. ozment, baton rouge; asce, sigma tau sigma.

r. melchor mendez, cumana, Venezuela; centro venezo
lano.

seniors

jose a. montes, central hershey, Cuba; student council,
president of latin american council, asme.

college of
engineering first row:

second row:

cenaro f. pena, asunciou, paraguay; sigma tau sigma,
asce.

marvin r. ragland, lake providence,

charles perrault, opelousas.
rodney picciola, golden meadow; theta xi, asce.
e. m. pittman, jr., homer; lambda chi alpha, aimme.

robin a. richard, jr., lake charles; theta xi, pi tau sigma,
asme, newman club,
elmer I. riffle, baton rouge; aiee.

jose e. f. prado, sao paulo, brazil; phi kappa phi, delta
sigma, asce, latin american council,
richard c. pugeau, new Orleans.

fromin jose rodriguez, carora-venez sa; centro venezolano.
fred wayne rogers, farmerville; aiee, tau beta pi.
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george melvin reinhardt, eunice; aiee.

first row:

second row:

lester j. ryall, new Orleans,
guillermo a. salcedo, palmira, Colombia; aace.
daniel d. sandefur, alexandria; sigma tau sigma, tau beta
pi, asce, staff of l.s.u. engineer,
francisco sardi, Caracas, Venezuela; colegiu do ingenierus
de Venezuela, asce, american concrete institute, centro
venezolano.
jacques I. savoy, glenmora; tau kappa epsilon, cadet It.
col. in rote, omicron delta kappa, annual scholarship
award of aiche, annual scholarship award of american
chemical society.
john I. skolfield, norco; alpha tau omega, aimme.

daniel b. snyder, natchez, miss.; asme, pi tau sigma,
carlton Strickland, baton rouge; tau beta pi, phi lambda
upsilon, pi mu epsilon, alpha chi sigma, american in
stitute of chemical engineering,

first row:

second row:

bruce s. tregre, reserve; aiche.

james e. warren, new Orleans; aiee, scabbard & blade,
artillery assn, distinguished military student, cadet cap
tain in rote.

Wilfred r. tullier, raceland; asce.
turner o. veith, new york, n. y.
hugh c. villavaso, new Orleans; kappa phi kappa, newman
club
frank w. warner, baton rouge.

edgar w. sutherlin, jr., heidelberg, miss.; 1st It. in rote,
m. f. tavera, bogota, Colombia; phi iota alpha, asce,
american concrete institute, american society for test
ing materials.
benjamin arthur tolbert, woodville; pi epsilon tau, g&m
society, aime.

maurice e. williams, kingston, jamaica; tau beta pi.
m. h. yang, hong kong, china.
Sydney yin, Singapore; asme, l.s.u. symphony,
jose a. zajia, Caracas, Venezuela.
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first row:

second row:

badir al-refai, basrah, iraq; sophomore.

daniel j. bourgeois, new Orleans; sophomore.

philip m. arceneaux, sulphur; junior.

john w. bowers, roanoke; sophomore.

jan barlow, jr., jackson, mississippi; junior.

david b. calvit, alexandria; sophomore.

donald j. barbier, new Orleans; junior.

charles I. Campbell, jr., natchez, mississippi; sophomore.

alcee e. becnel, plaquemine; sophomore.

cushman m. cambre, baton rouge; sophomore.

theodore r. becnel, jr., new Orleans; sophomore.

joseph thomas cambre; reserve; sophomore.

juan f. berry, central heashey, Cuba; sophomore.

robert I. cancienne, st. martinville; undergraduate senior.

billy g. black, springhill; junior.

roy a. cartie, westwego; junior.

louis allan blanchard, jr., houma; sophomore.

harold c. champagne, raceland; junior.

third row:

fourth row:

bobby dark, baton rouge; sophomore.

thomas h. dousson, new Orleans; junior.

anthony j. chetta, new Orleans; sophomore.

sinforiano echeverria, Cardenas, Cuba; sophomore.

robert cochran, lake charles; sophomore.

alain t. fayd'herbe, cuorepipe, mauritius; junior.

gerald c. coleman, mansfield; junior.

joseph foster fruntz, arkadelphia, arkansas; sophomore.

leonard collins, biloxi, mississipi; junior.

robert w. fullerton, baton rouge; junior.

dtavio k. m. cordeiro, ponte nova, minas gerais, brazil;
sophomore.

boyd t. gautreaux, baton rouge; junior.
van h. gilmore, lake charles; sophomore.

f.

roy daigle, new Orleans; sophomore,
anthony b. governale, patterson; sophomore.

bobby lee davis, maplewood; sophomore,
robert s. griffiny, gilbert; junior.

charles doucet, kaplan; sophomore.
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second row:

james c. hamilton, jr., laurel, mississippi; junior,

alien joe kelley, shreveport; junior,

kenneth p. harrison, bogalusa; sophomore,

gary g. kelley, new Orleans; sophomore,

david t. harvey, baton rouge; sophomore,

darwin la font, golden meadow; sophomore,

tildon j. hebert, gretna; junior,

joe I. landry, baker; sophomore,

henry I. hendrick, purvis, mississippi; junior,

roland w. laurent, lafayette; sophomore,

william p. gregory, jr., grossett, arkansas; junior,

francis p. le blanc, baton rouge; sophomore,

john cloar jackson, jr., baton rouge; junior,

gerard e. le blanc, lockport; junior,

frank nathan jones, shreveport; sophomore,

william w. lee, shanghai china; junior,

charles h. kammer, new Orleans; sophomore.

gerard a. le jeune, baton rouge; sophomore.

fourth row:

third row:
c. a. lincoln, bossier city; sophomore,

raymond m. mcdougall, aribi; junior.

john h. lord, jr., shreveport; junior,

george evanda mcduffie, beaumont, texas; junior.

albin j. loupe, baton rouge; junior,

ralph j. mclancon, raceland; junior.

john r. lowry, winnsboro; sophomore,

william mcpherson, new Orleans; junior.

donald e. maier, houma; sophomore,

charles v. moseley, oak grove; junior.

freddy david manis, bossier city; sophomore,

james m. oliver, vick; junior.

r. vincent matherne, allemands; junior,

albert p. osterberger, new Orleans; junior.

gene matranga, new Orleans; junior,

paul ernest otto, lake charles; sophomore.

edward I. mattingly, donaldsville; junior.

robert milton owens, dubberly; junior.
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undergraduates

first row:

undergraduates

first row:

second row:

paul g. pedersen, new Orleans; junior,

tomas w. rodriguez, havana, cuba; junior.

robert e. peno, gonzales; junior,

arthur rogers, albany; sophomore.

dale perilloux, la place; sophomore,

lionel john rolfes, new Orleans; sophomore.

robert p. post, jr., new Orleans; sophomore,

roy r. runck, greenville, miss.; junior.

robert a. power, sardis, mississippi; sophomore,

j. m. sandoval, guatemala city, guatemala; junior.

vernon prather, eunice; sophomore,

anatolio santos, bogota, Colombia; junior.

roy c. rackley, jr., baton rouge; junior,

raymond saucier, new Orleans; junior.

edward l. rodriguez, new Orleans; junior,

sam schexnailder, baton rouge; sophomore.

h. vernon rodriguez, new Orleans; junior.

malcolm sayes, vick; sophomore.

third row:

fourth row:

tate I. setzer, baton rouge; sophomore,

neal e. suggs, delhi; sophomore.

ronald john simon, norco; sophomore,

barron floyd tabor, shreveport; sophomore.

william singley, hattiesburg, miss.; junior,

robert jean talbot, lake charles; junior.

leonard j. sintes, new Orleans; sophomore,

william p. timlake, corinth, mississippi; sophomore.

charles e. smith, forbing; sophomore,

james w. townsend, bunkie; junior.

c. scott smith, new Orleans; junior,

odie tucker, new Orleans; junior.

charles virgil staffa, newgulf, texas; sophomore,

oris d. vaughn, baton rouge; junior.

percy Stafford, bogalusa; sophomore,

raymond I. waguespack, houma; junior.

curry joseph st. pierre, paulina; sophomore,

w. e. young, holden; sophomore.

j. w. Stubblefield, bogalusa; junior.

Christian zozaya, maracay, Venezuela; junior.
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officers

pi
ta u sigma

r. p. b r a u d .................................................president
g. j. m a t r a n g a .................................. vice-president
le. j. d a s p i t ....................... corresponding secretary
j. c. jackson, jr........................... recording secretary
a. j. n e s a n o v ic h ............................................treasurer
members
front row, left to right: r. I. waguespack, a. c.
dumestre, d. b. snyder, a. r. richard, r. mcdougall,
m. m. hirsch, a. j. nesanovich.
second row: o. I. farias, j. jackson, j. d. kopfler, j.
hollier, m. yang.
third row: a. arrando, c. castelerio, k. j. daspit, g.
matranga, t. rodriguez, r. triffing, w. lee, r. p.
braud, a. osterberger.
rear: p. arcenaux, prof. f. t. carroll, j. winder, prof,
e. s. adler, jr., c. austin.
not pictured
j. g. blanche, thomas calvit, g. i. cambre, luis colemananes, langdon frey, b. d. harrison, leo lassalle,
dean, col. lawrence, Calvin laiche, william lewis, t.
moiser, justo manguez, g. mathes, paul weaver,
honorary organization to foster the high ideals of
the engineering profession to stimulate interest in
co-ordinate departmental activities, and to pro
mote the welfare of its members.

american
s o c i e t y of
agricultural
engineers

professional organization for students of chemical
engineering, the southern regional convention of
the student chapters of aiche was held at Isu on
april 22, 23,24.
officers
jacques s a v o y ............................................ president
bruce m a r t i n ........................................vice-president
roy st. p i e r r e ................................................. secretary
roy g e r a r d ......................................................treasurer
members
first row: joseph frantz, van gilmore, william gregory, w. amiss kean.
second row: bruce martin, paul otto, paul pedersen, elmer riffel.
third row: harold rodriguez, curry st. pierre, roy
st. pierre, jacques savoy, c. d. Strickland.
not pictured: jan barlow, jr., phillip brubaker,
cushman cambre, bobby dark, charles colvin, leo
comeaux, george deer, alain fayde-herbe, ray
mond garrett, roy gerard, charles hall, ronald
hartman, tildon hebert, george irwin, j. w. landry,
gerald lejune, guy mccombs, freeman morgan,
robert owens, james piker, john piker, elmer riffel,
rolando santos, harold rodriguez, sammuel schexnailder, john shelton, howard snee, carlton Strick
land, joe wheeler, b. h. williams.

professional society organized to establish contact
with other schools and with the senior society, and
to inform members on timely professional prob
lems.

officers
whitney I. g i r o u a r d ................................... president
robert g. g r i f f i n .............................. vice-president
alvaro m a n r i q u e ..................... secretary-treasurer
luis c. a r o s e m n a .................................................scribe

members
first row: theron w. casselman, robert g. griffin,
dick r. ki nzer, leroy f. le blanc.

second row: james m. oliver, john s. patin, harold
schexnayder.

not pictured: luis c. arosemena, paul chatelain,
roberto chaves, luis f. del valle, john gallaher,
whitney I. girouard, jr., ivan gomez, alvaro man
rique, john mcgowan, ted nissing.

american
institute
of c h e m i c a l
engineers

institute
o! the
aeronautical
sciences

honorary petroleum engineering society to foster
a closer bond between the members and the pet
roleum industry and to maintain the high ideals of
the engineering profession.
officers
charles h ib b e r ts ............................................ president
john ju n g s c h le g e r..............................vice-president
james C le v e la n d ......................... secretary-treasurer
john c o o n ..................................................... secretary
members
first row:

r. v. matherne

james Cleveland
j. a. coon

r. j. melancon
third row:

c. r. hibberts
a. s. johnson

c .v. moseley
j. g. nelson

second row:

j. a. shirer

john jungschleger
charles lipari

r. n. tullis

not pictured
w. j. ainsworth

john brock

m. t. black

b. c. craft

d. b. bonnecarrere

w. s. stevenson

professional and honorary organization to pro
mote the application of sciences in the develop
ment of aircraft.

officers
gene m a t r a n g a ............................................ president
herbert t e r m i n i ...................................vice-president
ralph m a g e e .............................. secretary-treasurer

members
first row:

second row:

charles costellerio

gene matranga

thomas doussan

herbert tarmini

boyd gautreaux

douglas whitehurst

bob fullerton

not pictured
thomas calvit

ralph magee

pi e p s i l o n

tau

ameri can society
of c i v i l e n g i n e e r s
professional organization founded in new york, new york in I 852

officers
charles p e r r a u lt ...................................................................................

president

frederick l a n d r y ...........................................................................................vice-president
Christian z o z a y a ......................................

secretary

john h o f f m a n .........................................................................................................treasurer

first row: joe alien, edward landry.

second row: frederick landry, roland laurent.

third row: richard ozment, charles perrault.

fourth row: roy runck, guillermo salado.

fifth row: dan sandefur, raymond saucier.

sixth row: manuel tavera, james townsend.
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american
s o c i e t y of
mechanical
engineers
professional organization for the advancement of the mechanical engineering profession.
officers
anthony j. n e s an o v ic h ........................................................................................................ president
daniel s n y d e r ............................................................................................................ vice-president
gene m a t r a n g a ..................................................................................................................... secretary
a.

c. d u m e s t r e ................................................................................................................... treasurer
members
first row:
j. k. bagley
c. m. barnes
t. h. doussan
a. c. dumestre
o. I. farais
r. griffing

second row:
j. c. jackson
j. m. jenny
w. kidd
j. d. kopfler
w. I. lewis
g. matranga

third row:
r. mcdougall
r. d. melacon
a. j. nesanovich
t. w. rodriguez
d. b. snyder
r. waguespack
e. I. mattingly

not pictured
a. araugo
р. m. arceneaux
I. e. arrondo
e. asfour
с. austin
r. a. begault
a. j. brandin
r. p. braud
k. j. daspit
h. de la puente

a. davis
c. j. fandal
r. h. forde
r. w. fullerton
b. t. gautreaux
l. gremillion
m. m. hirsch
j. a. jeane
c. laiche
t. a. ledyard
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w. lee
j. g. mcadam
t. e. mcgraw
j. a. montes
m. j. naquin
a. p. osterberger
m. palomo
r. I. patterson
d. a. perrilloux
g. prudencio
a. r. richard

I. j. ryall
a. a. schade
c. I. schreiner
h. d. sento
r. j. simon
I. e. singleton
j. w. Stubblefield
j. b. winder
c. j. wolford
s. yin

sigma

tau

sigma

honorary civil engineering fraternity

officers

jules d a i g l e ......................................................................................................... president

fidias c a y a n a ............................................................................................... vice-president

joe a l i e n ............................................................................................... secretary-treasurer

members
first row: joe alien, fidias cayama.
second row: daniel bo yen chen, jules daigle.
third row: wilmer harper, frederick landry.
fourth row: richard oiment, genaro pena.
fifth row: charles perrault, roy runck.
sixth row: daniel sandefur, manuel tavera.

not pictured: charles baskin, kenneth cambell, jonas debarros, gustavo hernan
dez, tomas hernandez, james jenkins, jr., samuel meginn, jose prado.
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honorary engineering fraternity organized to confer honor on deserving engineering
students, membership requires junior standing and a "2.5" average or senior standing
and a "2 .2 " average or rank in the upper one-eighth of the senior class.

officers
joseph a. s h i r e r ................................................................................................................. president
fred r o g e r s ................................................................................................................. vice-president
dan s a n d e f u r ................................................................................................. recording secretary
charles h i b b e r t s ................................................................................................................. treasurer
john b a i r d ............................................................................................ corresponding secretary

members
first row: joe alien, john baird, c. r. baskin, theron casselman, daniel bo yen chen, osman
farias, wayne franks.
second row: j. d. harlan, tomas hernandez, charles hibberts, john hoffmann, john jung
schleger, william kidd, a. e. kunberger.
third row: joseph lodato, van be luong, bruce martin, lloyd mcclatchey, charles mullin,
richard ozment, c. perrault.
fourth row: fred rogers, roy st. pierre, d. d. sandefur, jacques savoy, joseph shirer, carlton Strickland, maurice williams, myron yang.
not pictured: p. e. brubaker, john brock, carlos casteleiro, cushman cambre, a. dumestre,
jr., roy d. gerard, joseph hollier, c. v. moseley, j. m. oliver, thomas rodrigeus, h. d. sento,
leonel samayoa, bill white, john b. winder.
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tau
beta

pi

a.i.e.e.

and

a.i.r.e

joint branch of the professional electrical engineering and radio engineering societies a
c average and a major in electrical engineering are required for membership.

officrs
john d. k e l l e y .................................................................................................................... president
adam m. l e a d e r .......................................................................................................vice-president
james e. w a r r e n ..................................................................................................secretary (a.i.e.e.)
van be l u o n g .......................................................................................................treasurer (a.i.e.e.)
joseph s. l o d a t o .......................................................................................................secretary (i.r.e.l
frank m. c r o w ........................................................................................................... treasurer (i.r.e.)

members
first row: jim warren, don kelly, adam leader, van be luong, a. s. cahn.
second row: j. c. hamilton, p. herman, waiter hart, d. e. maier, huey duncan, jimmy dell, f.
j. rodriguez.
third row: i. cimmerman, w. b. evans, d. a. preston, r. e. peno, r. j. pierce, howard champ
agne, I. p. savoie.
not pictured: j. j. allwood, a. m. batista, h. j. beard, f. t. berg, jr., c. w. custer, t. e. dupis,
h. a. ecuyer, jr., o. I. farias, c. j. guidry, h. v. laumann, r. w. o'brien, r. a. pugeau, g. m.
rainhardt, m. c. rogers, a. Stafford, jr., j. c. toomer, r. j. toomer, f. w. Warner, d. j. weeks,
r. e. youmans.

members
left to right: alien kelly, thomas osborne, v. e. bergeron, w. o. mcpherson, e. e. verges,
wayne franks, dan hebert, roland grob, sidney steifel, don james, perry segura, roger
sams, william mills.
not pictured: john anderson, leonard biller, george Chatham, lenord collins, bobby fife,
dan mcmahon, e. I. rodrigues, jose sandorval, tom schnadelback, odie tucker.

officers
wayne f r a n k s .................................................................................................................... president
e. e. v e r g e s ............................................................................................................... vice-president
william mcpherson

...........................................................................................................secretary

alien k e l l y ................................................................................................. ....

. treasurer

professional and honorary organization to acquaint students with the field of architec
ture, members must be enrolled in architectural engineering and must maintain a " c "
average.

la clef
a rc h ite c tu ra l e n g in e e rin g s o c ie ty
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the

director of the school of music
dr. barrett stout

school

music school— kneeling: everett timm, robert manzingo, loren
davidson, thomas baldner, frank stalzer, kenneth klaus, leon raper.
first row, standing: frank collins, I. bruce jones, barrett stout,
director, school of music; oramay welch, pearl willis, gordon
epperson, helen I. gunderson, rowena dickey, polly gibbs, earl
d. stout, second row, standing: j. forrest west, ilda schriefer,
carleton liddle, dallas draper, james n. giederman, louis ferraro,
frank crawford page, not pictured: peter paul fuchs, Christian
jordan, ralph errolle.

the dean

some things are harder to get in than the union

alien peltier, president

o

f

f

i

rex tatum, vice-president

c

e

of

r

s

mu s i c

seniors
first row:
jen lashley, shreveport; pres, of mortor board,
pres, of kappa delta,
jean maggio, tchula, miss.

joan tucker slay, mendenhall, miss.; sigma alpha
iota.
ruth winstead, alexandria; delta omicron, bsu.

undergraduates
first row:
joann breedlove, natchitoches; junior,
marcia crawford, bossier city; sophomore,
joseph ovide de lage, baton rouge; sophomore,
mary glaza, freeport; sophomore,
joellen goode, lake charles; junior,
second row:
george hicks, jackson; junior,
alice lewis, natchez; sophomore.

billy ray peacock, baton rouge; junior,
vita pressburg, opelousas; junior,
chloe seale, meadville, miss.; junior,
third row:
margaret stumpf, new Orleans; junior,
ann tinney, baton rouge; junior,
carol underwood, denham springs; junior,
janet walden, baton rouge; sophomore,
billie Worthington, maplewood; sophomore.

professional and honorary music
fraternity for men organized to ad
vance the cause of music in amer
ica. members must have a "2 .0 "
average in music and a "1 .5 " in
academic work.
officers
richard burkart . . . . president
richard braud . . vice-president
tom w a f e r ........................secretary
roger di guillian . . . . treasurer
members
first row (left to right): tom wafer,
ed bousson, griffen bourgeois, rob
ert lincoln, iames castle, robert
hardin, bob a)exius.
second row: richard burkart, kenneth larsen, roger di guillan, john
gerbrecht, john daigle, james mil
ler, richard braud, harold cruthirds.
third row: heuwell tircuit, charles
caluda, arlin peltier, carl alexius,
robert powell, edson perry, arthur
shankle.
fourth row: norbert carnovale,
everette timm-governor of prov
ince 14, peter paul fuchs-honorary
member, leon raper-faculty advisor,
kenneth klaus-faculty, gordon epperson-faculty.

phi mu a l p h a s i n f o n i a
tau beta sigma

not pictured: john adams, james
ford, eugene johnson, milton new
man, rex tatum, wesley ellis, joe
scott.

national honorary and professional
sorority for bandswomen organized
to promote the existence and wel
fare of college bands and honor
outstanding bandswomen.
officers
sarah l o w e ........................president
connie alach . . . vice-president
beth freeman . . . . secretary
carolyn j o n e s ................... treasurer
active members
first row: connie alach, joan houck,
sarah lowe, jeanne mccoy, beth
freeman, anna rose bilbo,
second row: barbara herwig, caro
lyn jones, rose marie carey, joyce
sidorfsky, dawn caillouet.
not pictured
pledges: norma archard, marie
Campbell, ruby douglas, eleanor
frank, dorothy rahme.
honorary members: I. bruce jones,
director of bands, l.s.u.; ruth n.
thigpen.

professional organization to pro
mote better musicanship. member
must have a "2.0" average in mu
sic.
officers
carol underwood . . • president
joellen hindman . . vice-president
margaret stumpf . recording sec.
charmaine bosarge . correspond
ing Secretary
ann t i n n e y ....................... treasurer
members
first row: mary baldwin, mary ber
ry, martha blain, bobbie crawford,
emily daugherty.
second row: marion davenport,
patsy hennington, j. g. hindman,
jen lashley, sarah lowe.
third row: ma’ry jane ramsey, joan
slay, margaret stumpf, ann tinney,
carol underwood, billie rae Worth
ington.
not pictured: carolyn alien, charmaigne bosarge.

sigma alpha

iota

left, top: now the note above c is d
left, bottom: singing in the air conditioning
stop— let me tell you a joke

the dean

o

f

f

frank foil, president

Stephen a. caldwell, dean of junior division

black daze

junior
division

i

c

e

^ignonne yancey, vice-president

r

s

mary sue ellis, secretary-treasurer

cool heads for concentration

hold onto your hats,

it's election time

things

that count

junior division
first row:
woodie hill abraham, meridian
gheida omar aby, amman jordan
philip accardo, new Orleans
barbara joy achee, houma
marylyn ackoury, baton rouge
elson j. adams, ponchatoula
w. v. adams, jr.; bogalusa
bonnie albritton, west monroe
second row:
esther alexander, new Orleans
charles russell alior, bunkie.
louise elaine alien, elton
martha jean alien, st. joseph
freddie v. anderson, shreveport
john donald anderson, jr., metairie
juanita anderson, bettie, texas
ernest angelo, jr., covington
third row:
norma kay archard, memphis, tenn
charles thomas arnold, plaquemine

ines augrain, new Orleans
jean atteberry, eunice
joanne g. aycock, franklin
frank joseph bagala, donaldsonville
john bahcall, shreveport
jack bainsfather, monterey
fourth row:
peter j. baker, jr., new Orleans
clyde bales, baton rouge
argie barbre, opelousas
Salvador j. barcelona, marrero
charles b. barlett, lake providence
Cornelia barnwell, natchez
raul barreto, harama, cuba
barbara bateman, ferriday
fifth row:
albert g. bates, liberty
Virginia baudouin, hahnville
jewel mae beck, baton rouge
rudolph begault, new Orleans,
larry bell, new era

raymond paul bello, bueche
ruth anne bennett, zachary
alien bergeron, baton rouge
sixth row:
sam bergeron, jr., napoleonville
melvin h. berry, baton rouge
carolyn beth berthelot, baton rouge
judith elaine bianchi, dallas, texas
vincent joseph bila, patterson
crawford a. bishop, st. amant
anne blanchard, napoleonville
barbara blanchard, napoleonville
seventh row:
carl a. blomquist, jeanerette
lawrence blum, new Orleans
barbara blumer, new Orleans
jules m. bolden, new Orleans
gayle bondy, new roads
hoyt bonnette, marksville
gail bordenave, kenner
flora boston, new Orleans

first row:
richard j. bourgeois, paulina
tanya joan brady, golden meadow
james a breaux, bogalusa
carolyn breland, tylertown, miss.
second row:
irwin dale broussard, baton rouge,
f. ann brown, gladewater, texas,
hobert rex brown, baton rouge
richard brown, monroe,
third row:
james alien brumfield, kentwood
leila anne bryan, baton rouge
richard bryan, new Orleans
troy dean burnett, ragley
fourth row:
herman busch, sulphur
floyd e. byrd, florien
tommy w. byrd, sordheimer
gloria calcagne, jefferson parish
fifth row:
jesse w. calhoun, eva
robert cambre, norco
charles h. cannon, sorrento
dalton cantey, jr., kaplan
sixth row:
cheley f. carpenter, jr., baton rouge
carol ann cartier, westwego
carl bertram causey, liberty
lee thomas cawthon, pioneer
seventh row:
raymond d. chadwick
patricia ann champagne, covington
john r. childers, shreveport
maurice anthony Christopher, new Orleans

junior division
first row:
verne t. dark, new Orleans
william clayton, baton rouge
terry james clement, evangeline
gloria dine, harahan
carolyn coates, Columbia
diana coco, cottonport
leon m. coco, moreauville
donald s. choen, leesville
second row:
margaret coleman, lake charles
billy m. colvin, rayville
hugh comish, independence
gilbert george cook, baton rouge
philip cook, ringgold
wayne coon, jena
kenneth I. copes, denham springs
nolan r. cotton, winnsboro
third row:
nicolas g. corelli, bucaramanga, colm.
loretta cox, mena, ark

benton crawford, mccomb, miss,
jack j. creppel, marrero
lee cuny, new Orleans
james bert daigle, church-point
irabelle dana, new Orleans
paul e. daniel, sylacauga, ala.
fourth row:
lee r. dantin, golden meadow
sam j. d'antoni, natchez, miss
feiham h. david, new Orleans
waverly davidson, baton rouge
elise davis, new iberia
wanda nell davis, baton rouge
will w. de grummond, baton rouge
mrs. estelle b. delafield, baton rouge
fifth row:
luther d. delaney, jr., woodworth
apt delaney, new Orleans
camille delaquis, new Orleans
harold g. demarcay, jr., new Orleans
ronald f. deshotels, kaplan

vernon deslattes, paulina
jan de soto, white castle
jerry de soto, white castle
sixth row:
armando francisco diaz, tegucigalpa,
dc-hondurase
jean dickerson, bossier city
james j. douglas, jr., gilliam
john doussa, new Orleans
eugene i. dreher, morgan city
theo j. dreyfus, krotz springs
earl ducote, new Orleans
marie english ducote, baton rouge
seventh row:
goodloe kearney duerson, shreveport
mona lee dufour, houma
ronald g. duhon, baton rouge
charles wayne dunaway, bogalusa
june dunbar, new Orleans
cleona dunlap, baton rouge
gary w. dupree, oxford
john e. dupre, ville platte

first row:
evee marie dupuis, new Orleans
thomas carlysle dwyer, baton rouge
carl dyer, jena
philip b. eckert, baton rouge
second row:
roy c. edwards, holden
susan r. ellwood, fort worth, texas
elaine b. evans, new Orleans
james thomas evans, covington
third row:
jared y. evans, ringgold
charles t. ezell, gonzalez, fla.
mrs. lelea mae fabre, baton rouge
wilburn farmer, jr., delhi
fourth row:
gabe faucheux, folsom
morris w. felder, new Orleans
alfredo fernandes, recife, brazil
justin ferrand, new Orleans
fifth row:
peter a. ferrara, hammond
thomas fields, west monroe
hillery piere firmin, jr., simmesport
michael k. fisher, plettenberg
sixth row:
allan w. fletcher, new Orleans
pat flores, oxford
mary delle foil, baton rouge
robert rooney foil, bogalusa
seventh row:
charlese fontenot, springfield
hugh russell fortenberry, tylertown
thomas n. fortenberry, Columbia, miss,
eleanor frank, new Orleans

junior division
first row:

robert b. frazier, grayson
percy free, winnsboro
robert louis freeman, plaquemine
miles h. friedlander, baton rouge
Christopher c. friedrichs, slidell
celia frishman, port gibson, miss,
margaret ruth fuerst, baton rouge
bobby gene fulmer, arcadia
second row:
bernice gardner, new Orleans
larry d. garrett, new Orleans
sid garrison, watson
ella sue gates, dodson
george d. geldi, baton rouge
charles paul george, benton
jimmy george, napoleonville,
durbin j. gibbens, thibodaux
third row.
gloria m. gieseler, new Orleans
helene m. gieselet, new Orleans

james prather gill, glenmora
george p. gillette, jr., new Orleans
carl girlinghouse, jr., jena
james edgar glass, winter haven, fla.
bobby p. godbee, baton rouge
stuart leonard goudeau, cotton port
fourth row:
carole crafton, new iberia
pearl rita gravois, port alien
lynn greig, baiter
iris guarisco, new Orleans
gail guelfo, baton rouge
anna claire guice, baton rouge
roy d. guidry, jr., maplewood
vivian guidry, lafitte
fifth row:
billy ray guin, vivian
lula jane guy, mansfield
j. e. hackett, jr., grand cheneir
bert t. hall, bunkie
roy I. hall, gueydan

roger joseph halphen, buras
betty rae hamburger, mcgehee, ark.
katherine hammack, denham springs

sixth row:
mildred hanchey, de ridder
henry harry hanna, winnsboro
sammy hanna, winnsboro
hardie hardwick, baton rouge
patsy harnan, new Orleans
jimmy harris, olla
lurilla harris, new Orleans
roy harris, bonita
seventh row:

garland harrison, liberty, miss,
albert d. harvey, new Orleans
m. I. harvey, jackson
betty lynn hava, new Orleans
harold haydel, lions
william head, long lake,
amy sue hebert, mansfield
barbara j. hebert, mansfield

first row:
Cecil leslie hebert, st. gabriel
robert e. hebert, port alien
joseph w. held, new Orleans
david hentschel, shreveport

second row:
margaret hersinger, gulfport, miss,
hubert c. hervey, jr., stonewall
pat hester, new Orleans
barbara hobbs, tylertown
third row:
j. r. hogan, metairie
helen holicer, shreveport
william henry hood, covington
leonard c. hooper, baton rouge

fourth row:
joan hopkins, florien
eddins I. hopps, memphis, tenn.
johnny n. hortman, prentiss, miss.
milton houston, shreveport

fifth row:
thomas w. howard, jackson
maple hughes, lake arthur
shirley humphreys, baton rouge
melchor inchaustegui, new Orleans

sixth row:
morimasa ishikawa, okinawa
yasuhiro ishimine, ryudyu island
shirley ivy, baton rouge
robert I. jackson, ponchatoula

seventh row:
william t. jackson, liberty, miss,
andy clayton james, Columbia
david lee james, baton rouge
james wilton jarreau, rougon

junior division
first row:

william o. jeansonne, baton rouge
james e. jochetz, eagle lake
evelyn johnson, baton rouge
joyce m. johnson, sulphur
jules j. johnson, new Orleans
I. kay johnson, jackson
robert frederick jones, new Orleans
donna nell kavanaugh, plaquemine
second row:

rita keene, baton rouge,
carolyn keith, shreveport
earl j. keller, paradis
h. a. kilby, jr., Columbia
I. r. kimball, ponchatoula
jean kinchen, hammond
carl edward king, loranger
larry king, lake charles
third row:
joe f. kinman, jonesboro
alonzo kling, sorrento

mae gertrude knight, bogalusa
thomas a. knight, bogalusa,
armand j. kramer, new Orleans
kay krause, lake charles
paul krutak, new Orleans
margaret kuhnert, baton rouge
fourth row:
dalton c. kurts, greenville, miss,
bento labre, rio de janeiro, brazil
henry h. lacobee, jr., port vincent,
riley r. laffoon, Columbia
dinnie f. lambert, monticello, miss,
lois mae landess, port alien
curtis landry, kaplan
eual j. landry, jr., hahnville
fifth row:
murphy j. landry, kaplan
sanford b. landry, port alien
albin langlois, new roads
jo anne la ravia, lake charles
julio larin, jr., san Salvador, el Salvador

nancy larson, hammond,
travis lartigue, simmesport
betty june lary, jackson
sixth row:
anthony claude leach, jr.t leesville
■doris le blanc, baton rouge
donald paul le blanc, st. gabriel
lloyd le blanc, gueydan
wade I. ledet, larose
harry lee, new Orleans
jack lee, bogalusa
james r. le gros, morse
seventh row:
peggy le vert, baton rouge
jimmy levy, lake charles.
david a. lewis, plaquemine
ralph w. lewis, new Orleans
donald I. lindemann, new Orleans
dorothy mae long, new Orleans
jon v. lowe, minden
hallie laura loy, baton rouge

first row:
claudelouis lusch, new Orleans
keith lyons, sulphur
glynna mcclintock, morgan city
robert s. mccluer, jena
second row:
helen mccollough, gretna
james mcconnell, new Orleans
john k. mcdonald, mccomb, miss,
conrad h. mceachern, vivian
third row:
jane mceacharn, delhi
quinlon s. mcelveen, mt. herman
eivie I. mcgehee, new Orleans
wesley p. mcguffin, jena
fourth row:
anna ruth mclemore, jennings
claudette mcmath, marksville
martha mcvay, new Orleans
robert a. macdonell, jennings
fifth row:
john a. maggiore, kenner
antoine major, jr., baton rouge
joe maranto, bossier city
elizabeth ann marston
sixth row:
john w. maurin, reserve
travis maxwell, rayville
john b. meaux, creole
loyd megison, pineville
seventh row:
clyde joseph melancon, hahnville
ronal'd david melancon, breaux bridge
jewel e. merchant, vinton
bob mestayer, baton rouge

junior division
first row:
joy michaelis, new Orleans
anna jean michelli, baton rouge
lonnie miley, bogalusa
ralph miller, norco
mary ann miranda, baton rouge
julie mirus, new Orleans
bobby j. mitchell, vivian
jerry I. mitchell, natchitoches
second row:
willie monismith, white castle
paul montgomery, jr., natchez,
feliciano moraes, est. de rio brazil
louis moran, slidell
anna moseley, plaquemine
donald ray moseley, ringgold
norma imogene moseley, oak grove
Virginia ann moulle, ferriday
third row:
curtis j. mouton, abbeville
jimmy neeley, camden, ark.

martha nettles, baton rouge
karla neuhauser, slidell
d. r. newamn, meider
paul taylor nolan, farmerville
Sidney d. nolan, maplewood
genevieve odom
fourth row:

lanny p. olinde, belle chasse
claire norma olsen, new Orleans
frederick f. olsen, new Orleans
lenell o'neill, slidell
lucila ospina, Caracas, Venezuela
kenneth oswalt, lake providence
john wayne dvertmyet, benton
bob oxford, lake providence
fifth row:

humberto padilla, nicaragua
patsy gloria parrino, cheneyville
francis a. pastor, moreauville
donald r. payne, jackson
charles aaron pedigo, pride

barbara pennebaker, delhi
patricia ann penny, gretna, Virginia
ann Stirling percy, baton rouge
sixth row:
eva anne perkins, opelousas
edward perrin, la fitte
ann phillips, baton rouge
ben s. phillips, glenmora
gerald v. pierce, kentwood
dudley joseph plaisance
jeanette plauche, lake charles
laverne r. poole, baton rouge
seventh row:
mary elizabeth potts, baton rouge
diane poureiau, new roads
john morris preston, shreveport
carolyn pugh, logansport
shirley quarles, jackson, miss,
nancy quillen, fisher
betty jo raley, epps
james rawlins, baton rouge

first row:
jeanne b. rawlinson, new Orleans
Catherine rayne, houma
betty raziano, kenner
elvin j. reinhardt, metairie
second row:

jimmy p. rhodes, vilie platte
jo rhodes, west monroe
gloria wren roark, de ridder
carolyn janet roberts, lecompte
third row:
dale paul robichaux, raceland
olive marie rodriguez, new Orleans
everett b. rogers, jr., pineville
gilbert joseph rogers, lockport
fourth row:

charles thomas rolfe, oak ridge
helen Catherine ross, covington
louis d. ross, jr., covington
james I. rougeou, lecompte
fifth row:
betty jo russell, baton rouge
joseph f. ryan, baton rouge
melvyn i. safer, baton rouge
helen saint, new Orleans
sixth row:
gael salter, kinder
clay samson, chamberlin
albert sanders, norphlet, ark.
wm. h. sanders, jena
seventh row:
jack j. scariano, new Orleans
philip schaeffer, leesville
betty a. scheidt, new Orleans
harold schexnayder, bayou goula

when its a question of draft beer or draft board—

junior division
first row:

suzanne schiro, new Orleans
michael a. schulz, jr., new Orleans
donald Sebastian, baton rouge
cynthia Caroline segrest, baton rouge
betty joyce sepulrado, aiexarvdria
pharaby short, crowley
edward c. sigler, henderson, ky
larry simmons, tylertown, miss
second row:
roland p. simon, kaplan
dorothy lois sims, natchez, miss
elizabeth singletary, baton rouge
marge singleton, kentwood
riva slabot, new Orleans
jimmy ray sledge, coushatta
george joseph sliman, leesville
annette yvonne smith, tallulah
third row:
donald smith, st. joseph
nettie jean smith, baton rouge

patsy louise smith, pineville
leonard albert sollberger, slidell
patsy sollberger, slidell
billie e. spe.l, hammond
durell spivey, haynesville
charles e. spruell, rayville
fourth row:

fenwick a. swann, marksville
herman f. sweeney, vinton
emile r. tabb, new Orleans
sixth row:

douglass s. talbot, houma
billy charles terry, vivian
dorothy thomann, new Orleans
gary e. thomas, new Orleans
glenda thomas, new Orleans
angie thompson, colfax
betty faye tillotsan, baton rouge
sarah jean titus, mathews

jean steib, new Orleans
lee Stephens, lake arthur.
neil Stephens, baton rouge
floan stevens, baton rouge
yvonne d. stevens, ponchatoula
charlotte stevenson, baton rouge
barbara ann stewart, de ridder
frances lane Stirling, alexandria

seventh row:
f. d. I. toups, raceland

fifth row:
juleienne stockwell, baton rouge
richard storms, pineville
carl streva, morgan city
marvin e. stuckey, new Orleans
john n. sumrall, jr., laurel, miss

g. leon toups, metairie
dan b. townsend, bunkie
doris townsend, bunkie
louis a. tremmel, biloxi, miss
wm. e. tucker, montgomery, ala
rex e. tullos, jonesville
dorothy kerlin upchurch, ruston

first row:
joe ervin vaughn, Centerville
katie vickers, shreveport
nolan vicknair, mt. airy
mickey virga, new Orleans
second row:

sylvia von osthoff, new Orleans
carl david vought, paincourtville
peggy wade, dallas, texas
anna dora wall, new Orleans
third row:
crystelle Wallace, new Orleans

w. I. wall, jackson
phyllis warden, new Orleans
lawrence wright warner, hammond
fourth row:
richard a. warnken, gibson
herbert r. wells, vivian
merlyn harley wells, ponchatoula
sally wheeler, zachary
fifth row:
tommie white, greenwell springs
vivian marie white, newellton
donald w. whittington, new Orleans
paul I. wiggins, baton rouge
sixth row:
william f. wilke, new Orleans
betty sue wilson, baton rouge
patricia b. wilson, little rock, ark
peggy lee wilson, norco.
seventh row:
joseph c. wink, jr., biloxi, miss
mary jack wintle, shreveport
carolyn wise, baton rouge
anita ruth wood, lions

first row:
kay woodiel, port sulphur
james m. woodley, maplewood

second row:
claire wurzlow
mignonne yancy, jonesville

third row:
alien young, vinton
carter young, rocky mount

freshman craze

fourth row:
deborah young, new Orleans
john sharp young, mccomb, miss.

fifth row:
richard young, new Orleans

g. n. zeherrder, new Orleans

front phase
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bars and stripes forever

flag dais

propaganda

picketing pays

alpha
l ambda delta
honorary organization for women, members must
make a 2.5 average the first or second semester of
the freshman year.

officers
sara l a t h a m ................................................. president
carita m. m c c l a t c h e y ..................... vice-president
elizabeth f r a n c i o l ........................................secretary
joan h o u c k ..................................................... treasurer
dorothy r o a n ................................................. historian

members
first row: p a ’ricia lou baggett, mary sue berry,
martha sue blain, lola calieff.
second row: dawn caillouet, sue carter, vashti car
ter, mary claire case.
third row: peqgy coleman, ann devall, jan dunlap,
elizabeth ann franciol.
fourth row: ioann fuselier, carole loy grafton,
helen holicer, pat holliday.
fifth row: anna mary johnson, sara latham, argiro
louchis, carita martin mcclatchey.
sixth row: karla friffith newhauser. dorothy roan,
diana savario, elizabeth ann singletary.
seventh row: patsy sellberger, dorothy kerlin upchurch, margaret jane wakefield, mary jack wintle.

honorary fraternity for men requiring a 2.5 over
all average for the first semester or the second
semester in the freshman year.

officers

ray n o r s w o r t h y ............................................ president

william t i m l a k e ...................................vice-presidenl

william m o s s .................................................secretary

dewitt p l a t t .....................................

•

treasure!

george b u r l e s o n ...................reporter & historiar

members

first row: roy lorett beard, dale edward bennett
george burleson, cushman cambre.

second row: gerald coleman, leo comeaux, danie
bo yen chen, f. roy daigle.

third row: william ellis, ronald I. hartman, lester d
hulett, edwin p. jenevein.

fourth row: hillman madison, donald emile maier
gene matranga, david norsworthy.

fifth row: james m. oliver, larry Ic. page, dee plait
roy j. runck.

sixth row: harry r. sachse, granville sewell, roy st
pierre, joe thomas.

phi
et a
si gma

seventh row: lamar thomas, william perry timlake
waiter tisdale, robert white.

not pictured: welton brumfield, james g. mack
william s. moss, e. jay taul, john voelker.
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the gumbo
editor
clare d'artois leeper
associate editor
jerryanne adams

. . . it s t a r t s in S e p t e m b e r
w h e n we d u s t of f t h e s i g n

betty deloney covered the campus, not only identify
ing faculty shots and various departmental shots,
but that was only one of jobs to do. there were

clare initiated the process, organizing
the schedules, dividing the work, plan
ning sections, layouts, the darling con
test. so that soon everyone on the
staff found the day filled.

w i t h p l a c e s to go . . .
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p h o n e c a l l s to m a k e . . .

and george jones, med school editor and
al friedland, his photographer had their
share to do in new Orleans
information that associate editor jer
ryanne adams had to check, and
there were appointments to make,
pictures to be scheduled, so, of course,
there were

p i c t u r e s to t a k e . .
a n d w o r k to do . . .
barbar hebert and mary jack wintle were often
in the studio, checking identifications, sched
ules, and just carrying away the pictures that
had to be filed, and when the darling contest
arrived, there were

but first they had to be cast, so dawn and all
of us, helped when the balloting was going on.
and still there was other

v o t e s to c o u n t . . .
195

b u t t h e r e is t i m e
o u t f or c o f f e e . . .

t i m e to c h a t . . .

sports editor ray maumus and assistant
argiro louchis managed to take time out to
talk the situation over, but before long work
had to begin again, and there were . . .

assistant editor judy cooper and jo rhodes
spent many an afternoon doing that sort
of thing, taking down the copy, the engrav
ings.

a n d t r i p s to t h e b a c k s h o p . . .
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and when it's over we relax
a n d w a i t for . . .

after a year's work fleta roubieaux took a weli-deserved rest,
and waited for the G U M B O to
appear, an annual which is not

ju st a reference book
. . . or a p i c t u r e b o o k
and jim freeman spent as many hours in
as out of the darkroom

. . . b u t t h e s t o r y of l i f e
a t l s u —a s s e e n by . . .

although photographers don didier and leo
terry spent many, many hours looking for the
good shots and taking all those pics on the
schedule

the gumbo

. t he d a i l y r e v e i l l e

first-class for another year, the daily reveille appeared on
fhe campus four afternoons a week— tuesday through fridays. each of those issues was the result of a concerted
effort on the part of some thirty individuals and upwards
of $36,000 worth of machinery, the mechanical end of
the operation was located in the south " L " barracks, the
editorial in alumni hall, and the reportorial all over the
campus and frequently in the city itself, in profile, the
process begins with

l i n i n g up . . .

charlie magee, managing editor, types out story and
picture assignments for the next day's paper.

ansel smith, managing editor, presents and discusses the
probable stories and pictures with staff members.
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s t a r t i n g out . . .

reporters glynn wood and kitty franklin
to be typed.

m a k e up . . .

dawn
caillouet,
reporter,
gathers the news which goes
to

dan bivens, news editor, adds
the finishing touches.
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scanning photos . .

ray maumus, sports editor,
knocks out a sports column
for the next issue.
sammy hanna, sports report
er, types the sports happen
ings on the campus.

where the linotype men set the type tha
will appear in the paper.

. . . t h e n to
the back shop . . .
jesse strother, news editor,
decides which pictures to use,
and all the material goes.

photographers dave williams
and dan didier develop the
pictures in the dark room.
cartoonist dave williams plans
some cartoons.

special departm ent
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the proof reader in fhe back
shop checks for possible
typographical errors, while

as the final job, rusty en
graves the photos, but the
whole process is

corinne me clave, news editor,
supervises all the "make-up
in the back shop, and

. . . in the hands of policymakers
nancy collins, editor, second semester, and mack solomon, editor, first
semester who co-ordinate all phases to give the campus

the dai l y reveille
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l su e n g i n e e r s

circulation
manager
van
beluong has charge of sales,
subscriptions and exchanging
of magazines with other
schools.

editor tom smith initiates, edits and supervises the produc
tion of the Isu engineer, a magazine of a technical nature
aimed to increase progress in industrial and engineering
fields.
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business manager herb term
ini handles the bills, the books
and many of the headaches.

faculty advisor mel williams, assistant to the dean
°f engineering, aids and advises the staff when
necessary.

advertising manager ben sibley contracts for and super
vises the magazine s advertis
ing.

photographers baby araujo,
standing, and isaac cimmerman give visual emphasis to
the contents of the magazine.

editorial assistant don sandefur is the handy
man of the staff.

don kelley assists van beluong
at the desk where magazines
and subscriptions are sold.

contents editor frank crow is in
charge of assembling material
for the new issue of the engi
neer.

frank crow, herb termini, and
tom smith meet in the engi
neer's office to discuss the
successful production of an
other issue of the Isu engi
neer.
recent developments editor don
kelley receives and edits mate
rial from science and industry.

the delta was published serving as
the literary outlet on the campus.
editor sammy gennuso had a busy job ahead
of him every day as he read manuscripts
that were submitted for publication in the
delta.

mail continued to pour in all semester, and
went.

delta

to the staff members who made the final decision as to which student-created essays, prose, poetry, music and art work
would appear in the magazine, finally

the louisiana law review, a student publication of a
professional nature, giving the latest developments
in the louisiana civil code and in numerous other
aspects of the legal profession, is published by the
faculty and outstanding students of the law school,
from left to right, "judge" davis, bob curry, and ray
ryder.
from left to right, roberts roberts, III, john c. wagnon, winfred g. boriack, and thomas j. poche.

law

review

george w. p u g h ............................................ faculty editor
john c. w a g n o n .............................................................. editor
associate editors
winfred g. boriack
thomas j. poche
robert roberts, III

from left to to right, bill crowe, harold brouillette, and
bob curry.

staff members
a. b. atkins, jr.
william c. bradley
harold j. brouillette
john s. covington
william a. I. crowe
robert lee curry, III
ronald I. davis, jr.
charles c. gray
oscar kelly harmon
james a. hobbs
charles w. howard
garner r. miller
william h. parker
a. ray ryder
helen m. wimmer

one of the main attractions
to alumni is homecoming,
an event which is an impor
tant feature of at least one of
the issues of the alumni news,
here abe mickall, an outstand
ing alumni, is crowning miss
betty lee berdon, queen of
1952 homecoming.
louise d. wiggins, alumni news editor, and thomas k. me knight, executive
secretary of the alumni federation, keep up with the news as it is happen
ing on the campus and throughout tne country for publication in the
alumni news.

the alumni news, a magazine delievered regularly to alumni, keeps
the graduates of louisiana state university informed of not only
the developments and happenings on the campus, but also news
of outstanding alumni throughout the nation.

alumni

news

when the magazine does appear, it is of interest to all,
including thomas "champ" glaze, president of the alumni
federation, and president troy middleton.
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an order for an Isu press book is beinq
filled by sfock room clerk, mary mitchell,
and handed by catalogue editor, ernestine cappel.

mrs. thomas smylie, editor, and joan doyle, manuscript
editor, read galley proof on a new university press book.

making known to the world the unique heritage of the
south is the principal raison d'etre of the louisiana state
univesrsity press, although titles from the louisiana state
university press cover subject matter ranging from medie
val history through critical works on shakespeare, the american revolution and american government, by far the
greater number of books have been concerned with south
ern history and folklore, with especial emphasis on louis
iana and the deep south.
books published since fall, 1952:
james longstreet by donald bridgman sanger and thomas
robson hay

anne smith makes a suggestion about the
jacket for bourbon democracy which a.
o. goldsmith is designing while ruth b.
hubert looks on.

the texas revolution by william c. binkley
veterans in politics: the story of the g.a.r. by mary dearing
myths and realities: societies of the colonial south by carl
bridenbaugh
colonial placer mining in Colombia by robert c. west
longfellow's golden legend and goethe's faust by carl
hammer, jr. ;<j.
mark twain artel
mann

german language by john t. krumpel-

Stephen vaughan: financial agent of henry vlii by w. c.
richardson
fleur de lys and calumet: translated and edited by richebourg gaillard me williams
epidemics in colonial america by john duffy
bourbon democracy of the middle west by horace samuel
merrill
the growth of southern nationalism by avery o. craven
(vol. vi of a history of the south)

th
e
u n iversity press
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military

•m i l i t a r y • m i l i t a r y •m i l i t a r y

"you cadets are the future of the air force, one of
you may well become chief of staff . . . make of
yourself the very best officer that you can."
col. johnson was born in winnsboro, south Carolina,
25 may, 1911, and lived most of his life in louisiana.
he attended Isu from 1929 to 1936, receiving his
b.a. and l.l.b. degrees and also his commission as
2nd It. from the Isu rote, he was called to active
duty in 1941 while practicing law in winnfield, louis
iana. during ww II he served 3
years overseas
with the eighth air forces, before being assigned
to Isu in 1949 as pas&t, col. johnson served in the
headquarters of the depts. of the army and the air
force in Washington, d.c. included among his decora
tions are: legion of merit, bronze star medal, french
croix de guerre, unit presidential citation, service
ribbons, and stars.

It. col. joseph r. becnel, usaf
air force adjutant
capt. arlo h. pasenhofer, usaf
air force information services
officer

col. roberts p. johnson, jr.
professor of air science and tactics

It. col. robert s. fain
executive officer

maj. frank c. church, usaf
air force training officer

representing the soldier's creed of "duty, honor,
country," colonel jay b. lovless as commandant of
cadets has brought to the "ole war skule" the
finest traditions of the united states army.
colonel lovless graduated from the university of
montana and was appointed 2nd lieutenant of
infantry, regular army, in 1926. during world war II
he commanded the twenty third and ninth infantry
regiment of the second infantry division and was
assistant division commander of the division in
1945. in the present korean conflict, colonel lov
less commanded the thirty fourth infantry regi
ment, twenty fourth division and was with the xvi
corps, in japan.
colonel loveless is a graduate of the infantry
school, fort benning, georgia, command and gen
eral staff school, fort leavenworth, kansas, and the
army industrial college, Washington, d.c. his decora
tions include the distinguished service cross,
legion of merit, silver star and bronze star medal,
both with oak leaf cluster, he also has the follow
ing foreign decorations: french legion of honor and
croix de guerre with palm; belgian forragere;
Czechoslovakian cross of bravery and korean presi
dential unit citation.

It. colonel hoi d. me cown
infantry, executive office, army
capt. mark c. carrigan, ce
army, chief, army basic section

col. jay b. lovless, inf.
a rm y , professor of m il itary science and ta ctics c o m m a n d a n t o f ca dets

It. colonel iames e. breland
chief, army advanced section

capt. albert n. garland
army infantry, operations officer

army staff
first row:
major wilburn e. milton, infantry
captain cecil j. burton, artillery
cap!, george g. eddy, jr., army ordnance
captain gordon sumner, jr., army artillery

second row:
first It. louis g. sandkaut, army inf.
m/sgt. bray g. addison, army
m/sgt. peter d. bonovich, army
m/sgt. john hickey, army

third row:
m/sgt. clarence v. dye, army
m/sgt. billie j. greer, army
m/sgt. william a. me neil, army
m/sgt. mack m. me rae, army

fourth row:
m/sgt. felix g. smith, army
m/sgt. paul h. stockdale, army
sfc edwin q. baker, army
sfc lloyd v. churchman, army

fifth row:
sfc robert I. eylen, army
sfc richard I. me daniel, army
sfc virgil e. mitchell, army
sfc audry f. oakes, army

sixth row:
sfc chester r. westervelt, army
sgt. elvin j. aliemier, army
sgt. richard v. rice, army

a i r force

first row:

m/sgt. waiter ro cogburn, usaf

major howard w. peterson, usaf

m/sgt. orville t. rankin, jr., usaf

major charles d. covey, usaf

m/sgt. james a. martin, usaf

capt. roy b. powell, usaf
capt. hendrick j. arnold, usaf

third row:

capt. charles r. me neilly, usaf

m/sgt. james v. burnside, usaf
t/sgt. bruen e. king, usaf

second row:

t/sgt. Chester I. moddrell, usaf

m/sgt. julious w. smith, usaf

t/sgt. arnold j. beatley, usaf

m/sgt. orville e. jones, usaf

s/sgt. louis richard, usaf

corps staff— left to right: david steinwinder, major, corps athletic of
ficer; robert ashley, major, corps supply officer; robert tullis, It. col.
deputy corps commander; waiter smith, captain, corps provost mar
shal; alvin marks, corps commander, senior cadet colonel; j. c. duncan,
It. col., corps executive and adjutant officer; jesse e. strother, jr.,
m/sgt., corps public information officer.

above: "upon this sod many an able foot has trod
left to right: tom smith, major, regimental adjutant; john brock, colonel,
regimental commander; freeman morgan, It. col. reg,mental executive
officer; robert higgins, m/sgt., regimental sergeant major.

don w. james, c/capt. adjutant; jimmie d. sippel, c/col.
commander; norman g. stevens, executive officer.

left to right: roy d. gerard, c/maj., exec, off.; benedict f.
lessing, c/lt. col., bn. c. o.; david r. norsworthy, c/m sgt.,
sgt. major; missing: philip e. brubaker, c/capt. adj.

cannoneers post

ready on the right

headquarters company, first battalion
left to right: jerome g. mcbride, c/2nd It., pit. Idr.; europe a. Cald
well, c/capt., c. o.; jaclc I. kepler, c/2nd It., pit. Idr.; thomas e.
dupuis, c/lst It., exec, (missing from picture).

left to right: frank e. shields, c/lst It., exec, off.; james e. warren,
c/capt., com. off.; jack r. graham, c/2nd It., pit. Idr. (missing from
picture).

company b

company c

left to right: merwin i. delph, c/2nd It., pit. Idr.; levin c. soule, c/2nd
It., pit. Idr.; gurvis j. post, c/'2nd It., pit. Idr.; thomas e. gernon,
c/capt., co. com.

left to right: maurice j. laborde, c/2nd It., exec, off.; dwight j. gar
rison, c/2nd It., pit. Idr.; gustave j. riordan, c/2nd It., pit. Idr.; westly
j. schouest, c/capt., co. com.

on the way

take as a reference point

to the colors

headquarters, second battalion
left to right: charles e. ward, c/capt., 2nd bn. adj.; larmon
salmon, c/m/sgt., 2nd bn. sgt. major; sam o. leake, c/major,
2nd bn. ex. off.; david m. ellison, jr., c/lt. col., 2nd bn. c. o.

esso bound

missed

company d

headquarters company, second battalion

left to right: warren I. greely, c/ lst It., pit. Idr.; mack v. furlow,
c/capt., co. com.; richard d. villarrubia, c/2nd It., pit. Idr.; floyd n.
carwile, c/2nd It* pit. Idr. (missing from picture).

left to right: waiter g. lester, c/2nd It., pit.* Idr.; James w. smith c / 1st
It., exec, off.; thomas a. austin, c/capt., co. com.; |ohn w. fontenot,
c/2nd It., pit. Idr. (missing from picture).

company e

company f

left to right: albert h. labourdette, c/capt co. com.; a-thur s. morse,
c/2nd It pit. Idr.; thomas h. thompson, I/It., exec off .(missing from
picture);' marrion p. talliancich. c/2nd It. pit. Idr. (missing from

left to right: george I. dillman, c/2nd It., pit. Idr.; frank w. vollenweider, c/capt., co. com.; waiter landry, c/2nd It., pit. Idr.; sheldon
lynne, c/2nd It., pit. Idr.

p

i

c

t

fresh milk

u

r
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clean?

color guard

third battalion sta ff
left to right: edgar w. sutherlin, jr., c/capt. adj.; william
h. leppert, c/maj., exec.; james I. o'quinn, c/lt. col., c. o.;
thaddeus d. pruyn, c/m/sgt., sgt. maj.

poop!

out queen

company g

headquarters company, thirfl battalion
left to right: ernest d. bateman. c/capt.. co. com ; william e richard,
c/lst It. CO. exec, off.; wilmer p. murphy, c/2nd It., pit. Idr. (missing
from picture); andrew n. alford, c/2nd It., pit. Idr. (missing from
picture).

left to right: maurice rouchon, c/lst It., exec, off.; joseph e. melton,
c/capt., co. com.; john f. montagne, c/2nd It., pit. Idr.; james r.
dorr, c/2nd It., pit. Idr. (missing from picture).

company i

company h
left to right: howard c. belcher c/lst It exec off.; david p. milligan, c/2nd It., pit. Idr.; charles I. oakley, c/2nd It., pit. Idr.; malcolm
w. mccall, c/capt., co. com.

n o cu s h io n s ?

left to right: robert v. dennis, c/capt., co. com.; frank m. crow, c/lst
It., exec, off.; william o. mcpherson, c/2nd It., pit. Idr.; david a. sandberg, c/2nd It., pit. Idr. (missing from picture).

b u ll session

just so!

headquarters, fourth battalion
left to right: edward z. tucker, c/capt. bn. adj.; marcus t.
black, c/lt. col., bn. comm.; allan j. kelly, c/m sgt., bn. sgt.
maj.

the brass

saber operator

headquarters company, fourth battalion

company k

left to right: donald e. didier, c/lst It., 2nd pit. Idr.; john h. davis
c/lst It., 1st pit. Idr.; parts w. wilson, jr., c/capt„ co. com.; forrest I.
hooper, jr.( c/2nd It., 3rd pit. Idr.

left to right: william t. myers, c/lst 1+., exec, off.; fred. I. Itupperman,
c/lst It., pit. Idr.; joseph m. titone, c/capt., co. com.; missing: robert
p. waldron, c/2nd It., pit. Idr.

company I

company m

left to right: conrad m. kaplan, 1st It. exec.; ray j. hill, 1st It., ath. off.;
Charles a. bourgeois, jr., capt., com.; james n. miley, 2nd It., pit. idr.

left to right: James m. harrison, c/lst It., ex. off.; roy j. young, c/capt.,
co.; thomas c. archer, jr., c/2nd It., pit. Idr.; missing: ben a. johnston, c/2nd It., pit. Idr.

rifle salute

recoiless rifle

convoy

firs t group sta ff
left to right: charles p. perrault, c/maj., exec.; paul e.
chatelain, c/capt., adj.; jack r. hall, c/m sgt., sgt. maj.;
charles h. blakewood, c/lt. col., c. o.

"caught I freshman, air force variety"

"ooooooooh!!"

headquarters squadron, first group

a squadron

ronney b. daigre, c/2nd It., fit. Idr.; john d. blagg, c/2nd It., fit. Idr.;
carr I. wilderson, c/lst It., exec, off.; missing: lamar t. loe, c/capt„
sqn. com.

ted collins, c/2nd It., fit. Idr.; lynn I. landry, c/lst It., exec, off.;
thomas j. clay, c/2nd It. fit. Idr.; malcolm lee. c/capt.. sqn. com.;
kenneth crain. c/2nd It., fit. Idr.

c squadron

b squadron
wm. a. tindell, c/2nd It., fit. Idr.; wm. b. braun, c/lst It., exec, off.;
james w. dawes, c/2nd It., fit. Idr.; edward b. landry, c/capt., sqn.
com.; clyde c. thomas, c/2nd It., fit. Idr.

"the most popular sgt. the af has"

irving I. bourge, jr., c/capt., sqn. com.; homer t. mcbride, c/2nd It.,
fit. Idr.; charles I. johnson, c/lst It., exec, off.; missing: charles b.
w. palmer, c/lst It., fit. Idr.

"a poifect fit!"

"please capt., no Saturday classes"

second group sta ff
left to right: robert e. uptmore, c/lt. col., c. o. 2nd gp .;
rudolph yeager, c/major, gp. exec.; thomas q. howard,
c/capt., gp. adj.; albert purvis ostenberger, c/m sgt., sgt.

maj.

'c'mon mister, 6 wrinkles in that chin'

"you're in the arotc now"

headquarters squadron, second group

d squadron

jack m. gordon, c/2nd It., fit. Idr.; larry I. kendrick, c/2nd It., fit. Idr.;
ruel I. patterson, c/2nd It., fit. Idr.; robert j. bodet, c/lst It., exec,
off.; fred w. poerschke. c/capt. sqn. com.

dan r durham, c/capt., sqn. com.; jolin w. osborn, c/2nd It., fit. Idr
albin j. loupe, c/2nd It., fit. Idr.; louis f. borne, c/2nd It., fit. Idr.

e squadron

f squadron

george b. chatham, c/2nd It., fit. Idr.; louis h. stern, c/2nd, fit. Idr.;
thomas s. beyt, c/ lst It., exec.; eugene j. normand, c/2nd, fit. Idr.;
james j. jines, c/capt., sqn. com.

Wallace j. dorion, c/2nd It., fit. Idr.; john w. peacock, c/lst It., exec,
off.; william r. lewis, c/2nd It., fit. Idr.; paul d. kitt, c/capt., sqn.
com.; robt. j. falterman, c/2nd It., fit. Idr.

on the range

boinngg!!

lots of competition

third group staff
left to right: Bernard j. mcardle, c/capt., gp. adj.; bennon
lee, c/m sgt., sgt. major; kenneth t. roussel, c/maj., gp.
exec, off.; jacques I. savoy, c/lt. col., gp. c. o.

"orientation flight"

jet ride

headquarters squadron, third group

g squadron

left to right: john e. reviere, c/2nd It., fit. Idr.; john f. simon, c/lst
It., exec, off.; gary I. spraul, c/capt., sqn. com.; john m. daly, c/2nd
It., fit. Idr. (missing from picture).

left to right: robert h. ford, c/2nd It., fit. Idr.; robert r. parlter,
c/2nd It., fit. Idr.; daniel n. wheeler, c/capt., sqn. com.; eugene m.
boon, c/2nd It., fit. Idr.; leon a. nugent, c/lst It., exec. off. (missing
from picture).

h squadron

i squadron

left to right: huey p. duncan, cadet 2nd It., 3rd fit. Idr.; charles s.
smith, cadet 1st It., exec, off.; roy p. windham, cadet 2nd It., 2nd fit.
Idr.; robert m. peloubet, cadet capt., sqn. com.; james m. sanford,
cadet 2nd It., 1st fit. Idr.

left to right: huell ham, c/2nd It., fit. Idr.; william j. (ones, c/lst
It., exec, off.; alvin g. baham, c/2nd It., fit. Idr.; mayer levy, jr.,
c/capt., sqn. com.; baer i. rambach, c/2nd It., fit. Idr.

"mock courts martial"

military ball

"but sergeant. . . "

fourth group sta ff
left to right: edward r. matlo'clc, c/lt. col., g p . com .; louis
a. fuselier, c/capt., g p , a d j.; william I. werner, c/m sgt., gp.
sgt. m ajor; missing: alvin ray collins, c/m aj., gp . exec. off.

trip to eglin afb

firepower demonstration

headquarters squadron, fourth group

k squadron

left to right: billy h. hines, c/capt., sqn. com.; waiter s. knieriemen,
c/lst It., exec, off.; warren c. hersey, c/2nd It., fit. Idr.; emanuel dominici, c/2nd It., fit. Idr.; richard h. lee, c/2nd It., fit. Idr.

left to right: alexis c. dumestre, jr., c/lst It., exec, off.; philo coco,
jr., c/2nd It., fit. Idr.; wm. m. davis, c/2nd It., fit. Idr.; waiter m. hart,
c/capt., sqn. com.; missing: wm. o. thomas, c/2nd It., fit. Idr.

l squadron

m squadron

left to right: william I. senn, jr., c/capt., com.; perry b. whisner, c/2nd
It., fit. Idr.; gilbert p. cohen, c/lst It., exec, off.; sam e. asseff, c/2nd
It., fit. Idr.

left to right: george w. Stephens, c/end It., fit. Idr.; darell d. desormeaux, c/2nd It., fit. Idr.; dennis g. van dine, c/lst It., exec, off.;
standing: joseph s. modicut, c/capt., sqn. com.; missing: robert c.
day, c/2nd It., fit. Idr.

one of many trips

sgt. king and his p-40

the inevitable graduation dunking

um pa, um pa

"ok men, a waltz for the general"

jacques savoy
commanding officer
capt. frank hagan squadron
arnold air society

arnold
air society
officers
jacques s a v o y ..................................... squadron commander
john c. d u n c a n ............................ squadron executive officer
jimmie sipple .

..................................... operations officer

robert u p t m o r .............................................finance officer
edward matlock .
robert parker

.

.

....................

public relations officer

................................................... parlimentarian

paul h e b e r t ...............................................adjutant recorder
honorary organization of air force rote cadets founded in
1947 at the university of Cincinnati and named in honor
of gen. hap arnold. purpose is to further the mission of
the united states air force at college and university level
by encouraging greater teamwork, technical knowledge,
and cooperation among students enrolled in air rote, the
Isu chapter is named after capt. frank hagan, graduate
of Isu who flew 55 missions over korea and was killed in
a plane crash near langley air force base, va.
members
first row: alvin baham, william braun, cecil broussard, darrel caraway.
second row: john duncan, dan durham, chester drenning,
ramsey falconer.
third row: don folse, paul hebert, lemoine hogan, john
kaiser.
fourih row: paul kitt, edward landry, malcolm lee, alvin
marks.
fifth row: edward matlock, gene matranga, anthony milazzo, leon nugent.
sixth row: donald pettepher, vernie pitre, jim reviere, kenneth roussel.
seventh row: roy st. pierre, jimmie sippel, gary spraul, w.
m. stevenson.
eighth row: j. e. strother, david ulmer, william werner,
daniel wheeler.
not pictured: john bailey, thomas beyt, benjamin craft,
alexis dumesire, waiter hart, billy hines, james jines, meyer
levy, robert parker, baer rambach, robert uptmor.
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glen drewett
pershing rifle captain

pershing

fran farrell
pershing rifle sponsor

rifles

officers
glen e. d r e w e t t .............................................................captain
douglas c. w h ite h u r s t..................................... first lieutenant
donald s a m a h a .......................................... second lieutenant
gerald c o l e m a n ................................................... first sergeanf

l.s.u.'s precision drill team composed of first and second
year army and air force cadets who exhibit outstanding
leadership and proficiency on the drill field, their perform
ances have placed them in popular demand at parades,
football half-time shows and celebrations.

first row: philip accardo, roy beard, donald beckner, f. t.
berg.
second row: jerry casso, gerald coleman, jay cooper, kenneth copes.
third row: paul creekbaum, lawrence cutrone, francis daigle,
jerry dove.
fourth row: joe duckworth, james farmer, harold fletcher,
cary fontenot.
fifth row: john gibson, bill guavisco, william jeansonne,
teemie landry.
sixth row: donald mabrero, lawrence mulloy, joe norton,
victor roppolo.
seventh row: james rushing, donald samaha, manuel utzurrum, thompson Wallace, douglas whitehurst.
not picture: wayne amos, fred frere, john gallaher, john
gross, eddins hoppes, griff jones, david madden, thomas
me neely, james meyers, clinton parker, charles robatham,
robert sims.
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edward matlock
scabbard and blade captain

scabbard
and blade
officers
edward m a t l o c k ............................................................ captain
b. f. le s s in g ........................................................first lieutenant
john b r o c k ................................................... second lieutenant
j. e. w a r r e n ........................................................first sergeant

honorary military society founded at the university of Wis
consin in 1906. members are cadet officers who have
demonstrated outstanding military ability and achieve
ment. primary purpose is to raise the standards of military
education in communities in which members may reside.

members
first row: john brock, leonard collins, galen crawford, john
duncan.
second row: david ellison, don folse, jimmy friedberg,
thomas gernon.
third row: h. g. griggs, paul hebert, jerome hill, j. c. jackson.
fourth row: alien kelly, edward landry, alvin marks, I. f.
kiatta.
fifth row: earl melton, s. b. norsworthy, james o'quinn,
robert peno.
sixth row: william richard, edward rodriguei, marvin rush
ing, jacques savoy.
seventh row: william singley, jimmie sippel, frank vollenweider, charles ward, james warren.
not pictured: b. f. lessing, robert ashley, t. a. austin, m. t.
black, william brown, I. f. matta, w. j. schouest, c. m. Vin
cent.
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barbara barbier, sq. k

beverly bateman, 1st group

joy donaldson, 3rd group

dody doucet, hq. comm., 4th
bat. comm.

beverly wilson, co. e

arabelle white, hq. sq. 1st
group

shirley quarles, corps commander

sponsors

cynthia segrest, hq. sq. 2nd
group

marilyn mitchell, 3rd air
group

gail salter, co. I

dianne miller, regiment comm.

shirley mae russell, squad i

jean linnehan, sq. h

maria rosso, hq. co., 3rd bat.

lois king, co. h

pat rosato, co. f.

anne jennings, sq. e

georgia blanchard, sq. a

bea bradley, 1st bat.

mae dee calhoun, sq. b

carolyn ann capone, co. b

susan ellwood, sq. c

fran farrell, company k

pat ford, third bat.

katherine zeagler, co. d

kathryn wingerter, co. m

corine watkins, co. a

yvonne vidrine, hq. sq. 4th
group

gloria turner, sq. I

marian taylor, 4th bat.

christina stephenson, wing
comm.

betty reed, band comm.

jane rawlins, co. g

laura lee planche, sq. d.

barbara penton, 2nd air group

betty lee berdon, sq. m

barbara robinette, sq. f.

helen hutchinson, hq. co.
1st bat.

patsy hennington, co. i

eleanor harris, hq. co., 2nd
bat.

kathryn guin, 2nd bat.

mary gunn, sq. g

beauties

•b e a u t i e s • b e a u t i e s •b e a u t i e s

argiro louchis

n capone
ly
ro
a
c

betty berdon

sue hebert

patsy hennington

janet haley

patsy white

barbara dawson
sara boteler

jo ann wood

ann wilkinson

katherine degeneres

pat rosato

barbara watkins

babs pollard

peggy messick

jackie polizzi

fay moreland

eleanor zeagler

betty king

pa+sy ledet

carol mcdaniel

maurine linquist

tennis

• b a s e b a l l • b o x i n g • t r a c k

joe modicut and marchand point up the new identification num
bering system to admirers larry mobley, junie stover and bootsie
duke.

f o o t b a l l ' s n e w l ook
tiger co-captain's. I.s.u.'s six lone seniors— jim sanford, bill lansing, joe modicut, ralph mcleod, norm stevens and leroy labat—
were elected by teammates to lead the 1952 bengal tigers.

jerry marchand and coed bootsie
duke give their smile of approval
of the tiger's new grid uniform.

t. p. heard, athletic director

in 1 9 5 2

jim corbett, sports publicity director

the l.s.u. bengal tiger team introduced to tigertown fans football's 1952 innovation, coach gaynell tinsley and sports
publicity director jim corbett inaugurated a new letter-number system at Isu which may revolutionize the football jersey
manufacturing industry. Under the new system ends, guards and tackles wear the letters e, g. and t, followed by a number
from zero to nine, the right side of the line are identified by the even numbers and the left side by the odd. centers,
quarterbacks, left halfbacks, right halfbacks and fullbacks wear c, q, I, r. and f respectively with numbers from one to
nine, the new system makes the task of identification much simplier and serves to give the players, especially lineman, a
stamp of individuality, the system was approved by the ncaa rules committee chairman, the sec commissioner, and the
tigers ten 1952 opponents. Isu was the first university to use such a system, ucla and other schools have since adopted
the system.

football's new look, linemen emberg, miller, shaw, camp, lansing, horn, tuminello and backs marchand, oakley, stevens and
prescott demonstrate football's new look.

tiger cheerleaders— bunnie perkins, ronnie gomez, argie louchis, jimmy o'neiil
martha sue blaine, gene bellau, nancy larson and eivie me gehee.

whooping it up at bonfire

head cheerleader gene bellau leads mates in a bengal yell

builders of
Isu me n
in his four year tenure as head of tiger
grid fortunes, gaynell tinsley has been
tagged with all sorts of names ranging
from the great improviser and gloomy
gus to mr. upset and Cinderella's fellow,
but all agree that the 37-year-old grid
strategist and moulder of men is one
of the brightest figures in football today,
the former tiger all-american end of
'35 and '36 and professional standout
with the chicago cardinals has now
come of age as a coach. Two-thirds of
the games he's won have been upsets
and twice in four seasons he's provided
the biggest "shocker" of the year, he
coached a 1951 cellar team to an amaz
ing 7-3-1 record and a selection as "the
most successful team in america." he
juggles his material and usually wins
on spirit and hustle, sometimes his jug
gling doesn't work, but as one sportswriter observed, "with a man like tinsley
around, teaching the boys how to be
men, winning seems to lose its brilliance."
gaynell "gus" tinsley, head coach

p e r r y moss, backfield coach j. t. " r o c k " re e d, assistant backfield coa ch

norman cooper, line coach dick flowers, assistant line coach

ben enis, end coach guy b. "skipper" hays, freshman coach marty broussard, trainer

the seaso n
win-lose or
draw

confronted with what might well be termed the toughest schedule in Isu
grid history, coach gaynell tinsley's hot and cold tigers stumbled and
fumbled their way through a rather stormy season, the bayou bengals
finished the season with a three won, seven loss record, four of the tiger
opponents— texas, alabama, tennessee and ole miss— were selected
to play in post-season bowl games, injuries to key players and sporadic
attacks of "fumbleitis" plagued the tigers all season, as the season
progressed the scheduled began to take its toll, it marked the first time
that a modern Isu team failed to win a game on its home soil, a 16-0
shutout win in their final appearance of the season against arch rivals
tulane took some of the sting out of a somewhat disastrous season.
the 1952 bayou bengals. front row: shepherd, simmons, brancato, boggess, johns, gonzalez, rachel, juenke, hedges, gautreaux, marchand, doggett, nicolo. second row: huddleston, stringfield, o'callaghan, davis, kiley, sandras, fletterich, kalil,
brooks, smith, prescott, oakley, gassie, lansing, beron. third row: sanford, nealy, tuminello, hodges, martorana, guglielmo,
mitchell, tarasovic, murphy, middleton, lawrence, me leod, dye, emberg, shaw, me adam, robichaux. back row: jones,
mobley, wampold, stevens, horn, oliver, miller, labat, fournet, alford, dildy, camp, modicut, leake.

president and mrs. middleton
sit out the rain.

marchand tallies first tiger td of season

charlie "chicken" oakley
fullback

Isu 14; t e x a s 3 5
the stampeding texas longhorns destroyed the season s opener
for the tigers as 44,000 spectators sat through a steady drizzle and
watched eddie price's charges roll to an impressive 35-14 win.
quarterback t. jones heaved a 52-yard aerial to end tom stolhandske with 20 seconds left in the second quarter for the texans
first tally, jerry marchand rammed across for the tigers in the
third quarter to tie the score, but jones and pod price retaliated
with three more for the longhorns, in the final quarter dickie
prescott smashed over for the bengals. jack barton grabbed a cliff
stringfield aerial and raced 25-yards for the final texas touchdown.

jim mitchell
end

'bama's tommy lewis cracks
through for yardage.

nancy larson and anna
rose bilbo add a little
glamour to the game.

tinsley gives the students the scoop at pep
rally.

Isu 2 0 ; a l a b a m a 21
in a thrilling see-saw battle, "red" drew's alabama crimson tide eked
out a 21-20 victory over the bayou bengals. after a scoreless first quarter
bobby iuna went across for the tide, but the tigers tied it up a few minutes
later when al doggett tossed to ron emberg for the score, however, the
tigers' prosperity was short lived as bobby conway took the kickoff and
raced 94 yards to put bama ahead, doggett scored on a 38-yard jaunt
in the third period, but stringfield missed the conversion, in the fourth
period the tigers went ahead on willard rachel's 2 I -yard td. but the big
red elephants were not to be denied, bobby marlow and company drove
back with Iuna going across for the score and booting the goal to clinch
the win for the tide.

sid fournet, tackle

bob lawrence, guard

al robichaux, tackle

al guglielmo, end

Isu 2 7 ; ri ce 7
an underdog tiger team journeyed to houston and contined their winning jinx over jess neely's vaunted rice owls
with a 27-7 conquest, rachel put the tigers in front in the
first quarter on a pitchout and doggett added ano.her
tally in the second period, in the third quarter sal nicolo
romped 94-yards for the bengals. marchand plunged
across for another tiger touchdown in the fourth quarter,
dickie garbrecht scored on a two-yard plunge in the final
quarter for the owls' lone touchdown.

tackle emile kalil takes a breather

owls converge on oakley

safety simmons bats down pass from arms of waiting wildcat

gridders take off for lexington

Isu 34; kentucky 7
the bayou bengals won their first game in history from
kentucky when they smashed paul bryant's wildcats 34-7 in
lexington. it was the first time that a tinsley coached team
has managed to score a point against the wildcats in two un
successful attempts, the tigers scored the first time they got
their hands on the ball on a pass from norm stevens to doggett.
the bengals scored again on a stevens to marchand aerial,
rachel and marchand tallied two more for the tigers in the
third period, the wildcats scored their single touchdown on a
pass from dick shatto to steve. melinger. russ gautreaux scored
the tiger's fifth tally in the final period.
sammy murphy, end
wildcat tommy adkins spills rachel
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phil beron, guard

mitchell takes in pass as nicolo takes
out georgia's fred bilyeu.

bulldog art de carlo
drives into doggett.

elton shaw, guard

sal nicolo, halfback

joe tuminello, end

Isu 14; georgia 27
wally butts' tenacious georgia bulldogs paced by
zipping "zeke" bratowski ripped the tigers 27-14. the
bulldogs quickly netted two touchdowns in the open
ing period as bobby dillinger cracked over for the first and
bratowski hit harry babcock with a pass and the bulldog
terminal raced 18-yards into the end zone for the
score, marchand scored for the tigers in the second
quarter, charlie madison netted another touchdown for
the bulldogs in the third quarter and marchand bucked
across again for the bengals. in the last quarter madison
again scored for the bulldogs.
tinsley and gridders at georgia pre game pep rally
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grady davis, halfback
vince "pepe" gonzalez
halfback

george oliver, tackle

oakley, jones move in on terp chef hanulak

miller gets a helping hand

I su 6; m a r y l a n d

34

there was nothing slow about the terrapins of jim tatum at college park as they thumped
the toothless tigers 34-6. vanguarding the terp power-laden attack was all-american
jack scarbath. the tigers were unable to penetrate the big "m " club in the middle
of the maryland line, dick modzelewski, bob morgan and bill meletzky. ed fullerton
put the terps ahead in the first period as he crashed through the tiger forward wall,
chef hanulak and a pass from scarbath to lou weidensaul accounted for two more terp
touchdowns, the scarbath to lloyd colteryhan combine tallied two more for the terps
in the third period, a beaten, battered and seemingly beleagured bengal team fought
back and scored on a pass from stringfield to wrendall nealy with seconds left in the
game.

paul miller, tackle

wrendall nealy, end

tinsley gives a word to the bench

Isu 0; ole miss 2 8
in a deep-seated rivalry dating back to 1894, the bayou

bengals treked to oxford, the first time in 25 years, to meet

the ole miss rebels of johnny vaught. jimmy

king

joe o'callaghan
halfback

lear and

his johnnie reb mates vaulted over the hapless tigers 28-0

and into the sugar bowl, the big thorn in the tiger's side was

andy alford
guard

hal lofton. lofton scored three of the rebel touchdowns and

horace me cool netted the fourth.

gautreaux takes off on an end sweep as lansing, alford pave the way

old grad and former tiger tackle, governor bob kennon and
mrs. kennon take in the homecoming contest.
left: maurine linquist of pi beta phi holds the sweepstake
trophy for the best homecoming decoration as theo dreyfus,
eleanor zeagler, miss fraternity, and betty gumbiner, miss
sorority, look on.

homecoming
Isu 3; t e n n e s s e e 2 2
before a homecoming crowd of 35,000, the touted tennessee vols
toppled the tigers 22-3. in the first quarter bob fisher blocked a punt
by doggett to give the vols a 2-0 safety, shifty jimmy wade scampered
22-yards for the volunteers in the second period, stringfield put the
tigers back in the game in the third quarter with a 13-yard field goal,
but pat oleksiak flipped to john davis for a touchdown to give bob
neyland's vols a comfortable margin, again in the fourth period the
oleksiak to davis twosome clicked, this time with a 40-yard touchdown
aerial.

vols andy kozar picking up steam

above: betty burden, es
corted by ken osterberger,
is crowned queen of home
coming by former tiger
grid standout abe mickal.

cheerleaders bow in mock prayer for a touchdown

pershing rifles parade before military day crowd

Isu 14; mississippi state 33
an erratic tiger team crumbled before an inspired mississippi state
team 33-14 to complete the tiger's grid humiliation at home,
jackie parker got the maroons off to a flying start in the opening
period as he tossed to john katusa for a touchdown, the bengals
surged ahead in the second quarter when stringfield sneaked
over from four inches out and leroy labat cracked over from the
one. but the maroons came back in the third period with parker
smacking over for the score, murray warmath's maroons smashed
al doggett, halfback
over three touchdowns in the fourth period to complete the rout,
norm duplain, joe fortunato and a pass from parker to zerk wilson
added the finishing touches.

state's jackie parker keeps rolling along

chuck iohns, quarterback

gary "chief" dildy, center

Isu

16; t u la n e

0

leroy labat

in the pelican state's traditional football extravaganza,

a fierce-tackling, hard-running group of bengal
tigers won the battle of the bayou grid classic by
overwhelming a favored tulane team 16-0 in new
Orleans, a crowd of 56,000 rain-soaked fans saw the
tigers win their first game in six outings. It was a sweet
victory for the ole war skule as it enabled the tigers
to salvage some last prestige, in the opening minutes

cajun hoofer leroy laba
t

the tiger's big "black stallion," leroy labat, broke loose
and galloped 33-yards through the greenie team for
the first bengal touchdown, it was a fine ending to the
collegiate career of the colorful cajun hoofer, early
in the second quarter stocky jerry marchand, who
once helped a notre dame grid team win over the
green wave in the sugar bowl stadium, romped 46yards for the bengal's second score, with 50 second
remaining in the first half, cliff stringfield booted a 16yard field goal to put the tigers ahead 16-0. the olive
and blue of "bear" wolf never provided a threat to
the tigers as the bayou bengals took control from the
moment the two teams took the field and they never
let down for a minute.

Isu keeps the "rag”

tiger rooters hold pep rally in front of roosevelt hotel in

martha sue blaine elicits a growl from mike

jerry marchand

breaks loose on touchdown jaunt.
russ "wild man" gautreaux, fullback cliff stringfield, quarterback
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george brancato, halfback

dickie prescott, halfback

basketball

harry rabenhorst, head coach

john chaney, assistant coach

s o u t h e a s t e r n conf er ence c h a m p i o n s
it was a great year for coach harry rabenhorst and his
bayou bengal basketballers. the bengal hoopsters had
their finest season in Isu history as they surged to the
top of the cage world, it was a fitting climax to coach
raby's silver anniversary year as master of tiger hard
wood fortunes as he marked up his 300th win and brought
to the ole war skule its first undisputed sec cage cham
pionship. it was the first tiger conference title in 19

years, the dean of southern cage coaches took a team
of freshmen, sophomores and juniors and copped the
sugar bowl crown; led the tigers to their longest win
ning streak (20); a perfect conference slate (13-0); most
consecutive wins (15); lengthiest winning streak at home
(two years without a defeat), and more victories (24)
than any other tiger team, teamwork and the will to
win was, for the most part, the key to the tiger success.

1952 sec kingspins. front row, left to right: loughmiller, schultz, me ardie, magee, robert. second row: coach rabenhorst,
lee, jones, belcher, bridges, assistant coach chaney. back row: manager fred poerschke, me neilly, freshley, pettit, dark,
braymen.

belcher pumps it up

they were beaten but once in regular season play by
tulsa in tulsa, okla., but later avenged the setback in
baton rouge, towering bobby pettit, unanimous sec se
lection and second string all-american on just about ev
erybody's team, led his mates in pointmaking with 451
tallies for a 23.7 average, the big bengal became the
third player in tiger cage annals to hit the magical
"1000" mark and the first to accomplish this feat in two
seasons, the season's biggest surprise was the all-around
play of sophomore norm magee. magee followed pettit
in the points scored department with 304 points, cap
tain benny mcardle was voted the "best playmaker" in
the conference.
possessing one of the most well-rounded clubs in dixie,
the tiger hoopsters twice in succession passed the cen
tury mark, by downing southwestern of memphis, 134-33,
the bengals racked up the highest score ever made by
a tiger team, the associated press in their season's poll
ranked the bengals as the fifth best team in the nation,
lack of adequate reserve strength told the story in the
ncaa tourney at kansas city, kansas as they bowed to
indiana and Washington, with the entire starting quintet
returning, the lofty-sailing bengals should enjoy another
successful season next fall.

pettit lays it in
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don loughmiller

don sebastian

don belcher

pettit hooks one up

dark pushes one up from the side court

bob pettit

leslie jones
272

norman magee

benny me ardie, captain

bob freshley

belcher gets set for a one hand push

pettit goes up for one

ned dark

kenny bridges
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scoreboard

Is u ..................................... 98;

birmingham southern

Is u ....................................107;

pensacola n a s ..................... 59

Is u ....................................124;

southwestern (mem.)

Is u ..................................... 86;

miami ( f l a . ) ..........................58

Is u ..................................... 58;

a l a b a m a .............................. 45

Is u ..................................... 58;

t u l s a .......................................84

. . 38

.

. 33

sugar bowl
Is u .................................100;

v i l l a n o v a ............................ 94

lu s .................................70;

st. l o u i s .............................. 67

sebastian on a layup

dark tries an overhand pusher

magee on a jumping one hand push

Is u ..................................... 74;

V a n d e r b i l t ............................. 61

Is u ..................................... 76;

georgia t e c h ..........................52

Is u ..................................... 75;

miss, s t a t e ............................ 55

Is u ..................................... 63;

ole m i s s ................................. 48

Is u ..................................... 67; ole m i s s ................................66

Is u ..................................... 82;

miss, s t a t e ........................... 47

Is u ..................................... 58;

l o y o l a ...................................... 52

Isu ..................................... 53;

t u l a n e .................................... 52

Is u ..................................... 55;

g e o r g i a ...................................50

Is u ..................................... 55;

t u l s a ........................................ 51
ncaa tourney

Is u ..................................... 95;

t e n n e s s e e ..............................59

Is u ..................................... 48;

t u l a n e .................................... 31

Is u ..................................... 68;

f l o r i d a ................................... 56

Is u ..................................... 65;

a u b u r n ................................... 57

Is u ..................................... 71;

pensacola n a s ...................... 60

regionals
Is u ..................................... 89;

lebanon v a l l e y ...................... 76

Is u ..................................... 81;

holy c r o s s ...............................73

finals
Isu ..................................... 67; i n d i a n a ...................................80
Is u ..................................... 69; W a s h i n g t o n ........................... 86
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picked to finish no better than fourth by most sports
prognosticators, the upsuring tiger hoopsters pulled one
of the most surprising cage upsets of the season by an
nexing the sugar bowl championship in new Orleans,

in

as thrilling a contest as ever witnessed on the crescent
city court, the bayou bengal cagers downed a good
villanova team in two overtime periods,

100-94, and

followed up the next night by edging a scrappy st. louis
team, sparked by bob pettit and some fine floorplay and
clutch shooting by little don Sebastian, the tigers unseated
the defending champion billikens with a 70-67 conquest,
for his outstanding play in the tournament, tiger star bob
pettit was awarded the most valuable player trophy.

pettit reaches for ball
belcher lips one up

b

o

w l

pettit receives sugar bowl trophy

mc ardle gets set

pettit tosses one up

boxing

as far as tiger mitt teams go, the ring success of coach j. t. Owen's bat
tling bengals was mediocre, the bengal lancers ended the season with a
.500 average, winning two, losing two, and tying one. after polishing off
minnesota and miami at baton rouge, the gamecock mittmen of south Car
olina snapped the tigers' home winning streak at 22 as they handed the
bengal boxers their first setback in their home bailiwick since 1941. the
bengals dropped the next encounter to potent Wisconsin, ncaa champs, at
madisoti, wise., as the badgers swept six of the eight matches, the tigers then
journeyed to college park, md., and drew with the maryland terrapins,
the biggest improvement on the squad was the showing of the houston
"strong boy," george peyton. the big heavyweight posted a 2-1-2 record
for his season's efforts, in the ncaa tourney at pocatello, idaho, the ti
gers placed third behind idaho state and Wisconsin, captain Calvin clary
scored a clear cut 3-0 decision over penn state's anthony flore in the
finals to capture the national collegiate light welterweight crown,
the
bengal mittmen are slated to meet the champion idaho state vandals in
the sugar bowl in new Orleans in december.

george peyton, heavyweight

bobby jackson, lightweight

peyton delivers ko blow to gamecock ed wilson

paul daniel, light heavyweight

d a n n y orsak, w e lte r w e ig h t

freeman scores with a left to the jaw of allan george

referee separates faulkner and malcolm dewitt

captain Calvin clary, ncaa light welterweight titalist

cecil faulkner, light middleweight

ronnie schulingkamp, middleweight

jackson staves off andv sciambra with a left jab
j. t. owen, head coach

Is u .................................5
Is u ................................. 6 1/2 ;
Is u .................................3 1/2;

; minnesota............ . .

3

m i a m i ................ .........11/2
south Carolina

. . ......41/2

6

Isu ................................ 2

; Wisconsin

. . . .

Isu .................................4

; maryland

. . . . 4

tiger thinclads bottom row, left to right: me bride newton, kepler, adams, stratford, abraham, may, childress, phillips.
second row: manager gibbens, silva, ellison, sweeney, johnston, burton, james, rossbottom, wood, goodwin, tucker, standing. johnson, busch, me donald, le bouef, tabor, krufak, lansing, nodier, cannon, me leod, smith, coach moreau.

track
it was a rather gloomy season for cinder coach al moreau and his freshmen and
sophomore studded track squad, the tiger thinclads opened the season with a tri
angular meet at baton rouge with texas a & m and rice, after placing second to
the aggies, several of the tiger harriers posted some fine times and distances in
the florida, southern and southwestern relays, and appeared to be hitting their
stride, they ran away with loyola in a dual meet in new Orleans, 72-59. in a
quadrangular meet with mississippi state, mississippi southern and tulane at baton
rouge, the bengals amassed 84l/2 points for first place honors, the tigers closed
the season with a dual meet with tulane in new Orleans, besting the greenies, 80-37.
in the sec meet in birmingham, ala., the hapless harriers lagged behind and finished
sixth, the lowest any tiger team has ever placed in the 2 1-year history of the tour
nament. coach moreau is still faced with the arduous task of rebuilding, biggest
loss to the squad are senior hurdlers homer mebride and ed tucker, if joe johnston,
glynn wood and john phillips continue to improve and with the addition of Olympic
hurdler lee yoder to the squad, the tiger thinclads should regain some lost ground
on the conference cinderpaths.
homer me bride

hurdlers me bride, tucker lead the pack

smith breasts the tape

coach al moreau

bob childress

john "fireball" phillips

joe johnston

cannon takes first in the century

stratford goes up and over

james passes baton to smith in mile relay

husband slaps one down third

base

darryl whitty, cf
ned dark, If
benny me ardle, p
jerry marchand, c
tommy virgets, 2b

the on-again, off-again bengal baseballers of coach harry
rabenhorst finished the season with an overall record of
8 wins and 10 losses and a conference mark of 7 wins
and 8 setbacks, stocky backstop jerry marcharrd, for
the second straight year, led the bengal batters at the
plate with a formidable .371 average, one of the bright
er spots of the season was the fine performance turned
in by freshman first sacker irvin delatte. delatte followed
marchand at the plate with a .323 average and led the
team in stolen sacks, marchand and delatte were the
only two tiger regulars to hit over the .300 mark, veteran
portsider benny mcardle was again the ace of the ben
gal mound staff with four wins and three defeats, fresh
man twirler bill lee, jr., who notched three victories
against four setbacks, displayed much future promise.
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whitty lays into one

ball
bill lee, p
jimmy choate, ss
irvin de latte, I b
tommy howard, 3b
malcolm me call, p

Is u ....................... ............. 5
Isu........................................ I I ;
Isu ........................................ 10;
Isu ........................................ 10;
Is u ........................................ 17;
Isu ..........................................3;
Isu..........................................0;
Isu............................ . . . . . . . . . . I ;
Is u ..................................... 10;
Is u ........................................ I I ;
Isu..........................................2;
Is u ..........................................7;
Is u ........................................ I I ;
Is u ..........................................7;
Isu......................................... I ;
Isu ........................................ I I ;
Isu........................................ 10;
Isu..........................................7;
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au bu r n .............................. 6
a u b u r n .....................................7
ole m i s s ..................................9
ole m i s s ................................. 6
l o y o l a .................................. 13
l o y o l a .......................................5
miss, st...................................... 13
miss, st................................. 2
a l a b a m a .............................I
a l a b a m a .................................2
ole m i s s .................................10
miss, st.....................................16
miss, st...................................... 4
tulane ..................................... 8
t u l a n e ...................................... 3
p o n c h a t o u l a ........................ 12
t u l a n e ...................................... 4
t u l a n e ...................................... 8

tennis
paul young, captain

coach w. t. "d u b " robinson

coach w t.

dub" robinson's bengal net-

ners enjoyed one of their most success
ful seasons in years as they finished the
season with twelve wins and one lone
setback and tied florida for second
place in the conference, the bengals
were riding an unbeaten skein of twelve
straight wins going into the final match
of the season against unbeaten tulane,
conference
kingpins.
the
greenies,
sparked by davis cupper "ham" richardson and alan wickersham, outmatched
the tigers, 7-1. sophomore charlie pitts

charlie pitts

extended the veteran wickersham to the
limit before bowing in the no. 2 singles
match, 6-0, 3-6, 6-3, in a gruelling twohour match, freshman david rosenbaum
salvaged Isu's only point in the no. 3 sin
gles match by downing the wave's harmon collins.
waiter cockerham

david rosenbaum

ronnie fenasci

darrell schultz

golf
sec c h a m p i o n s

coach mike barbato
coach mike barbato's bengal linksmen, paced by bert
weaver, tommy morrow, eddie merrins, tommy beard,
johnny pott and cecil calhoun, garnered the southeastern
conference link crown, participating in several minor
tourneys at the season's outset, the tiger golfers showed
well, freshman tommy beard copped the louisiana ama
teur championship at the baton rouge country club, in
their only two dual matches of the season against tra
ditional rival tulane the tigers posted 19-8, 25-2, wins,
boasting one of the best-balanced sextets in collegiate
golf, the tigers captured the conference crown in athens,
ga., as diminuitive niblick swinger eddie merrins walked
off with the southern intercollegiate crown, on june 21,
after the 1953 gumbo had gone to press, the tigers,
who loomed as top contenders for national honors, com
peted in the ncaa tournament at Colorado springs, colo.

bert weaver, captain

tommy morrow

eddie merrins

cecil calhoun

badminton finalists

archery team

rifle team

intramurals

natalie reulet
delta zeta slugger

rote boxing
MlIII 1.1.

'

^

theta xi trims sigma chi

wra softball

wra volleyball

ka charity bowl gridders

squadron i rote basketball champs

cadet boxing

ato wins beta sweepstakes

latvian volleyballers

members:
dorofhy bonnecaze
jean brouilletfe
martha calloway
patricia coco
cleona dunlap
rita falconer
alice garth
mary glaza
gail guelfo
vivian guidry
beity hamburger
nina loveless
hallie loy
nancy me carty
patricia olinde
marsha peer
helen reagan
sally robinson
elizabeth singlelary
rivia slabot
juleienne stockwell
marilynn thompson
bobbie vining
margaret wakefield
marilyn walsworth
luella west

not pictured:
audrey capone
louella duet
betty dupont
frances gagliano
virgie hingle
myrtle kennedy
libbye ann landry
doris le blanc
betty le borde
carol olsen
eileen olsen
frances sterling
alvis wilson

purple jackets
officers
trances g a g l i a n o ......................................................................................................president
libbye l a n d r y ....................................................................................................vice-president
alvis w i l s o n ..................................................................................................................secretary
patricia o l i n d e ..........................................................................................................treasurer
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the ” L" club
athletic organization to honor outstanding varsity letterman.
officers
norman s t e v e n s ..................................................... president
ed b u l l i a r d ..................................................... vice-president
homer me b r i d e ...................................secretary-treasurer
ralph me l e o d ............................................sergeant-at-arms

members
kenneth bridges
laurance brooks
ned dark
e. grady davis
gary dildy
jackie doss
robert fetzer
james goodwin
bobby harrell
bob holleman
harry house
tommy howard
bobby jackson
douglas johnson
bob lawrence
bernard me ardle
homer me bride
paul miller
david milligan
wrendell nealy
robert pettit
charlie pitts
al robichaux
james sanford
darrell schultz
norman stevens
herman sweeney
warren virgets
not pictured:
andrew alford
jerry aycock
don belcher
tommy benton
phil benon
gary bowden
george brancato
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john brock
william brumfield
e. bulliard
john bunton
ivan camp
jim choate
calvin clary
bill clayton
waiter cockerham
al doggett
don dye
cecil faulkner
sid founnet
b. freeman
mark freeman
bob freshly
vince gonzales
john greco
al guglielmo
don hunt
frank husband
clayton james
ship jones
k. k. kennedy
jack keplin
bob kollar
leroy labat
bill lansing
don laughmiller
lamar loe
norman magee
jerry manchard
malcolm me call
ralph me leod
jim mc-neily
eddie merrins
jim mitchell
larry mobley
joe modicut
tommy marrow
sam murphy
fend nodier
charles oakley
john phillips
jerry pistonius
fred poerschke
dickie prescott
don Sebastian
james shirley
charlie smith
cliff stringfield
ed tucker
e. verges
b. weaner
paul young

greeks

•g r e e k s • g r e e k s • g r e e k s • g r e e k s

b e t a g a m m a of a l p h a chi o m e g a

alpha chi omega was -found
ed in 1885 at depauw univer
sity.

beta gamma chapter

was established at l.s.u. in
1926.
officers
barbara mansell . president
sylvia torbet . . 1s t v.-pres.
armella barre . 2nd v.-pres.
gaye nash . . recording sec.
theresa landry . . corr. sec.
sally g a tzk e ...................treas.

members
first row: mary ann bardin,
armella barre, augustine barron, amy buquoi, dorothy
cannon.

a fairy book tale

second row: marie Campbell,
lois carter, peggy ann coleman, zilla ann conerly, sherra
cox.
third row: winifred crow,
phyllis d'aba'die, carolyn daniels, marion davenport, patricia dugal.
fourth row: betty dupont,
elizabeth franklin, greta garbo, patricia holliday, clarece jarrell.
fifth row: kay johnston, doro
thy kelly, theresa landry,
mary ledbetter, Sylvia lee.

alpha
ch i
omega

sixth row, mildred long, barbara mansell, marie mcmanus, lynda beth millican,
mary jo mitchell.
seventh row: gaye nash, martha nettles, m. patricia olinde, norma jean price, helen
reagan.

can best be told by a.c.o.
according to barbara mansell

eighth row: marianne reine,
carolyn roberts, patricia sacco,
dorothy
sims,
janie
thompson.
ninth row: sylvia torbet, barbara turner, anna wall, alvis
wilson, jo ann wood.
not pictured: yvonne andersen, gail barbin, patricia d ’J cote, sally gatzke, janet har
per, barbara herwig, aurora
james, Constance kitto, jewel
kornegay.
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o m e g a of a l p h a d e l t a pi

alpha delta pi was founded
in 1851 at wesleyan female
college in macon, georgia.
louisiana omega chapter was
founded at l.s.u. in 1914.

officers
janice denson

. . president

marilyn daubs

. v.-president

Virginia terry . rec. secretary
ruth sessions . . . treasurer

pose

members
first row: angie barbre, dolores bullock, sue carter, patri
cia coco, marilyn daubs.

second row: marilyn duncan,
dorothy duvic, dina fidler, jo
ann fuselier, cynthia gallent.

third row: mary geary, jimniie ann gessner, irma guice,
Florence heard, shirley ivy.

fourth

row:

joyce

alpha
delta

johnson,

ruth leonard, martha levois,

P'

alice lewis, argiro louchis.

fifth row: hallie loy, martha
mcvay, katherine maloy, janis
meyer, karla neuhauser.

sixth row: vicky ogle, bunny

relax

perkins, eva perkins, jeanette

hold it

plauche, betty ratcliff.

seventh row: jane scarbor
ough, ruth sessions, barbara
spencer, leonora spiess, char
lotte stevenson.

eighth

row: Virginia terry,

shirley thomas, crystelle Wal
lace, dorothy woolley.
not pictured: jo ann phillips,
anne sandlin.
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alpha epsilon phi was found
ed in 1908 at barnard col
lege. alpha theta was found
ed atl.s.u. in 1938.

officers
claire rudolph

. . president

mickey isaac

. v.-president

rachelle tankel . . secretary
lynette london

. . treasurer

some will ride
members
first row: flora boston, joel
cohen.

second row: sharon cohen,
elise davis.

third row: zelda dietze, berne
efron.

fourth row: paula garry, jac-

alpha
epsilon
phi

queline geismar.

fifth

row:

betty

gumbiner,

betty hamborger.
and some prefer to sit and talk
sixth row: mickey isaac, mo-

and some will walk

nita levy.

seventh row: lynette london,
iris marcus.

eighth row: joen pincus, ra
chelle tankel.

not pictured: rozann cole.
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a l p h a o m i c r o n of a l p h a o m i c r o n pi

alpha o m i c r o n pi was
founded in 1897 at barnard
college, Columbia university,
alpha omicron was founded
at l.s.u. in 1938.

officers
nancy reinhart . . president
jackie lee . . vice-president
lynne abadie . cor. secretary
norma nash . rec. secretary
mary ann colbert . treasurer
molly vidos . social chrmn.

members

i'm looking over

first row: lynne abadie, louise alien, rosalyne brown,
anne byrne.

second row: marjorie dark,
mary colbert, elizabeth crew,
Patricia cronan.

third row: carol danna, wanda davis, mona dufour, evee
dupuis.
fourth row: carol elsifor, imogene gauthier, jeris gold
smith, patricia granberry.

alpha
o m icr o n

pi

fifth row: katherine hammack, Virginia johnson, diana
keenan, shelley lamansky.

sixth row: jacqueline lee, julie mirus, norma nash, flavia
reeds.

that i never saw before
a four leaf clover

seventh row: nancy reinhart,
olive rodriguez, rowena simoneaux, marge singleton.
eighth row: margaret stumpf,
helen thibodaux, molly vidos,
deborah young.
not pictured: louise alien,
cynthia kernan, lois landess,
marion videau, carol vidos,
qail guelfo.
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b e t a i o t a of a l p h a xi d e l t a

alpha xi delta was founded
in 1893 at lombard college,
galesburg,

Illinois,

beta

was founded

iota

louisiana
at

l.s.u. in 1938.

officers
jeannine abdalla

. president

waldea warden . v.-president
rosemary tafaro

. secretary

norma jean o'brien . . treas.
delegation
members
first row: janice adams, pru
dence assaf, barbara aucoin,
barbara barbier.

second row: elva bardin, ja-

alpha

net bond, nell cowart, eleanor frank.

xi

third row: frances gagliano,
jean

gardner,

lynn

greig,

delta

shirley jarreau.

fourth row: geraldine levy,
athlyn

mciver,

norma

jean

o'brien, sally robinson.
conversation
fifth

row:

reba

rodrigue,

sensation

maria rosso, gerry roy, mary
sanchei.

sixth row: rosemary tafaro,
Carolyn tillery, thais trinchard, phyllis warden.

seventh row: waldia warden,
patsy

white,

joyce

wood,

claire wunlow.
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a l p h a r h o of b e t a s i g m a o m i c r o n

beta sigma omicron was
founded in 1888 at the uni
versity of missouri. alpha
rho chapter was founded at
U u . i n 1929.

officers
lenore sharp . . . president
florine blouin
myrtle rogillio
zoe ramsey .
diana webre .
icinet dunlap .

. v.-president
. . corr. sec.
rec. secretary
. . treasurer
pldg. mistress

members

three

first row: carolyn berthelot,
florine blouin, shirley bonanno, shirley brown.
second row: bettye bryant,
Patricia copponex, irabelle
'dana, cleona dunlap.
third row: jan dunlap, faye
elder, rita falconer, rowena
flynn.
fourth row: alice garth, carole grafton,
jean Icinchen.

lillian

hollis,

beta
sigma
omicron

fifth row: dorothy long, mary
mceachern,
janis
jennie modinger.

mayeux,

sixth row: genevieve odom,
faye oldendorf, barbara pennebaker, mary jane ramsey.
seventh row: zoe ramsey,
flavia rochester, myrtle ro
gillio, charmaine roussel.

equals five
plus two

eighth row: elizabeth Single
tary, nettie smith, margaret
Wakefield, dorothy webb.
ninth row: diana webre, luella west, betty white, peggy
wilson.
not pictured: beverly braud,
Patricia cavanaugh, helen
holland, gertrude kelly, ruth
manilia, nann mercer, marie
reynaud, gene vick, marga
ret vick, paula waldon.
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p h i g a m m a of chi o m e g a

chi omega was founded In
1895 at the university of
Arkansas, phi gamma chap
ter was founded at l.s.u. in
1926.
officers
dianne miller . . president
fay moreland . v.-president
niaryanne matula . secretary
|o grady sloan . . treasurer
helen robert . pldg. mistress
patsy delaureal . rush chrmn.
members
first row: jerryanne adams,
suzanna alford, carolyn alien,
barbara alston, judy baird,
diane black.

a pretty girl

second row: barbara bless
ing, sara boteler, harriet
crisler, mary case, eve christman, louise coco.
third row: nancy collins, glo
ria conditt, beverly conway,
miriam cook, patricia dupre,
beverly farmer.
fourth row: fran farrell, lola
fenn, joan frey, dorothy
gayle,
Constance
gordon,
nan graves.
fifth row: betty groome,
kathryn gwin, mildred hanchey, mary holt, ethel horner, helen hutchison, martha
jane ivey.

ch i
omega

sixth row: sally johnson, pat
keith, connie kirkendall, jean
linnehan, janet madden, carita martin, charlotte matula.
seventh row: maryanne ma
tula, dianne miller, flora
montgomery, ann parrish,
ann platt, jo rhodes, cecilia
roark.

a trophy for a melody

can win

eighth row: gloria roark, hel
en robert, sara schneider,
barbara stewart, marian taylor, ann tinney, eva adele
nought.
ninth row: sylvia von osthoff,
Hoydelle waiters, nancy ward,
ann williams, betty windham,
susan
womack,
mignonne
yancey.
not pictured: doris cox, pat
sy delaurial, patricia gahagan,
ethel horner,
mary
nums, kathrine de generes.
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d e l t a o m e g a of d e l t a d e l t a d e l t a

delta delta delta was found
ed in 1 8 8 8 at boston col
lege. delta omega chapter
was founded at l.s.u. in 1 9 3 4 .
officers
ann may . . . . president
jeanon richardson . v.-pres.
iackie moeller . . secretary
Barbara harrell . . treasurer
mae dee calhoun . soc. chr.
amelia leake . pub. chrmn.
nancy keller . . pub. chrmn.
members
first row: nancy bennett, pat
branch, bobbie bridges, Ju
lia burford, lola caileff, mae
dee calhoun.

some like it hot

second row: dorothy camphell, shirley carroll, ann chaproan, elizabeth cole, georgia
Coleman, kathryn cooper.
third row: roberta cothran,
june day, betty delony, Vir
ginia dyson, marie flowers,
katharine franklin.
fourth row: ann glasscock,
nell goodman, barbara har
rell, mary harris, patricia
harrison, pat hester.
fifth row: minnie hoisington,
Carolyn ingouf, helen jackson,
anna johnson, nancy keller,
marilyn kennedy.

delta
delta
delta

sixth row: katherine krause,
roimi leake, nellie maestri,
sarah martin, ann may, doro
thy meakin.
seventh row: petra melton,
jacquelyn moeller, margie
rooise, mildred nash, barbara
Pollard, dorothy raxsdale.

and some make dragons at 'the old war skule'
some like it cool

eighth row: jeanon richard
son, patsy rushworth, Joretta
schober, christina Stephen
son, jo lou swanson, tommyiann thigpen.
ninth row: sarah tremmel,
yvonne vidrine, era Wallace,
roae westh, geraldine white,
loan white, elizabeth woosley.
not pictured: germaine phil
ips, jane swan, mary vidrine.
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g a m m a z e t a of d e l t a g a m m a

delta gamma was founded
in 1789 at lewis school, oxfond, mississippi. gamma zeta
was founded at l.s.u. in 1948.

officers
sarah smith

. . . president

roary jane svenson . v.-pres.
beverly schycker . rec. sec.
sybil huesmann . . treasurer

members
firs t row: mell Campbell, ja-

navy hats

net chovan, carolyn coates,
locetta cox.

second row: emily daughtrey, marlene dieckmann, dorothy egdorf, elizabeth guthridge.

third row: shirley hasemann,
patsy hennington, willie hudnall, sybil huesman.

fourth

row:

anne

delta
gamma

jennings,

eleanor johnson, norma jones,
elizabeth marston.

fifth row: jaclyn moore, joan
paschall,

beverly p a t t o n ,

and 1hin cravafs

niarsha peer.
and smith in flats
sixth row: jean price, nancy
quillen,

pat

rosato,

helen

saint.

seventh row: beverly schyck
er,

chloe

seale,

annette

smith, sarah smith.

eighth row: mary stobaugh,
sue

wafer,

madeline

well

born, pat young.
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s i g m a of d e l t a z e t a

delta zeta was founded in
1902 at miami university, ox
ford, ohio. sigma chapter
was founded at l.s.u. in 1917.
officers
wanda menetre . president
elsie fournet . . 1st v.-pres.
edna ruth fournet . 2nd v.-p.
arnelia klock . rec. secretary
Virginia easterly . cor. sec.
Pat neck . . . . treasurer
gail gibbens . . . historian
bobby blanchard parliamtrn.
members
first row: edna ruth amiss,
frances amos, janet andras,
emma lou barton, junie baudin, judy bianchi, barbara
blanchard.
second
sharon
geois,
bryan,
ler.

now

row: laura blossman,
boelte, judee bour
pat broussard, leila
ann buck, helen but

third row: patricia cham
pagne, bennie delaune, glo
ria denham, jeanie dupont,
Virginia easterly, maude flanagan, elsie fournet.
fourth row: ruth fowler, gail
gibbens, louise guthrie, dolores hair, billie harvey, jeannette holbrook, jackie hope.

delta
zeta

fifth row: dorothy jacks, carifa jumonville, amelia klock,
elizabeth kock, betty laborde, jane leblanc, patsy ledet.
sixth row: margaret livingston, Sarah lowe, faye martinez, gloria mcdermott, anna
mclemore, patricia meaux,
Virginia moulle.

then
and

seventh row: elaine muse,
patricia neck, patsy nicholson, natalie nolan, verien
norton, suzanne pickell, beverly pourciau.
eighth row: darleene reed,
natalie reulet, Virginia richard, june sutton, janet walden, betty wilson.
not pictured: barbara blumer,
barbara
hebert, ann
kothe.
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epsilon

kappa delta was founded in
1897 at Virginia state normal
college, epsilon chapter was
founded at l.s.u. in 1909.

officers
i°dy harper . . . president
joellen goode . v.-president
anagene alford . . secretary
hettye gene loch . treasurer

members
first row: anagene alford,
sally barfield, betty berdon,
sue brown, martha catchings,
carla collier.

you sit and chat

second row: suzanne cooper,
carol cooter, ann devall,
mary elliott, joellen goode,
jody harper.

third row: barbara hebert,
mauree hickerson, marilyn
hill, shirley humphreys, mari
lyn jenkins, martha ann kavanaugh.

fourth row: carolyn keitn,
betty lary, barbara laporte,
alice lawson, gerry leblanc,
beverly leet.

kappa
delta

fith row: beverly levert, margaret levert, hettye loch,
kathryn lynch, marianne mansell, ellen martin.

sixth row: georgine mcgovern, anna mcinnis, gloria mekenzie,
jacqueline
merrill,
mary m e r r i 1 1 , katherine
moore.

and dress up for a rush date
and stand and wait

seventh row: margaret murrell, elise o'neill, carolyn parker, nancy patty, ann percy,
Patricia robertson.

eigth row: carroll rogers,
helen ross, brenda roth, etheIvn rouse, lillye rouse, mar
garet schwartz.

ninth row: carol smith, jane
steed, jeanne stevens, elizabeth tarver, glenda thomas,
vivian white, linda wilson.
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d e l t a i o t a of k a p p a k a p p a g a m m a

kappa kappa gamma was
founded in 1870 at monmouth, Illinois, delta iota
chapter was founded at l.s.u.
in 1935.

officers
sally roane . . . president
evelyne Campbell . v.-pres.
Patricia holmes . . secretary
carol weimer . . treasurer

members
first row: patricia allbritton,
myra altman, betty gayle
armstrong, lenora ann armstrong, joanne aycock, bar
bara ball.

kappa kappa gamma takes tea

second row: elizabeth ball,
Cornelia barnwell, amelia
bean, mary berry, martha
blain, evelyne Campbell.

third row: june coincon, earleen cruse, dixie daniels, bet
ty eakin, mary ellis, elizabeth
fair.

fourth row: dixie ferguson,
amelia furniss, anne gillespie,
dorothy grace, mary gunn,
warrene hayne.

kappa
kappa
gamma

fifth row: barbara hobbs, julie hogue, patricia holmes,
evelyn humphreys, mary laPeyrouse, myrtle ledbetter.

sixth row: billie mason, marilyn mitchell, cynthia parker,
mary lou parker,
joanne
quinn, jane rawlins.

and the tigers
take some time

seventh row: molly richard,
dorothy roan, sally roane,
camille scatterty,
mildred
steinmuller, mary thibodaux.

eighth row: jacqueline tim 
othy, mary weimar, maliza
wilson, mary wintle, melissa
wright.

not pictured: diana coco, pat
flynn, june parsons, sonya
shuler, kathryn wingeter.
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a l p h a chi of p h i u
m

phi mu was founded in 1852
at wesleyan college, macon,
georgia. alpha eta chapter
was founded at l.s.u. in 1934.
officers
bobbie Jean crawford . pres,
jou ann leighton . . v.-pres.
joan mclennon . . secretary
ann conerly . . . treasurer
members
first row: jane arnold, mary
avrill, patricia barry, frances
barth, beverly bateman, ruth
bennett, anna bilbo.
second row: bea bradley,
carolyn breland, jean brouiliette, judy brown, jo anne
browne, carolyn capone, diane chachere.

summer campers

third row: billie clasen, ann
conerly, carolyn cowart, bob
bie crawford, janie cross,
eelle daricek, ida davis.
fourth row: patsy davis, joy
donaldson, june dunbar, isabelle eason, emma gene
fleming, Virginia fournet, janet haley.
fifth row: marlene harmon,
patsy harnan, amy hebert,
dorothy hebert, ann henkel,
mary hovey, ann jones

phi
mu

sixth row: mae knight, sara
latham, elizabeth lecates, lou
leighton, elizabeth lottinger,
carolyn mcgraw, jo ann mclennan.
seventh row: ann mcphearson, jeanne marchesseau, louise mixon, joan montegut,
barbara moon, annie morrison, jean nelson, nancy olive.

some are vampers..
said the spider to the fly

eighth row: florence pippin,
janice posner, joan price,
shirley quarles, mable richardson, betty rives, Cather
ine rives, cherry rogers.
ninth row: wilma roundtree,
may sentell, nancy skidmore,
barbara swetman, carolyn
watson, carolyn wells, ginger
wilkerson, beverly wilson.
not pictured: betty bridgeman, jacqueline dansereau,
edna eubank, edna guillory,
fleta roubieaux.
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l o u i s i a n a b e t a of p h i b e t a p h i

pi beta phi was founded in
1867 at monmouth college,
monmouth, Illinois, louisiana
beta was founded at l.s.u. in
1936.
officers
jerry prieto . . . president
dolores kern . vice-president
garnet montgomery . . sec.
cleo bonden . . . treasurer
members
first row: ann abell, rita allbright, arthe alien, patricia
baggett, dorothy barry, cleo
borden.
second row: sue borland,
rene caire, sarah cook, jane
craddock, courtney davis,
barbara dawson.

trophies from oysters

third row: phyllis doggett,
shirley duke, betty durham,
martha ellison, evlyn farris,
freida ferguson.
fourth row: anne garner;
nathalie gibbens,
eleanor
barris, jimmie hartson, anne
hatfield, toni jolissaint.
fifth row: joann keller, suzanne keller, barbara kelso,
dolores kern, clifton king,
margaret kohnke.

pi
beta
phi

sixth row: jo anne laravia,
maurine linquist, carol mcdaniel, sandra mclaren, carol
mcmillen, jean masson.
seventh row: garnet mont
gomery, mary moore, anna
moseley, martha nash, janet
patout, laura planche.

l.s.u. from biloxi

eighth row: judith porch,
jerry prieto, carroll saussy,
cynthia segrest, jo ann stacy,
julie steams.

parties from 12

ninth row: marilynn thompson, ruth tynes, jane under
wood, 'dorothy upchurch,
gene watson, phyllis werlein,
eleanor zeagler.
not pictured: shirley cobb,
rae cupples, grace garner,
cynthia hari, valerie hartnett,
leila lawson, june stover, alleen thompson, wahneta trot
ter. claire ward, dianne
webb.
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sigma delta tau was founded

zeta

in 1917 at Cornell university,
zeta chapter was founded at

of

l.s.u. in 1924.

sigma
officers

marjorie atlas .

. president

delta
tau

libbye anne landry . v.-pres.
gloria rosen

. . . secretary

louise helfman

. . treasurer

members

first row: marjorie atlas, ann
breen.
marjorie atlas makes a call

second row: celia frishman,
louise helfman.

third row: sandra kahn, libbye ann landry.

fourth row: anice millstein,
gloria rosen.

fifth row: bernice rothstein,
riva slabot.

the council strives to further co
operation among sororities for
their mutual benefit and to uni
fy the interests of sorority and
non-sorority women on the cam
pus. each sorority is represented
by a senior and a junior dele
gate. offices are filled by the
senior members in rotation.
officers
Iibbye landry
. . . president
lois carter . . . vice-president
florine blouin . . . . secretary
mae dee calhoun . . treasurer
members
first row:
florine blouin, beta sigma omicron
jo anne browne, phi mu
mae calhoun, delta delta delta
libbye s not afraid of the dark?
second row:
lois carter, alpha chi omega
nell cowart, alpha xi delta
earleen cruse, kappa kappa
gamma
third row:
jan dunlap, beta sigma omicron
jo ann fuselier, alpha delta pi
eleanor harris, pi beta phi
fourth row:
helen jackson, delta delta delta
Iibbye ann landry, sigma delta
tau
maurine linquist, pi beta phi
fifth row:
gloria mcdermott, delta zeta
mary merritt, kappa delta
flavia reeds, alpha omicron pi
sixth row:
reba rodriguez, alpha xi delta
ethelyn rouse, kappa delta
june sutton, delta zeta
seventh row:
rachelle tankel, alpha epsilon
phi
shirley thomas, alpha delta pi
molly vidos, alpha omicron pi
madeline wellborn, delta gam
ma.

pan hellenic
council

lambda

officers
dare d'artois leeper . president
jody harper . . vice-president
maude flanagan . . secretary
clare rudolph . . . . treasurer

la m b d a

members
first row:
mary sue berry, kappa kappa
gamma
florine blouin, beta sigma omi
cron
judee bourgeois, delta zeta
ann breen, sigma delta tau
shirley rae brown, beta sigma
omicron
sue vignes brown, kappa delta
second row:
marjorie dark, alpha omicron pi
sharon cohen, alpha epsilon phi
jane craddock, pi beta phi
Harriet crisler, chi omega
Winifred crow, alpha chi omega
elise davis, alpha epsilon phi
third row:
joy donaldson, phi mu
janet dunlap, beta sigma omi
cron
maude flanagan, delta zeta
elsie fournet, delta zeta
jo ann fuselier, alpha delta pi
Paula garry, alpha epsilon phi
fourth row:
louise guthrie, delta zeta
jody harper, kappa delta
martha jane ivey, chi omega
Virginia johnson, alpha omicron
P|
marilyn kennedy, delta delta
delta
gertrude knight, phi mu
fifth row:
Iibbye ann landry, sigma delta
tau
theresa landry, alpha chi omega
mimi leake, delta delta delta
clare d'artois leeper, zeta tau
alpha
lou ann leighton, phi mu
maurine linquist, pi beta phi
sixth row:
lynette london, alpha epsilon
phi
anna mcinnis, kappa delta
elizabeth modinger, beta sigma
omicron
anna moseley, pi beta phi
martha gene nash, pi beta phi
martha nettles, alpha chi omega
seventh row:
karla neuhauser, alpha delta pi
beverly patton, 'delta gamma
wanda perkins, alpha delta pi
barbara pollard, delta delta del
ta

a few drinks

joanne quinn, kappa kappa
gamma
jane rawlins, kappa kappa gam
ma
eighth row:
jeanon richardson, delta delta
delta
reba rodrigue, alpha xi delta
helen saint, delta gamma
ruth sessions, alpha delta pi
leonora ann spiess, alpha delta
P'
june sutton, delta zeta
glenda thomas, kappa delta
not pictured:
jeanine abdalla, alpha xi delta
augustine m. barron alpha chi
omega
betty jean bridgeman, phi mu
ruth eberhardt, chi omega
hope foille, zeta tau alpha
betsy franklin, alpha chi omega
barbara howells, delta delta del
ta
mickey isaacs, alpha epsilon phi
ann jenning, delta gamma
sandra kahn, sigma delta tau
diana keenan, alpha omicron pi
kay krause, delta delta delta
jackie moore, delta gamma
norma nash, alpha omicron pi
jean nelson, phi mu
pat patterson, kappa alpha the
ta
libby quereuse, zeta tau alpha
nancy rheinhardt, alpha omi
cron pi
clair rudolph, alpha epsilon phi
june stover, pi beta phi
adele vaught, chi omega
mary bob vick, delta gamma
patsy white, alpha xi delta
peggy wilson, beta sigma omi
cron
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and four roses
and we'll all take our poses

delta gam m a delta

delta gamma delta is a local
intersorority founded at l.s.u. in

1916.

delta

officers
delores kern . . . . president
petra melton . . vice-president
rowena simoneaux . . secretary
barbara swetman . . treasurer

gamma
delta

members
first row:
betty berdon, kappa delta
Carolyn capone, phi mu
sue carter, alpha delta pi
nell cowart, alpha xi delta
second row:
Virginia easterly, delta zeta
dina fidler, alpha delta pi
cynthia gallent, alpha delta pi
gail gibbens, delta zeta
third row:
eleanor harris, pi beta phi
sybil huesmann, delta gamma
delores kern, pi beta phi
amelia klock, delta zeta
fourth row:
joy ledbetter, kappa kappa
gamma
jacqueline lee, alpha omicron pi
monita levy, alpha epsilon phi
petra melton, delta delta delta
fifth row:
wanda menetre, delta zeta
lynda millican, alpha chi omega
louise mixon, phi mu
norma jean o'brien, alpha xi
delta
sixth row:
joen pincus, alpha epsilon phi
laura lee planche, pi beta phi
beverly pourciau, delta zeta
jerry prieto, pi beta phi
seventh row:
jane Scarborough, alpha delta pi
rowena simoneaux, alpha omi
cron pi
sarah smith, delta gamma
eighth row:
rachelle tankel, alpha epsilon
phi
mary c. thibodaux, kappa kappa
gamma
molly vidos, alpha omicron pi
not pictured:
marjorie atlas, sigma delta tau
barbara barbier, alpha xi delta
shirley bonanno, beta sigma
omicron
janet bond, alpha xi delta
flora boston, alpha epsilon phi

who said hazing ain't amazing

evelyn campbell, kappa kappa
gamma
carolyn capone, phi mu
mary ann colbert, alpha omi
cron pi
pat coppenex, beta sigma omi
cron
earleen cruse, kappa kappa
gamma
phyllis d'abadie, alpha chi ome
ga
jo ann davant, delta gamma
june day, delta delta delta
janice denson, alpha delta pi
berne efron, alpha epsilon phi
carol elsifor, alpha omicron pi
jackie eubank, phi mu
rowena flynn, beta sigma omi
cron
alice garth, beta sigma omicron
pat graves, chi omega
betty gumbiner, alpha epsilon
phi
mary gunn, kappa kappa gam
ma
louise helfman, sigma delta tau
pat hester, delta delta delta
patricia holliday, alpha chi ome
ga
aurora ann james, alpha chi
omega
kay lynch, kappa delta
ann may, delta delta delta
jackie moeller, delta delta delta
flora montgomery, chi omega
carolyn parker, kappa delta
helen robert, chi omega
pat rosato, delta gamma
margie singleton, alpha omicron
pi
jo ann stacy, pi beta phi
mary jane svenson, delta gam
ma
barbara swetman, phi mu
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pepsodent prexies
tiffing-tripping-trio

e p s i l o n z e t a of a l p h a t a u o m e g a

alpha tau omega was found
ed ai Virginia military insti
tute in 1865. epsilon zeta
chapter was founded at l.s.u.
in 1940.

officers
hob green . . . president
!• c. myers . . vice-president
bob gregory . . secretary
jim alien

. . . .

treasurer

members
first row: leon abadie, james
alien, bob boettner, jimmy

we do our dancing inside . . .

calvert, verne dark.

second row: jack cornish,
mike daiy, george farber, ereest fay'herbe, chris freidrichs.

third row: don goldstein, elWood gould, robert green,
william gregory, bob griffin.

fourth row: maurice hamm,
bernie jumper,
bill kidd,
charles

kingsford

-

smith,

alpha
tau
omega

charles koll.

fifth row: charles larue, john
lauden, c. a. lincoln, bill medonnell, james myers.

sixth row: jerry pizzo, john

. . . until we get a new patio

quirk, jose sandoval, michael

pres, green looks up a few numbers

schulz, john skofield.

seventh row: george sliman,
thomas standard, j i m m y
thomas, charles treleaven.

not pictured: pierre adam,
arthur aitkens, dick carter,
ed castillo, tommy commer,
joe fairchild, tommy fortenberry, bob fullerton, robert
guinn, bill lembeck, sam park,
hamp rial, george saltzman,
jack ward.
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z e t a z e t a of d e l t a k a p p a e p s i l o n

delta kappa epsilon was
founded at yale in 1844.
zeta
zeta
chapter
was
founded at l.s.u. in 1856.

officers
lack nelson . .
charles johnson .
louis bornman .
waiter bankston

. president
v.-president
. secretary
. treasurer

members
first row: paulsen armstrong,
i°hn h. ayers, jerry h. bankston, waiter r. bankston, john
h. bateman, bill bennett.
kibitzers never win
second row: louis bornman,
david f. bradford, ray bradfond, thomas e. brewton, veron brook, john raymond bur
ton.

third
morris
ham,
creed,

row: john d. butler,
butler, bernard chatgene
cotton,
paul
david f. cuthbertson.

fourth row: dan r. durham,
frank f. foil, robert fordo,
william f. fulton, pendery
gibbens, moncrief harrison,.

fifth row, james a. haynes,
richard hodges, robert holleman, charles johnson, field
ing johnson, charles keller.

sixth row: john b. landry, sam
a. leslie, charles f. levert, wil
liam w. lowry, robert g. lunn,
hillman w. madison.

delta
kappa
epsilon

pres, jack nelson (center) does a little 'rushing'
there goes the ball

seventh row: frederick martty, conrad mceachern, john
g. nelson, george w. newton,
robert parker, robert I. pettit, samuel y. pipes.

eighth row: george platt,
james prater, harry s. redmon, edward b. robert, fred
schiele, reginald shipp, ben
jamin sibley.

ninth row: louis spencer,
waddy tucker, vernon ventress, arthur vidrine, thomas
virgets, milford wampold.
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delta sigma phi was found
ed at c.c.n.y. in 1899. beta
eta chapter was founded at
U u . in 1930.

officers
john kirn

. . . .

president

clinton hagans . v.-president
john klein . . . .
thomas cranford

secretary
. treasurer

members

harry couldn't play a guitar

first row: victor aden, ralph
bentley, weaver brian.

second row: toxie bush, john
carnahan, tom crawford.

third row: randall detro, joseph fisher, charles hill.

fourth row: ernest hortman,
edward jolly, edgar kemp.

fifth

row:

john

kirn,

delta
sigma
phi

john

klein, hugh lawing.

sixth row: david mcconnell,
benjamin

magruder,

nor could ike's cooking be this good

ernest

pettaway.

and veep barkley never had it so easy as pres, john kirn

seventh row: donald preston,
earl roney, sam schexnailder.

eighth row: james spofford,
charlena fea, housemother.

not pictured: clinton hagans,
jim serio, leslie walker.
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a l p h a g a m m a of k a p p a a l p h a

kappa a l p h a order w a s
founded at Washington and
lee in 1865. alpha gamma
chapter was founded at l.s.u.
in 1925.
officers
jimmie sippel . . president
e. a. caldweil . v.-president
john jackson . rec. secretary
david m. ellison, jr. . cor. sec.
sterling gladden . treasurer
members
first row: woodie abraham,
dan altick, jr., jim blanche,
laurence w. brooks, jr., dan
b. burden, jr.
second row: alex caldweil,
waiter cockerham,
gerald
coleman, robert field, Wal
lace franck.
third row: randall goodwin,
davis gueymard, holt harrison, john harrison, david
harvey.
fourth row: dick hearin, milton houston, edward hurlston, sonny johnston, douglas
keller.
fifth row: william g. kelly, jr.,
dempsey g. knight, jr., james
lilly, teddy mccrocklin, frank
mcdavitt.
sixth row: joseph melton, son
ny oswalt, eugene page,
charles matthew pecot, jr.,
james pierson.
seventh row: james piker,
john piker, richard prescott,
donald reynold, john roberts, gordon robertson.
eighth row: ronald sheppand,
jimmie sippel, covert
a.
soule, jr., john Stephens, john
stiglets, charles ward,
not pictured: jack bell, welton brumfield, marcus black,
bill brown, david ellison, jim
elwood, grant gearheard,
sterling gladden, john jackson, jerry johnston, griff
jones, k. k. kennedy, bob
leonard, lamar loe, earl mel
ton, ed merrins, tom mor
row, bill peacock, james pik
er, john smullin, ronald shep
herd, levin soule, howard
snee, don reynolds, Windsor
thomas, kenneth white, louis
berdon, c e d r i c blackwell,
miles caraway, bill chambers,
wick cooper, freddy dudok,
john farmer, james farmer,
fred haygood, jim manquin,
vince miranda, charles rogillio, david rosenbaum, edwin
white, john wooton, w. o.
thomas, ed taylor, carl harney, roy jerdan, charles pitts.

gnip gnop

kappa
alpha

on march 7 with bob and dawn
genr'l jim sippel and chris stephenson . . .
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g a m m a of k a p p a s i g m a

kappa sigma was founded in
1869 at the university of Vir
ginia. gamma chapter was
founded at l.s.u. in 1687.
officers
1st semester—
fnac Wallace . grandmaster
marty miller . . . . grand
procurator
mickey gahagen . . grand
master of ceremonies
benny grafton . . . scribe
charles poe . . . treasurer
members
first row: guy dallas adsit, jr.,
thomas h. benton, william
braun, edward brenner, herman busch, greene butler,
charley caldweil.
second row: wheelock cameron, temp carney, gilmer
carpenter, phillip cook, ben
jamin cole craft, jr., benton
crawford, bobby davis.
third row: robert day, richard denson, john duke, wil
liam ellis, wilburn h. farmer,
jr., donald faust, fred frere.
fourth row: mickey gahagan,
donald harrell, jimmy harris,
hugo holland, william huthnance, amiss kean, horace
kendrick.
fifth row: tex kilpatrick, john
king,
paul kitt, norman
koonce, edward landry, john
leake, seth lewis,
sixth row: keith lyons, john
marzullo, george mcduffie,
dan mcmahon, ernest miller,
freeman louis morgan, jr.,
donald mosely.
seventh row: john oertling,
larry page, leonel paixao,
george pefrie, jimmy pigford, charlie poe, william e.
richard, jr., tommy rinard.
eighth row: peyton c. robert,
jr., harold rosbottom, anthony j. roy, jr., charles rush,
marvin rushing, ira schneider,
john shelton, roy st. pierre.
ninth row: peter strawitz,
john talley, donald teekall,
lloyd r. thomas, jr., william
timlake, nick velchoff, daniel
wheeler, charles wightman.
not pictured: billy benton,
peter cloutier, charles colvin,
bill harrison, albert harvey,
billy hines tommy howard,
william inabnet, pat leblanc,
tommy mee, ronald oertling,
lanny olinde, peter roy, reubin roy, john serralles, thomas
lloyd, mac Wallace.

and dere I wui

kappa
sigma

and then came da gimmick
waitin' fer da word
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u p s i l o n z e t a of l a m b d a chi a l p h a

lambda chi alpha was found
ed in 1919 at bosfon univer
sity. upsilon zeta chapter was
founded at l.s.u. in 1914.
officers
lloyd mcclatchey . president
r°y d. gerard . v.-president
gleb mamatitov . secretary
|ohn m. van deren . treasurer
royce j. leoanrd . social chr.
Paul c. young . rush chrmn.
members
first row: ernest agerton,
d e w e y albritton, gerald
batte, cecil bergeron, david
bienvenu, william brant, leonard bunch.

either it's black

second row: john e. coleman,
jr., ardie courville, gerald
curet, ken dickinson, jr., carl
didier, joseph distefano, al
bert donald.
third row: kenneth dupree,
vernon fewell, jack files, al
bert ford, ronald francis, jo
seph frantz, donivan frey.

lambda

fourth row: Stephen gennuso,
roy gerard, don gomez, ronnie gomez, huell ham, edward hartley, harold hatch

ch i

ed.

alpha

fifth row: dark hersey, denver t. hollabaugh, jr., richard
holler, antime landry, dinnie
lambert, larry la plue, royce
leonard.
sixth row: gleb mamantov,
lloyd d. macclatchey, jr., gerafd mcdonald, edward meknight, barry megee, percy
mills, kenneth morrison.

or it's white

lloyd me clatchey, president of lambda chi alpha

seventh row: albert osterberger, kenneth osterberger, bill
Overstreet,
robert
owens,
harold pendleton, eddie perez, lucien peroyea, franklin
platt, david pool.
eighth row: jimmy reed, raymond richard, roland samson, melvin shortess, marion
simpson, john sonnier, foster
stickley, robert terrebonne.
ninth row: waiter tisdale, f.
d. I. toups, glen uffman, john
m. van deren, jr., charles war
ren, charles welch, ronald
white, daniel yarborough.
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a l p h a g a m m a of p h i d e l t a t h e t a

phi delta theta was founded
in 1848 at miami university
in

oxford,

ohio.

louisiana

beta chapter was founded at
l.s.u. in 1938.

officers
john m. brown . . president
john r. munson .

. reporter

edwin j. coons, jr. . treasurer
robert j. falterman .

. sec.

first a little background music
members
first row: rupert t. barber, jr.,
jan barlow, jr., alfred r. blossman, jr., jarred bradley.

second row: robert brierre,
james

brown,

john

brown,

paul brown.

third

row: richard

edward

cannon,

burgess,
edwin

j.

coons, jr., lester dattler.

phi
delta
theta

fourth row: robert falterman,
jack foto, henry c. gallagher,
jr., lemmie gleason.

fifth row: karl gottfried, jr.,
john

g.

jungschleger,

gary

carrying a cargo of harem women, with dates

kelly, gary legros.
lo, a ship in the distance
sixth row: james miller, clyde
moore,

john

munson,

al

parkes.

seventh

row:

bart

parker,

ralph privette, donald seghers, william tennison.

eighth row: kenneth tullos,
harry Warner, perry whisner.
josephine cook, housemother.
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l o u i s i a n a u p s i l o n of s i g m a a l p h a e p s i l o n

sigma alpha epsilon was
founded at tuscaloosa, alabama in 1856. louisiana epsi
lon was founded at l.s.u. in
1897.
officers
douglas e. abuin . president
edwin p. jenevin . . v.-pres.
Walter h. daniels . secretary
charles h. rollins . treasurer
members
first

row:

wyche

lenn

ashcraft,

anderson,
ab

atkins,

douglas aubin, lewis bogat,
robert bailey, second

row:

charles banister, carl bauer,

how can a guy get ahead when . . .

alcee becnel, edwin blewer,
buz burns, w. h. daniels. third
row: max evans, paul flanery,
richard fleming, r i c h a r d
gaiennie, joseph gilbert, godfrey grant, fourth row: frank
guerin,

john

jenevein,
liam

huber,

edwin

cecil jenkins,

johnson,

waiter

wil
kiser.

fifth row: russell lemoine, don
ald major, ralph melancon,
john

milam,

tommy

miller,

jerry mitchell. sixth row: mar
tin

moran,

william

moran,

Chester morrison, jimmy orr,
ernest palmisand, ruel patterson, thomas patton. seventh

sigma
alpha
epsilon

row: lester picard, larry pleimann,
queen,

john

powers,

kenneth

rex

richardson,

charles rollins, edmond scully.
eighth row: william smith, I.
stevens,

herman taylor,

jr.,

julian vedros, ray ward, albert

unless it's Christmas time

warren, car*r wilkerson.

s.a.e. prexy and pledge are with a frigid lion

not pictured: joe abbott,
john bailey, alton barksdale,
norman black, g. b. bryant,
john bowden, cecil calhoun,
john daly, david deane, karl
de rouen, jackie doss, ralph
eden, edgar galloway, james
gravel, bayless guenther, her
man hill, william jones, melvin leblanc, terrell mccrory,
robert pearson, richard petrus, richard pipes, lucien robbins, donal'd smiley, william
thevenote, charles weed, Ste
phen white, jr.
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g a m m a i o t a of s i g m a chi

sigma chi was founded at miami university in oxford, ohio
in 1855. louisiana gamma
iota v/as founded at l.s.u. in
1925.
officers
first semester:
d. h. williams . . . president
blake blakewood . . v.-pres.
leonard werner . . secretary
duncan burford . . treasurer
second semester:
thomas dupuis . . president
charles hardy . v.-president
gaylord bickham . secretary
john bivins . . . .

music, music, music

treasurer

first row: bernhand bremmer,
john burton, bonnie jack
achord, jr., howard belcher,
dale bennett, gaylord bick
ham.
second row: dan bivins, blake
blakewood, jay cooper, joseph dornier, chester a. drenning, jr., joseph duckworth.
third row: john duncan, gary
dupree, gene elston, william
farries,

pat

flores,

james

sigma
chi

ford.
fourth row: mark freemani
arden o'dell french, jr., terry
harris, ralph hill, harry huckabay, john kaiser.
fifth row: richard knight, wil
liam larguier, hal mancmurdo, donald maier, eric me-

resting at the pirogue derby

carty, david milligan.

come on up, for the miss venus contest

sixth row: ambrose morel,
william myers, emile netzhammer, james wade o'neal,
jr., david Sandberg, Sidney
shepard.
seventh row: william singley,
david
steinwinder,
robert
stinson,

bill

terry,

thomas

thompson, william werner.
eighth row: bivins h. williams,
jr., raymond woodall, leon
wright, roy young.
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p hi of s i g m a nu

sigma nu was founded in
1869 at Virginia military in
stitute. louisiana phi was
founded at l.s.u. in 1887.
officers
bob gocdman . . president
john brock . . v.-president
ed j o l l y ...................treasurer
Carlton kemp . . . secretary
members
first row: george bacon, louis
allan blanchard, jr., john
brock, james bovanchaud,
cecil broussard, g e o r g e
broussard.
second row: burt bujard, byron brumfield, william holmes
buford, jr., william cox, wil
liam crowe, george dobyns.

last year we had our party fun

third row: james fondren,
william gill, robert gossman,
joseph gravelle, charles gray,
michael halphen.
fourth row: john harper,
james harrison, albert johnson, edward jolly, bush joffrion, kenneth kemmerly.
fifth row: carlton kemp, kay
kline, john knight, herbert
leonard, james madison, john
mcdonald.

sigma
nu

sixth row: joe montgomery,
j. I. morrison, paul murphey,
john phillips, custer primos,
james reed.
seventh row: richard reynolds, ralph wesley richardson,
jr., jimmie rodgers,
george sagrera, larry simmons, lyle edward smith, jr.
eiqhth row: richard sevier,
edmond smith, charles stout,
olgerts tamuzs, leo terry,
henry w. tilbury, jr.

this year we can't have none
bob goodman, president of sigma nu

ninth row: richard tooke, wai
ter trotter, lawrence warner,
joseph white, frank williams,
s. I. wright.
not pictured: terrence beven, james m. bouanchaud,
claude d. ford, robert u.
goodman, joe m. gravelle,
rivers e. hargroder, leon g.
hunt, qordon I. jennings, bush
d. joffrion, richard p. sevier,
pierce bailey, don r. cox,
mike fisher, james mcdonald,
wright warner, joe b. holden,
joe collins.
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xi of t h e t a k a p p a p h i

theta kappa phi was founded
lr> 1919 at lehigh university;
louisiana xi was founded at
l-s.u. in 1938.

officers
charles a. lasseigne . . pres,
anthony poche . v.-president
william doran, jr. . secretary
james poche . . . treasurer

members
first row: jose arechabala,
john averette, sam william
bergeron, jr., warren bour
geois, j'r., evans calhoun.
professional technique
second row: donald caserta,
geraldo coutinho, ramon de
reyna, robert dolese, william
joseph doran, jr.

third row: clarence dupuy,
jr., philip eckert, clay englade, jose gaviero, alien
grob.

fourth row: john gross, harry
guillory, kenneth hirschey,
william jeansonne, roy keller.

fifth row: charles james kelly,
jr., patrick kennedy, charles
lasseigne, george lemmon,
james longwell.

theta
kappa
phi

sixth row: gerakd marino,
hugh martin, eddie martinez,
ronald martinez, f. x. miller.
cornsilk behind the barn
seventh row: anthenor navarro, f. c. navarro, anthony
poche, james poche, george
reynaud, jr.

resting on the fraternity laurels— alien lasseigne

eighth row: dale robichaux,
victor roppolo, rolando santos, henry semple, f. stroop.

ninth row: irwin thomas, louis
tremmel, Sylvester tuminello,
steve vaccaro.

not pictured: silvio hemandez, hugh martin, frances mil
ler, george rettig.
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a l p h a a l p h a of t h e t a xi

theta xi was founded in 1864
at rensselaer university, al
pha alpha was founded at
l.s.u. in 1921.
officers
gerald lofaso . . president
tom austin . vice-president
gene matranga . . secretary
jerry ordeneaux . . treasurer

members
first row: c. j. abdo, richard
alvarez, eugene m. boon, jr.,
ransom bricher, robert brous
sard.
watching the 'goils' go by
second row: james caldweil,
dark cavalier, haney cham
bers, kenneth dower, jules
daigle.
third row: albert davis, john
davis, richard davis, robert
dodwell, Wallace dorion.
fourth row: charles gerrets,
daniel grissett, jeff himel,
david james, james jenkins.
fifth row: richard kluge, gus
labarre, joe lamendola, joe
landry, qerald lofaso.

theta
xi

sixth row: thomas lovorn, joe
maranto, gene matranga, ray
maumus, robert morgan.
seventh row: weston muse,
eugene nolan, jerry orde
neaux, john osborn, vincent
patterson, arthur planchard.

jusF working out some mathematical probabilities
jerry "ask the man who owns one" lofaso

eighth row: gurvis j. post, jr.,
a. richard, maurice rouchon,
jr., ronald sapp, felix h. savoie, jr., herbert thomas.
not pictured: tom austin, larry Carrington, henri daubin,
ray hill, jeff himel, kag lindell, conrad moran, eugene
nolan, rodney picciola, thom
as paxton, joseph bianca, ed
clemmons,
terry maloney,
mark mulkey, waiter wainwright.
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delta chi was founded at Cor
nell in 1890. delta chi chap
ter was founded at l.s.u. in
1941.

officers

garland e. shepherd . . pres,
bennie I. williams . . v.-pres.
charles d. crump . secretary

members

first row: lawrence j. andermann, charles d. crump.

prexy garland shepherd and best friend

second row: john >d. kopfler,
melvin p. lemane.

third row: herbert mccright,
gladden I. norris.

fourth row: garland e. shep
herd, sam m. spataro.

fifth row: bennie I. williams,
gerald n. zehender.

not pictured: perry n. barrilleaux, fred e. douciere, jr.,
calvin j. frank, alfred h. gillespie, jr., fredrick w. jones.
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el

centro

venezolano

was

founded af l.s.u. in 1948.

officers

carlos villarroel . . president
jose fernandez . . secretary
lucila ospina . . . treasurer

members

first row:

gustavo

briceno,

alcides cayama, fidias cayama, ricardo corrie, jose fer
nandez, asdrubal fuenmayor.

el centro venezolano

second row: marcel gadea,
the council

luis garcia, jose gonzalez, g.
a. hernandez, tomas hernandez, justo marquez.

third row: luis martin, francisco mendez, pedro mendez,
oscar morales, jorge pirela,
gerardo santeliz.

fourth row: regulo sardi, antonio silva, felipe vanososte,
leon vanososte, marden vasquez, carlos villarroel.

el c e n t o v e n e z o l a n o
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phi gamma delta was found
ed at jefferson college

in

canonsburg, pa. in 1848. the
beta rho chapter was found
ed at l.s.u. in 1948.

thomas self .
joe davis .

. . president
. rec. secretary

barron tabor . . . cor. sec.
david norsworthy . treasurer
e. dale mccarter . historian

members
first

row:

richard

blakely,

robert brett, darrell carraway.

second row: john coon, patrick delaney, jimmy dillon.

tom self, president, out on a limb

third

row:

leonard

doucet,

glen drewett, alvin grabert.

fourth

row:

gerald

hotard,

marvin kendrick, ralph ladner.

fifth

row:

edwin

mccarter,

william mills, lloyd newton.

sixth row: david norsworthy,
peter pritchett, thomas self.

seventh row: barron tabor,
robert tannert, george townsend.

not pictured: william coussons, joe davis, winston deblanc,

charles

deese,

fallaw, jack gilbert,

fred

donald

hoover, eddins hopps, loyd
megison, joe powell, benton
preslar, nils troedsson, clar
ence tucker.
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pi kappa alpha was founded
at the university of Virginia
in 1868. alpha gamma was
founded at l.s.u. in 1903.

officers
herbert j. ahten, jr. . . pres,
charles m. burnes . . v.-pres.
merwin i. delph . . secretary
ernest r. hyndman . . treas.
herbert ahten, president, checks the pike box

members
first row: charles barnes, rob
ert lee crosby, jr., merwin
delph, leo foretich, paul galmiche.

second row: billy hodge, ern
est hyndman, john langford,
richard michel, leon parrish,
robert waldron.

not pictured: lex alexander,
billy black, ronald cowden,
james hamilton, kenneth hen
ry, charles magee, jack mar
tin, doyle r. parker, jose torralbas, bill tumbleson, james
r. wise.

a l p h a g a m m a of
pi k a p p a a l p h a
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zeta beta tau was founded
af city college of new york
in

1898.

louisiana

pi

was

founded in 1911.

officers
john simon

. . . president

jules dante . vice-president
harry sachse . . . secretary
morris dante . . . treasurer

members
first row: robert bahcall, a.
m. bell, abry s. cahn, jr.

second

row:

herman

cohn,

john simon, president zeta beta tau
jules dante, morris dante.

third row: d. davidson, miles
friedlander, julian kurtz.

fourth row: james levy, joe
lipsey, jr., arthur pfeiffer.

fifth row: harry sachse, melvyn safer, judah saizon.

sixth

row:

philip

schaeffer,

john simon, martin snyder.

seventh row: richard snyder,
alan sommer, meyer washafsky.

not pictured: marvin caplan,
ansel smith, lewis weinstein.
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phi epsilon pi was founded
at city college of new york
in 1904. alpha pi chapter was
established at l.s.u. in 1933.

officers

marcus hirsch .

. president

hyman sackett . . . v.-pres.
lester green . . . secretary
ernest heilberg . . treasurer

mayer levy— taking a sky view
members

first row: shelley d. beychok,
Stanley cotlar, lester green,
ernest

heilberg,

bernard

hirsch.

second row: marcus hirsch,
mayer levy, Stanford rosenthal,

hyman

sackett,

joel

smason, jay toul.

not pictured: gilbert cohen,
rubin cohen, larry gottsegan,
warren
cove,

jacobs,
wilbur

arnold

murphy,

linbaer

rambach, barry schaffer.

phi

epsilon
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pi

i n t e r f r a t e r n i t y council

the men's interfraternity council was founded in 1930 and
is a member of the national interfraternity conference which
was founded in 1909.

officers
Iloyd me c l a t c h e y .............................................................president
billy b r o w n ................................................................vice-president
jack nelson............................................................................ secretary
ben c r a f t ..............................................................................treasurer

first row:
jim alien, alpha tau omega
jan barlow, phi delta theta
charles m. barnes, pi kappa alpha
billy brown, kappa alpha
second row:
philip e. brubaker, tau kappa epsilon
toxie bush, delta sigma phi
alex caldweil, kappa alpha
benjamin craft, jr., kappa sigma
j. c. duncan, sigma chi
third row:
vernon fewell, lambda chi alpha
jack gilbert, phi gamma delta
robert u. goodman, sigma nu
robert c. green, alpha tau omega
albert johnson, sigma nu

lloyd me clatchey, president, interfraternity council

fourth row:
john kirn, delta sigma phi
alan lasseigne, theta kappa phi
mayer levy, phi epsilon pi
jerry lofaso, theta xi
william lowry, delta kappa epsilon
fifth row:
lloyd me clatchey, lambda chi alpha
jack nelson, delta kappa epsilon
arthur j. planchard, theta pi
george e. rettig, theta kappa phi
Stanley rosenthal, phi epsilon pi
sixth row:
harry r. sachse, zeta beta tau
hyman sackett, phi epsilon pi
thomas a. self, phi gamma delta
garland e. shepherd, delta chi
john f. simon, zeta beta tau
seventh row:
jim sipple, kappa alpha
lehrue stevens, sigma alpha epsilon
m. tavera, phi iota alpha
robert m. Wallace, kappa sigma
b. h. williams, jr., sigma chi

interfraternity

not pictured:
joe gilbert, sigma alpha epsilon
robert gunter, lambda chi alpha

council
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samurai

samurai is an interfraternity organization founded at l.s.u. in
1932.
officers
ken osterberger, lambda chia lp h a ................................. president
gus warner, sigma n u ............................................ vice-president
bill brown, kappa a l p h a .................................................secretary
carol poche, theta kappa p h i .......................................... treasurer
members
first row:
ab atkins, sigma alpha epsilon
douglas aubin, sigma alpha epsilon
john ayres, delta kappa epsilon
charles barnes, pi kappa alpha
carl bauer, sigma alpha epsilon
john brock, sigma nu
second row:
john brown, phi delta theta
william brown, kappa alpha
greene butler, kappa sigma
alex caldweil, kappa alpha
gil carpenter, kappa sigma
lawrence carrington, theta xi
third row:
tom cranford, delta sigma phi
benjamin craft, kappa sigma
morris dante, zeta beta tau
thomas dupuis, sigma chi
albert englade, theta kappa phi
gene hargroder, sigma nu
fourth row:
ed heaton, sigma chi
hugo holland, kappa sigma
james jenkins, theta xi
william jones, sigma alpha epsilon
bernard jumper, alpha tau omega
john jungschleger, phi delta theta
fifth row:
carlton kemp, sigma nu
john king, kappa sigma
waldo lambdin, delta kappa epsilon
j. b. landry, delta kappa epsilon
gary legros, phi delta theta
royce leonard, lambda chi alpha
sixth row:
mayer levy, phi epsilon pi
malcolm me call, delta kappa epsilon
lloyd me clatchey, lambda chi alpha
james madison, sigma nu
john munson, phi delta theta
carol poche, theta kappa phi
seventh row:
gayle poche, theta kappa phi
gurvis post, theta xi
stan rosenthal, phi epsilon pi
hyman sackett, phi epsilon pi
melvin shortess, lambda chi alpha
marion simpson, lambda chi alpha
eighth row:
jimmie sippel, kappa alpha
joel smason, phi epsilon pi
alan sommer, zeta beta tau
charles ward, kappa alpha
albert warren, sigma alpha epsilon
ninth row:
daniel wheeler, kappa sigma
perry whisner, phi delta theta
carr wilkerson, sigma alpha epsilon
bivins williams, sigma chi
paul young, lambda chi alpha

kenneth osterberger, president, samurai

samurai
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the interfraternity athletic council controls the athletic pro
gram of the university at the intramural level.

officers
william b r o w n ....................................................................president
jerry b a n k s t o n .......................................................... vice-president
paul y o u n g .............................................................................treasurer
jack k e p le r .............................................................................secretary

members
herb ahten, pi kappa alpha
richard alvarez, theta xi

william d. brown, kappa alpha
bert bujard, sigma nu

allain fayd-herbe, alpha tau omega
billy brown up a tree

jack kepler, theta kappa epsilon

eddie martinez, theta kappa phi
william me donald, alpha tau omega

earl melton, kappa alpha
charles robert, kappa sigma

sam schexnayder, delta sigma phi
marion simpson, lambda chi alpha

william smith, sigma alpha epsilon
harry stein, theta kappa epsilon

david stienwinder, sigma chi
paul young, lambda chi alpha

not pictured:
jerry bankston, delta kappa epsilon
fred donciere, delta chi
bernie hirsch, phi epsilon pi
barron taylor, phi gamma delta
ralph valles, phi iota alpha
lewis weinstein, zeta beta tau
perry whisner, phi delta theta
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